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Abstract 


Hydroxypropyl guar (HPG) is an effective ingredient in lubricant eye drops used 
by patients with dry eye disease. The overall goal of the work described in this thesis is to 
understand the physical-chemical properties of HPG in the presence of model surfaces 
and solutes with view to understanding the behavior of HPG in the tear film. 

HPG behaviors are complex because borate ions bind to HPG, which converts 
nonionic HPG into anionic polyelectrolyte, RPG-borate. The borate binding constants are 
very low, meaning the charges on RPG-borate are labile. Another consequence of weak 
binding is that the equilibrium electrolyte concentration with HPG-borate is relatively 
high. Mathematical models were developed to predict the structure of HPG-borate as 
functions of pH. 

This thesis probes the question "When does HPG-borate behave as an anionic 
polyelectrolyte?" This work shows that HPG-borate exhibits deviant behaviors of an 
anionic polyelectrolyte: does not interact with cationic surfactants below the CMC; does 
not interact with lysozyme (cationic protein), and does not adsorb onto cationic liposomes. 
By contrast, anionic polyelectrolytes such as carboxymethyl guar display generic 
behaviors. On the other hand, HPG-borate forms polyelectrolyte complexes with cationic 
polyelectrolytes at low ionic strength and other work from our laboratory has shown that 
HPG-borate flocculates cationic polystyrene latex. 

This complex range of RPG-borate behaviors was rationalized by proposing that 
the labile nature of the charge groups means that the charge density on RPG-borate is 
regulated by the local electrostatic environment. Near a cationic surface HPG-borate 
charge density increases whereas near an anionic surface the charge density is lower. 

Anionic liposome interactions with HPG-borate were characterized. HPG 
concentrations close to clinical levels induced depletion flocculation of the anionic 
liposomes. This is the first example we have found depletion interactions were proposed 
for the tear film. 

To summarize the main implications for the ophthalmic application of HPG are: 
1) under ophthalmic conditions HPG-borate behaves as a nonionic water soluble polymer; 
2) RPG-borate will adsorb onto hydrophobic domains but will not interact with lysozyme; 
3) depletion interactions are important and have the potential to stabilize the lipid layer 
and destabilize emulsion droplets and other dispersed species in the tear film. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

Millions of people in North America suffer from dry eye syndrome. 1
' 

2 The 
chances of dry eye disease increase with age, and women are more susceptible. 1

-
4 Patients 

with dry eye syndrome usually complain of eye dryness, eye inflammation, itch and 
foreign body sensation. 5 Other symptoms include blurry vision, tired eyes, and 
photophobia, etc. l, 3 It has been defined as "a disorder of the tear film due to tear 
deficiency or excessive evaporation that causes damage to the interpalpebral ocular 
surface and is associated with symptoms of discomfort. "6

' 
7 

Many artificial tears have been developed to treat dry eye syndrome. 8 Artificial 
tears are inserted in tear film to relieve the symptoms such as eye dryness. Recently, an 
artificial tear with hydroxypropyl guar-borate (HPG-borate) as a component has been 
proven in clinical tests to be very efficient to treat dry eye syndrome, especially in 
relieving eye dryness.9

' 
10 In order to justify the application of HPG-borate in artificial 

tears, the interaction of HPG-borate and tear film components must be studied to clarify 
possible side effects. 

1.1 Tear film 

The (precorneal) tear film is secreted by the conjunctiva to cover and protect the 
11 16corneal surface. 11 The thickness of the tear film is of the order of tens of µm. 

1.1.1 Tear Film Functions 

In the eye, the tear film mainly serves three functions 17 
: 

• It lubricates the cornea and provides a smooth surface for light refraction; 
• It maintains the metabolism of the cornea and provides nutrients to it; 
• It protects the cornea from foreign contaminants and bacterial attack. 

1.1.2 Tear Film Structure and Components 

Conventionally, tear film has been divided into three layers: the inner layer, 
closest to the corneal surface, is the mucus layer; the middle layer is the aqueous layer; 
and the outer layer, at the air-water interface is the lipid layer. 11

-
20 Recently, a new tear 

film model has been proposed, in which there is no boundary between the mucus and 
aqueous layers. Mucin diffuses into the aqueous layer so that a mucin gradient is set up 
from the mucus layer to the aqueous layer. In addition, the lipid layer can also take up 
proteins. This suggests the tear film model shown in Figure 1.1. 

1 
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Corneal surface ceUs 

Figure 1.1 	 Schematic representation of the tear film (adapted from 
http://www.systane.com/Eye-Moisture.aspx). 

The mucus layer is mostly composed of mucin. Secreted by conjunctiva! goblet 
cells, the mucus layer provides the corneal surface with a hydrophilic layer as the corneal 
surface is hydrophobic. 17

• 
21 The hydrophilic layer facilitates the spread of the aqueous 

layer, lubricates the corneal surface and protects it from bacterial contamination. Mucins 
are glycoproteins consisting of both protein and sugar with molecular weight as high as 
106 Da. Although fifteen types of mucins have been found, only seven of them are related 
to tear film which can be divided into membrane bound mucins, gel forming mucins and 
soluble mucins.22 Membrane bound mucins mainly exist in the mucus layer, having 
hydrophobic amino acid groups which attach to the corneal surface. Membrane bound 
mucins have a thickness of 200-500 nm, and protect the corneal surface from bacterial 
attack. Gel forming mucins form gels to lubricate the corneal surface and prevent it from 
shear force. The total thickness of the mucus layer has been estimated to be up to be about 
1 µm.1s 

The thickness of the aqueous layer is about 10 µm. It provides nutrients such as 
proteins, inorganic salts and oxygen, removes foreign contaminants and lubricates the 
corneal surface.23 The aqueous layer is composed mainly ofwater (95-98%), with the 
important components: proteins and inorganic salts. The diffusing mucins in the aqueous 
layer decrease the surface tension between the mucus and aqueous layers and ease the 
spread of the aqueous layer on the mucus layer. The proteins, with a total concentration of 
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6-20 g/L, include lysozyme, albumin, lactoferrin, transferrin and immunoglobulins such 
as immunoglobulin A (IgA), immunoglobulin G (IgG) and immunoglobulin E (IgE).24 

Among these proteins, lysozyme is an antibacterial protein. I ts concentration is difficult to 
measure, but ranges approximately from O.lg/L to lg/Lin human tear film. The inorganic 
salts include sodium chloride, potassium chloride, calcium chloride and magnesium 
chloride. Among these salts, sodium chloride is the most abundant (above O.lmol/L), 
followed by potassium chloride (above 0.06mol/L), calcium chloride and magnesium 
chloride. The pH of the aqueous layer is rather neutral, about 7.4 in the normal 
population.23 

The thickness of the lipid layer in the human tear film is less than 100 nm, which 
is much thinner than the other two layers. 18 The lipid layer contributes to the lubrication 
of eyelids, the prevention of water evaporation, the stabilization of the tear film, the 
reduction of the air-water surface tension, and the protection against bacteria and foreign 
bodies. 18

' 
25

-
28 The lipid layer is excreted from the meibomian gland29

, and made up 
mainly of non-polar lipids such as wax esters, cholesterol and its esters ( 60-70% ), and 
polar lipids such as phospholipids and glycolipids. In addition, small amounts of fatty 
acids, alcohols, glycerides and hydrocarbons are present in the lipid layer. 18 An early lipid 
layer model proposed that polar lipids, mainly phospholipids, first spread onto the 
aqueous layer followed by non-polar lipids interacting with the hydrophobic tail of the 
polar lipid.30 A more recent model proposes that the lipid also interacts with proteins in 
the aqueous layer.27 

1.1.3 The Break-up of the Tear Film 

Dynamically, a stable tear film can be formed within seconds following the eye's 
blink. Before its rupture, the tear film can survive up to 10-40 seconds, which is longer 
than the interval between blinks (5 seconds). For the dry eye patient, the tear film can 
only survive for less than 10 seconds. Conventionally, it has been assumed that the 
rupture of the tear film is induced by evaporation31 

, but the thick tear film upon rupture 
reduces the possibility of this mechanism. However, Holly3° has proposed a tear film 
break-up mechanism involving tear receding, in which the lipid nucleates dry spots on the 
corneal surface, causing the tear film to rupture instantly, as shown in Figure 1.2. 
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Figure 1.2 Rupture of tear film induced by lipid (Adapted from Holly 1973). 

In addition, a meniscus forced thinning mechanism has been proposed by 
McDonald et al.32 They propose that the thin black lines near the edge of the eyelids 
initiate the rupture of the tear film. This mechanism has been supported by experiment, as 
shown in Figure 1.3.33 
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Figure 1.3 	 (A) Normal tear film (B) Tear film rupture initiated from menisci 
(black lines near the upper and lower eyelids) (Adapted from Bruce 
2001). 

In summary, the mechanisms of tear film rupture are not fully understood. Further 
study on the mechanism is needed. Understanding this mechanism will help in developing 
appropriate artificial tears to treat dry eye syndrome. 

1.2 Artificial Tears 

To treat the dry eye syndrome, many types of artificial tears have been developed. 
Artificial tears are designed to mimic the properties of natural tears. But they cannot 
replicate natural tears exactly. Although the structure of tear films can only survive for 
tens of seconds and the active components decompose quickly, eyelid blinking ensures 
the delivery within seconds of active components and nutrients, and the continuous 
protection provided by the tear film. However, artificial tears can only be applied to the 
eyes intermittently.8 Since artificial tears should serve the same functions as natural tears, 
they should have similar properties. 

Natural tears are composed of 98% water.23 Commercial artificial tears usually 
8consist of 97-99% of water. 

Salts or electrolytes are usually used in artificial tears. As in natural tears, 
electrolytes in artificial tears have three functions: (1) Electrolytes such as sodium 
chloride, potassium chloride, calcium chloride and magnesium chloride are used in 
artificial tears to 1ower osmotic pressure difference between natural tear and artificial 
tear.34 When artificial tears with electrolytes contact with the ceJJs, it prevents the celJs 
from swel1ing or shrinking.(2) Salts such as sodium bicarbonate, sodium phosphate, 
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sodium phosphate monobasic, sodium phosphate dibasic and sodium borate are also 
added to artificial tears as buffers to maintain the pH in the tear film solution. 35 

(3) Some salts, such as borates and benzalkonium chloride, are added as preservatives, to 
prevent the decomposition of the components of artificial tears from bacterial attack 
although they may be cytotoxic to the ocular surface to some extent.36 

In addition to inorganic salts, small organic molecules are used in artificial tears. 
For example, dextrose can be used to adjust osmotic pressures, sucrose can be used as a 
surfactant, and glycerol, sorbitol and mannitol can be used as lubricants. 8 

Proteins have also been used in artificial tears. For example, gelatins have been 
used as artificial tears because they are good surfactants and gelling agents. They can 
function at both the air-water interface and the water-cornea interface to stabilize the tear 
film. However, they have to be extracted from animal collagen8

, and are therefore more 
expensive than other artificial tear formulations. 

Mucins which exist in natural tears can also be added to artificial tears. The mucus 
layer in the tear film functions to facilitate the spread of the aqueous layer and to lubricate 
the corneal surface. Therefore, the deficiency of mucins reduces the spread of the aqueous 
layer and induces the early break-up of the tear film. The addition of mucins supplements 

17 21 s·he mucm· de 1c1ency o fi · fdry eye syn rome. d ' ·1 · h ·t 1m1 ar to protems, t ey are expensive. 

Lipids are another important component of tear film. They prevent water 
25evaporation, lubricate the eyelids, and stabilize the tear film. 18

• -
28 Because of the 

insolubility of the lipid components, they are used only in ointments and not in artificial 
tears. Experimentally, paraffin, lecithin and cholesterol have been used in artificial tears 
to mimic the lipid components in natural tears. 37 

Polymers are frequently used as active components in artificial tears because they 
are relatively cheap compared to other components of natural tears such as mucins, 
proteins and lipids, and can mimic the properties of these components. 

iCH2-1Ht poly(acrylic acid) icH,-1Ht- poly(vinyl pyrrolidone) 

COOH LJo 
i CH2-1Ht poly(vinyl alcohol) HOiCH2 -CH2-0t.H poly(ethylene glycol) 

OH 

Figure 1.4 Synthetic polymers commonly used in artificial tears. 
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Synthetic polymers (Figure 1.4) such as polyethylene glycol (PEG), polyvinyl 
pyrrolidone and polysorbate are used as surfactants and serve at both the solid liquid 
interface and the air-liquid interface. At the water-cornea interface, they mimic the 
function of mucins in reducing the surface tension and improve the spread of the aqueous 
phase on the corneal surface. At the air-water interface, they mimic the function of lipids 
in stabilizing the tear film, and preventing the evaporation of water. Polyvinyl alcohol 
(PVA) was found to be very adsorptive at the corneal surface and has therefore been used 
as a lubricant that mimics the function of mucins.38 Poly( acrylic acid) (PAA) can cross
link with polyalcohols or divinyl glycol, and form gels which are highly mucoadhesive, 
and so it is usually used to increase solution viscosity and mimic the function of 
mucins.39

• 
40 Although synthetic polymers have the advantages of high stability and 

homogeneous molecular weight, they all have various drawbacks. PV A is incompatible 
with some components used in artificial tears. PAA may cause an inflammatory response 
and even damage the corneal surface.41 Surfactants may dissolve lipids and induce 
instability in tear films. 42 In addition, synthetic polymers have the potential to be toxic. 

Therefore, natural polymers have received more attention in recent years. The 
most commonly used natural polymers in artificial tears are polysaccharides (Figure 1.5). 
They are suitable for application to artificial tears since they can mimic mucins due to 
their similar structures and high molecular weight. They can be divided into three 
categories: mucopolysaccharides, dextrans and mucilages.8 

CHpCH2 OH 

"-o~o\ .oHo~o/ 

HO~ ~cf 


OH CH OCH 
2 3 

Methylcellulose 

HOOC NHCOCH3 

"-o~o, o Ho~o/ 

HO~ ~cf 
 nOH CH OH

2 

Dextran 
Hyaluronate 

Figure 1.5 Polysaccharides commonly used in artificial tears. 

A typical mucopolysaccharide is sodium hyaluronate (HA) as shown in Figure 1.5. 
HA is the polysaccharide most similar in structure (sugar units with amido groups) to 
mucins which are glycoproteins. Therefore, it is very mucoadhesive and can have similar 
function like mucins in tear film. Clinical studies have shown that HA is effective in 
treating dry eye syndrome.43

•
44 But the viscosity induced by HA addition is too high for 

the HA to be removed from corneal surface in as a short time with mucins. 45 The 

OH 
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retention of HA on the corneal surface tampers vision and reduces the removal of 
contaminants. 

Dextrans are polysaccharides with a glucose main chain and glucose branch 
chains, with a lower molecular weight than HA. Dextrans provide mechanical strength to 
tear film and induce high onconic pressure.46 But they are poorly mucoadhesive, and 
most importantly, they are highly allergenic.8 

Mucilages are made of cellulose or gums. Because of the poor solubility of 
cellulose, its derivatives are used instead in artificial tears. These cellulose derivatives are 
methylcellulose, hydroxyethyl cellulose, hydroxypropyl cellulose and carboxymethyl 

41 43 44cellulose. These increase the viscosity of tears. ' • ' 
47 Most importantly, they provide 

mild adsorption properties to the corneal surface. 8 Therefore, they properly mimic the 
properties of mucins. However, some cellulose derivatives such as carboxymethyl 
cellulose can interact with proteins, such as lysozyme in tear film. 

In recent years, other mucilages such as alginate48and guar gum have been 
investigated for use in artificial tears. Hydroxypropyl guar (HPG, a hydroxypropyl 
derivative of guar) has been found to be very efficient in treating dry eye syndrome, by 

49 51increasing the retention time oftears.9
• l0, 

1.3 Guar, HPG and RPG-borate 

Extracted from seeds of Cyamopsis tetragonaloba, guar is a polysaccharide 
composed of a ~-1,4 linked mannose backbone and an a-1,6 linked galactose pendant 
group with a galactose to mannose ratio of 1: 1.6 to 1 :2, depending on the source of the 
guar. 52 The structure of guar is shown in Figure 1.6. Because of its high molecular weight 
(over 106 Da), guar is widely used in food, cosmetics, and oil industry as a thickener or 
fracturing agent. 53 Guar has a radius of gyration of about 133 nm at a molecular weight of 
1.87xl06 Da and has a characteristic ratio of 11.87, indicating that guar is a rather stiff 
polymer. 53

• 
54 Polymannose is water insoluble, and galactose is critical for water solubility. 

But due to the intermolecular hydrogen bonding, guar always has some aggregates in 
aqueous solution. 54 
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Figure 1.6 Structure of guar and HPG. 

HPG (structure shown in Figure 1.6) is a hydroxypropyl derivative of guar which 
is a product of guar reaction with propylene oxide. The hydroxypropyl groups block the 
intermolecular hydrogen bonding so that the solubility of guar is increased. The Flory
Huggins parameter of HPG is 0.39, comparing to 0.7 for guar, indicating that HPG is 
more water soluble than guar. And HPG has a characteristic ratio of 13 .02 which makes it 
stiffer than guar because the steric hindrance from hydroxypropyl groups limits the 
bending of the backbone bonds. s3 The distribution of the hydroxypropyl groups is nearly 
random, slightly favoring primary hydroxyl groups.ss The hydroxypropyl content is 
described as degree of substitution (DS), which is the average number of hydroxypropyl 
groups per sugar ring. The typical HPG used in our research has a DS of 0.36. 
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In artificial tears, sodium borate (Na2B40r 1 OH20) is usually used as buffer. In the 
aqueous phase, sodium borate can dissociate into equal numbers of molecules of boric 
acid and borate ion, as shown in equation ( 1): 

And boric acid-borate ions are in equilibrium in the aqueous phase as shown in 
equation (2): 

B(OH) 3 +0H-~B(OH)4 - (2) 

The pKa of boric acid is about 9 .2 meaning that boric acid and borate ions have an equal 
numbers of molecules at pH 9.2 in the aqueous phase. 

It is well accepted that borate ions can bind with cis-diols to form covalent bonds. 
Pezron et al. 56 confirmed that borate ions could also bind with cis-diols on HPG (structure 
as shown in Figure 1.7 and Figure 1.8), and borate ions cross-link with HPG by binding 
with two molecules of HPG as shown in Figure 1.8. Borate binding converts HPG into a 
negatively charged polyelectrolyte, RPG-borate. 

HO 
\ 

Ho-B-.._o 
\ \ 
0 CH

2 
OH 
I 

R=H or -CH -C-CH 
2 H 3 

* 

n 

Figure 1.7 The structure of borate bound HPG. 
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HO'-... - / OH K1OH 
B / O'-... - /OH::::::::..R( (HPG) + 2 H2 0c:::::::::::: 

OH HO/ '-...OH R"' 
0 

/ B '-... 
OH 

+ 

~1/ O'-... - /OH /OH / o'-... - /o":::::::::.. 

R"' /B'-... + R ~ R"-... /B'-... /R
'-...OH 0 00 OH 

Figure 1.8 Borate binds with HPG and cross-links HPG. 

Pezron et al.56 determined the binding constant K1 of borate with HPG to be about 
11 L/mol using dialysis and NMR experiments. Jasinski57 reported a binding constant of 
about 100 L/mol using NMR experiments. Although they disagree with each other, all the 
reported binding constants are lower than expected for covalent bonds. The binding 
energy between borate ion and HPG corresponds to a binding constant of 11 L/mol, 
which is only about -5.9 kJ/mol when calculated using !::t,.G = -RTlnK1 , even lower than 

that of the hydrogen bond which is about 18 kJ/mol. This low binding energy leads to the 
question whether HPG and borate binding is a covalent bond. Hence, the binding constant 
of HPG-borate needs to be clarified. 

1.4 HPG-borate Interaction with Tear Film Components 

1.4.1 Fundamentals 

As a component in artificial tears, HPG-borate may interact with both tear film 
and artificial tear components. The possible components that HPG-borate may interact 
with are proteins, lipids, mucins, polymers, surfactants, particles and surfaces including 
the air-water interface and the liquid-solid interface. 

Although the components of tear film and artificial tears are complicated, all the 
interactions of HPG-borate with these components fall into the following categories: van 
der Waals interaction, electrostatic interaction, hydrophobic interaction, hydrodynamic 
effect, depletion, steric effect and hydrogen bonding. 

The attractive interactions mainly come from the van der Waals attraction, 
electrostatic attraction, hydrophobic attraction, hydrogen bonding, and depletion. 
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Electrostatic repulsion, steric effect and hydrodynamic effect contribute to the repulsive 
interactions. 58 

The van der Waals force is one of the major attractive forces in intermolecular 
interaction due to the attraction force between two instantaneously induced dipoles. The 
van der Waals energy depends on the inverse 6th power of the separation between two 
molecules, which can be expressed as equation (3 )59

: 

where VA is van der Waals attraction energy, /3 is a constant, and J is the separation 
distance between two molecules. However, the van der Waals attraction between colloids 
can be described by the Hamaker theory. For example, the attraction between two similar 
spheres is shown in equation ( 4 )59

: 

V =-AR (4) 
A 12J 

where A is the Hamaker constant and R is the radius of sphere. 

Electrostatic attraction occurs when two molecules have opposite charges. 
Hydrogen bonding is an attractive force between a hydrogen atom and atom which is an 
electron donor such as oxygen, for example, hydrogen atom and oxygen atom in water 
molecule. Hydrophobic attraction is the attractive force between two molecules with 
hydrophobic groups. 58 An example of a depletion force is the attraction between two 
surfaces driven by non-adsorbed polymers, so that the osmotic pressure between them is 
reduced.60 

The fundamental theory describing the electrostatic repulsion between surfaces is 
the electrical double layer theory. For an independent particle surface, the Stem-Gouy
Chapman (SGC) model is a classical model which describes the electrical double layer 
theory. In this model, close to the surface there is a layer whose potential and charge 
density decay linearly from the surface. The potential at the double layer is called the zeta 
potential. It can be calculated by equation ( 5) for spherical particles61 

: 

lf/d = lj/0 (RI r) exp(-K(r - R)) (5) 

In equation ( 5), 'Pd is zeta potential, 'Po is surface potential, R is the radius of the particle, 
r is the sum of the particle radius and the double layer thickness, l!K is the De bye length, 
where K can be calculated by equation (6)61 

: 

K= (6) 
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In equation (6), e0 is elementary charge, NA is Avagadro constant, £0 is the permittivity in 
vacuum, E:r is relative permittivity, kb is Boltzmann constant, and c is salt concentration. 

For two spheres with constant surface potential, the repulsion potential between 
them can be calculated as in equation (7)61 

: 

where h is the separation distance between the spheres, and Vr is the electrostatic 
repulsion potential. 

Hydrodynamic effects inhibit the attraction of particles by the hydration layer, 
while steric effects prevent surfaces from coming together by space inhibition, usually 
resulting from the surface bound polymers on the colloid surface. 58 

1.4.2 Literature Review 

HPG-borate interactions with tear film and artificial tear components have not 
been studied before. 

Anthony et al. 62 reported the interactions between cationic guar and oppositely 
charged surfactants. Cationic guar and surfactant mixtures have similar behaviors to the 
usual oppositely charged polyelectrolyte/surfactant mixtures. The mixtures phase 
separated at a surfactant concentration below the critical micelle concentration ( cmc) of 
the surfactant, and redissolved at a surfactant concentration of a few times the cmc. 
Kastner et al.63 reported the interactions of HPG and hydrophobically modified HPG with 
cationic surfactant dodecyltrimethylammonium bromide (DTAB). No significant 
interactions between HPG and DTAB were observed, whereas hydrophobic interaction 
was found between the hydrophobically modified HPG and the surfactant, via non
cooperative binding below the cmc ofDTAB, which is common behavior between the 
hydrophobic polymer and the surfactant. 

There are few reports of guar or HPG interactions with proteins. Bourriot et al. 64 

studied casein (a protein) and guar mixtures which are often used in the food industry. 
They suggested that casein and guar mixtures form two phases in aqueous solution. There 
are no reports on guar-borate or HPG-borate interactions with proteins. 

There are also no reports on the interactions of HPG-borate with lipids, or even 
HPG or guar interaction with lipids. 

As for guar or HPG interaction with surfaces, the adsorption behavior of guar on 
mineral surfaces has been well studied because of its applications in mineral processing. 
Hydrogen bonding is possibly the driving force for the adsorption of guar on mineral 
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surfaces.65
-
68 But none of these reports involve the behaviors of guar-borate or HPG

borate interaction with mineral surfaces. 

Lu et al.69 have studied the interaction between mucin microgel particles and HPG 
in the presence ofborate using dynamic light scattering, viscosity measurements and 
electrophoretic mobility. They suggested that HPG does not bind with mucin, even in the 
presence of borate. Although they also tried to study the electrostatic interaction between 
lysozyme and HPG in the presence of borate using dynamic light scattering, more 
appropriate techniques need to be employed to investigate the interaction between 
lysozyme and RPG-borate. Hydrophobic interaction between them also needs to be 
investigated. 

1.5 Objectives 

The overall objective of the work summarized in this thesis is to investigate the 
possible interactions of RPG-borate with tear film components and artificial tear 
components at physiological conditions, and assess the application of RPG-borate to 
artificial tears. The specific objectives are as follows. 

1. 	 To prepare modified guar with charged groups and hydrophobic groups, so as to 
magnify electrostatic and hydrophobic interactions with tear film or artificial tear 
components. 

2. 	 To study the properties of RPG-borate as a polyelectrolyte, including the 

interaction with oppositely charged polyelectrolytes. 


3. 	 To investigate the interaction ofHPG-borate with oppositely charged small 
molecules (surfactants). 

4. 	 To study the interaction mechanism of RPG-borate with oppositely charged 
protein-lysozymes under physiological conditions. 

5. 	 To examine the effect of RPG-borate on similarly charged lipids under 

physiological conditions. 


1.6 Thesis Outline 

Chapter 1. Introduction. This chapter introduces the background to this thesis 
including dry eye syndrome, tear film, artificial tears, guar, HPG, RPG-borate and the 
interaction of guar or HPG with tear film components. The objective of the thesis, and the 
thesis outline, are provided. 

Chapter 2. Synthesis and characterization ofcarboxymethyl guar, cationic guar 
and hydrophobically modified guar. This chapter described methods of synthesis of 
carboxymethyl guar, cationic guar and hydrophobically modified guar. The degrees of 
substitution of carboxymethyl, cationic and hydrophobic groups per sugar ring are also 
investigated. 
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Chapter 3. Characterization and modeling ofHPG-borate, a labile polyelectrolyte, 
by polyelectrolyte titration and interaction ofHPG-borate with oppositely charged 
polyelectrolyte. In this chapter, HPG-borate, a polyelectrolyte that different from 
conventionally defined polyelectrolyte, was characterized by polyelectrolyte titration with 
cationic poly( diallyldimethyl ammonium chloride) (PDADMAC). The total binding sites 
of borate ion on HPG were measured by polyelectrolyte titration. A model was developed 
to describe the process of polyelectrolyte titration of HPG-borate with PDADMAC. The 
experiments were all done by me. Both Dr Pelton and I contributed to the modeling. I 
wrote the draft and Dr Pelton helped me revise it. This chapter has been published in 
Macromolecules.70 The modeling paper to describe the polyelectrolyte titration of 
conventionally defined polyelectrolyte has been published in Analytical Chemistry and 
Dr. Pelton contributed the most to the modeling and writing.71 

Chapter 4. Interaction ofHPG-borate with cationic surfactant dodecyltrimethyl 
ammonium bromide (DTAB). In this chapter, a deviant behavior ofHPG-borate as a 
polyelectrolyte was described by investigating the interaction between HPG-borate and 
cationic surfactant dodecyltrimethyl ammonium bromide (DTAB). Carboxymethyl guar 
(CMG) interaction with DTAB was also studied to emphasize the deviant behavior of 
HPG-borate. Dr. Pelton, Dr. Cosgrove, Dr. Richardson, Dr. Prescott and I cooperated in 
SANS experiments. Isothermal titration calorimetric (ITC) experiments were conducted 
by Dr. Dai. Surface tension experiments were performed by me. I prepared the draft and 
Dr. Pelton helped me revise it. This chapter has been published in Langmuir.72 

Chapter 5. HPG-borate and modified guar interactions with lysozyme. HPG
borate interactions with lysozyme are investigated. CMG and hydrophobically modified 
guar interactions with lysozyme are also compared. Ionic strength and pH effects are 
studied. A model is developed to describe the effects of ionic strength on the interactions. 
This chapter is being prepared for publication. 

Chapter 6. HPG-borate and modified guar interactions with phosphatidic acid 
liposomes. The experimental investigation of interactions between phosphatidic acid 
liposomes and HPG-borate are described. Cationic guar and hydrophobically modified 
guar were also employed to compare the interactions with phosphatidic acid liposomes. 
Molecular weight and pH effects on the interactions are studied. A depletion model is 
used to describe the interactions of HPG with phosphatidic acid liposomes. Liang Zhang 
contributed most to find a proper depletion model. This paper is in preparation for 
publication. HPG-borate and modified guar interaction with a cationic lipid 1,2-dioleoyl-
3-trimethylammonium-propane(DOT AP) are also investigated. I contributed to the 
experiment of carboxymethyl guar (CMG) interaction with DOTAP and salt effect model. 
This paper is being prepared for publication. 

Chapter 7. Concluding remarks. This chapter presents the conclusions, major 
contributions and future work. 
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Chapter 2 Synthesis and Characterization of Carboxymethyl 
Guar, Cationic Guar and Hydrophobically Modified Guar 

Abstract 

Carboxymethyl guar, cationic guar and hydrophobically modified guar were 
synthesized by reacting guar with chloroacetic acid, and glycidyltrimethyl ammonium 
chloride, and by reacting carboxymethyl guar with alkyl amines or aromatic amine in the 
presence of N-(3-Dimethylaminopropyl)-N' -ethylcarbodiimide hydrochloride (EDC). 
Carboxymethyl guar was characterized by FT-IR qualitatively, and degree of substitution 
of the carboxymethyl group was determined by conductometric titration. Cationic guar 
and hydrophobically modified guar were characterized by NMR, and the degree of 
substitution of cationic group in cationic guar, and of hydrophobic groups in 
hydrophobically modified guar, were calculated from NMR spectra. The degree of 
substitution of cationic guar was also determined by polyelectrolyte titration and found to 
be in accordance with the NMR result. The carboxyl residues on hydrophobically 
modified guar were characterized by conductometric titration. Results show that 
carboxymethyl guar with degrees of substitution (DS) of 0.39 and 0.13, cationic guar with 
a DS of 0.09, and hydrophobically modified guar with a DS of 0.13, were all successfully 
synthesized. 
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2.1 Introduction 

Guar is a polysaccharide with polymannose as the main chain and pendant 
galactose as side chains. Because of its poor solubility1

, hydroxypropyl groups have been 
added to guar molecules. Hydroxypropyl groups block the hydrogen bonding between 
guar molecules so that the solubility of guar is dramatically increased.2 

Guar and hydroxypropy 1 guar (HPG) have been used as a fracturing agent in oil 
industry, and as a thickener in food industry. Recently HPG has been applied in the drug 
industry, and was found very efficient in the treatment of dry eye syndrome.3

-
6 But the 

interaction mechanism of HPG with these components in the tear film was not well 
understood. 

HPG and borate are among the most efficient components to treat dry eye 
syndrome. It was well known that HPG can be converted from a non-ionic polymer into a 
negatively charged polyelectrolyte when bound with borate.7 And the hydroxypropyl 
groups in HPG are slightly hydrophobic. 

We propose that electrostatic and hydrophobic interaction dominate the 
interaction between HPG-borate and tear film components. Therefore, modified guar with 
charged groups such as carboxymethyl guar, cationic guar and hydrophobically modified 
guar must be synthesized so as to explore the significance of electrostatic and 
hydrophobic interactions. 

Carboxymethylation of polysaccharide has usually been achieved by reacting 
polysaccharide with chloroacetate catalyzed by a base; a typical example is 
carboxymethyl cellulose (CMC) which results from cellulose reacting with chloroacetate 
in the presence of sodium hydroxide. 8 Recently, this method has also been used in the 
carboxymethylation of guar.9 

Cationic guar can be prepared using the same method as in the preparation of 
hydroxypropyl guar (HPG), which is a product of guar reacting with propylene oxide10

. In 
the case of the preparation of cationic guar, guar can react with a compound with an 
epoxy group at one end and a cationic group at the other end. Quaternary ammonium is a 
good candidate for the cationic group because the charge density of quaternary 
ammonium does not change with pH. 

Primary alkyl halides have frequently been used to synthesize hydrophobically 
modified compounds with hydroxyl groups, such as polysaccharides. 11 Although long 
alkyl chains derivatives have been reported to be synthesized by this method, 12 only short 
chain modification such as methylation has been attained efficiently. 13 In addition to 
taking guar molecules as a reactant, carboxymethyl guar can be employed as the starting 
material for the hydrophobic modification of guar so as to react with primary amines in 
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the presence of N-(3-Dimethylaminopropyl)-N'-ethylcarbodiimide hydrochloride (EDC). 
Thus, hydrophobic groups will be attached to guar molecules with amide bond 
formation. 14 

2.2 Experimental 

2.2.1 Materials 

Guar with molecular weight 3x106 Dalton was provided by Alcon Laboratories 
(Fort Worth, Texas). Chloroacetic acid, 2-(N-morpholino) ethanesulfonic acid (MES) 
hydrate, N-(3-dimethylaminopropyl)-N' -ethylcarbodiimide hydrochloride (EDC), hexyl 
amine, octyl amine, dodecyl amine, octadecyl amine and benzyl amine were purchased 
from Sigma-Aldrich. Glycidyltrimethylammonium chloride was purchased from Fluka. 
Polyvinyl sulphate potassium (PVSK) solution of lmM was purchased from BTG 
America. Sodium hydroxide and hydrochloric acid were purchased from Anachemia. 
Isopropanol (2-propanol) was purchased from Caledon Laboratories Ltd. All reagents 
were used without purification. 

2.2.2 Methods 

Preparation of Carboxymethyl Guar (CMG) 

Carboxymethyl guar (CMG) was prepared by reacting guar with chloroacetic acid 
as shown in Scheme 2.1. In a typical experiment, 10 grams of guar was dispersed in 100 
mL of 2-propanol in a three-neck glass flask reactor fitted with a mechanical stirrer. 
Sodium hydroxide (5.6 grams) was added with stirring at room temperature, followed by 
chloroacetic acid. The mixture was stirred for four hours at 70°C. After cooling, the 
dispersed product was collected on a Whatman No.1 medium fast paper filter and washed 
with 300 mL 2-propanol. Then the products were dissolved in water and the solution was 
centrifuged and decanted to isolate the solids. The pH of the solution was adjusted to 7.0 
using hydrochloric acid. Finally, the solution was precipitated with 2-propanol. The 
precipitation product was collected, freeze-dried and then ground into powder. 

The content of carboxymethyl groups was determined by conductometric titration 
(the procedure will be described below). CMG samples with a degree of substitution (DS) 
of 0.13 and 0.39 were synthesized, where the DS is defined as the number of carboxyl 
group per sugar ring. The structure of CMG is shown in Figure 2.1. 

Preparation of Cationic Guar 

Cationic guar was prepared by reacting guar with glycidyltrimethylammonium 
chloride as shown in Scheme 2.2. In a typical synthesis process, 10 grams of guar was 
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dispersed in 200mL of 2-propanol in a 500 mL three necked round flask. Then 50mL of 
30% (w/w) NaOH was added drop by drop. After stirring for 30 min, 80 mL of 
glycidyltrimethylammonium chloride was added and reacted with guar for 4 hours at 
70°C. The dispersed products were collected on a Whatman No. I medium fast paper filter 
and washed with 300 mL 2-propanol. Then the products were dissolved in water and the 
solution was centrifuged and decanted to isolate the solids. The pH of the solution was 
adjusted to 7.0 using hydrochloric acid. Finally, the solution was precipitated with 
2-propanol. The precipitation product was collected, freeze-dried and then ground into 
powder. 

The contents of the cationic group were determined by NMR and polyelectrolyte 
titration (details of the experiments will be described below). Cationic samples with 
degrees of substitution (DS) of 0.09 were prepared, where the DS is now defined as the 
number of cationic groups per sugar ring. The structure of cationic guar is shown in 
Figure 2.2. 

Preparation of Hydrophobically Modified Guar (HMG) 

Hydrophobically modified guars were prepared by reacting carboxymethyl guar 
with alkyl or aromatic amines in the presence ofEDC, as shown in Scheme 2.3. In a 
typical experiment, 1 gram of carboxymethyl guar (DS 0.13) was dissolved in 0.1 mol/L 
MES buffer solution (pH adjusted to 4.7-4.8) in a 250 mL three-necked round flask under 
stirring. A ten fold excess of amine (amine group to carboxyl group) was added to the 
flask under stirring. After mixing for about 30 min, a ten fold excess ofEDC was added 
to the flask under stirring. Reaction was allowed to proceed overnight at room 
temperature. After that, the products were loaded into a dialysis membrane and dialyzed 
for two weeks to remove the small molecules. Finally the products were freeze-dried. 

The contents of the cationic group were determined by NMR and conductometric 
titration (details of experiments will be described below). Hydrophobically modified guar 
samples with a degree of substitution (DS) of 0.13 were prepared, where the DS is now 
defined as the number of hydrophobic groups per sugar ring. The structure of 
hydrophobically modified guar is shown in Figure 2.3. 

Titrations 

Potentiometric and Conductometric Titration 

Both potentiometric and conductometric titration were performed with a PC
Titrate titrator (Man-Tech Associates) equipped with a Burivar-1/2 buret controlled by 
PC-Titrate software. The pH and conductivity were measured with a pH electrode (Man
Tech Associates) and a conductivity electrode connected with a 4010 conductivity meter. 
A 100 mL titration cell that was thermostated with an mgw Lauda RM6 pump controlled 
by an mgw Lauda RMS system was employed. Samples were usually dissolved in 5 
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mmol/L of KCL The pH of samples was initially adjusted to about 3 .0 using hydrochloric 
acid. Then, either 0.1 mol/L or 1 mol/L ofNaOH was used as titrant with an injection rate 
of 60 m V /pH by the base into acid titration method. 

Polyelectrolyte Titration 

Polyelectrolyte titrations were performed using a Mlitek PCD T3 titrator fitted 
with a Mlitek PCD 03 streaming current detector (SCD), composed of a reciprocating 
piston fitted in a fluoropolymer cylinder. A lOmL cationic guar sample with pH 7.4 and 
NaCl concentration O.Olmol/L was loaded into the cylinder and allowed to equilibrate for 
30 min before starting the titration. The mixture was titrated with 1 mol/L of PVSK. The 
apparatus automatically added 0.001-0.0lmL of PVSK when the drift rate was below 
8m V in 10 seconds. All experiments were performed at room temperature. 

Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) 

Modified guar samples were prepared by dissolving in D20. Then 1H NMR was 
performed using a Bruker 200MHz spectrometer. The chemical shifts of 1H spectra are 
reported in ppm. 

2.3 Results and Discussion 

Synthesis of Carboxymethyl Guar (CMG) 

As shown in Scheme 2.1 , carboxymethyl guar was synthesized by reacting guar 
with chloroacetic acid. FT-IR spectra can qualitatively analyze the change from alcohol to 
carboxylic acid. From FT-IR spectra of both native guar and the product shown in 
Figure 2.4, the broad peak in the guar spectrum at about 3200-3600 cm-1 represents 0-H 
stretching absorption, while from the carboxymethy 1guar spectrum, the 0-H stretching 
absorption covers much broader region at about 2400-3600 cm-1

, indicating the existence 
of carboxymethyl groups. 

To quantitatively analyze the carboxymethyl group attached to guar molecules so 
as to determine the degree of substitution, conductometric titrations were performed. 
From a typical conductometric titration, as shown in Figure 2.5, we can calculate the 
volume oftitrant (lmol/L NaOH) consumed. The volume between the two inflection 
points represents the volume of titrant used to titrate carboxymethyl groups and can be 
calculated using three linear equations each representing a linear curve as shown in 
Figure 2.5. 

The calculation for the degree of substitution (DS) of carboxymethyl groups is 
shown in equation (1 ): 
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DS = 162x CNaOH X VNaOH (1) 
(m-58xCNaOH xVNaOH) 

Where DS is degree of substitution; C NaOH is added NaOH concentration; VNaOH is added 
NaOH volume; mis mass of added carboxymethyl guar, and 162 and 58 represent 
molecular weight of one sugar unit and carboxymethyl group respectively. 

Carboxymethyl guar with DS 0.39 and 0.13 were synthesized according to FT-IR 
and conductometric titration. 

Synthesis of Cationic Guar 

As shown in Scheme 2.2, cationic guar was synthesized by reacting guar with 
glycidyltrimethylammonium chloride which has an epoxy at one end and quaternary 
ammonium at the other end. 

The product was characterized by NMR; an example of cationic guar with DS 
0.09 is shown in Figure 2.6. Here, peak No. 4 at about 3.1 ppm represents protons in the 
three methy 1 groups attached to nitrogen in glycidy ltrimethy !ammonium chloride. Protons 
attached to the carbon bearing hydroxy 1group should have a peak at about 3 .2 ppm. The 
protons in the methylene group attached to nitrogen should have a peak at about 3.3 ppm, 
while the protons in the methylene group attached to the guar molecule should have a 
peak at about 3.4 ppm. In the NMR spectrum, those peaks were masked by resonance due 
to the protons in the sugar unit with peaks ranging from 3.5 ppm to 4.4 ppm, representing 
every proton in the sugar unit except the proton attached to carbon No. I in the sugar unit 
whose peak is at about 4.9 ppm. 15 The degree of substitution of cationic guar represents 
the number of cationic groups per sugar ring, and was determined by comparison of 
integration of those peaks representing protons in the three methyl groups attached to 
nitrogen in glycidyltrimethylammonium chloride and integration of those peaks 
representing protons in the guar sugar unit and other protons (except protons in the three 
methyl groups) in glycidyltrimethylammonium chloride. The degree of substitution of the 
cationic group in cationic guar was determined to be about 0.09, using NMR. 

To confirm the degree of substitution results ofNMR, the degree of substitution of 
cationic guar was also estimated by polyelectrolyte titration using lmmol/L PVSK as 
titrant. The titration curve is shown in Figure 2.7. Molar concentration of the cationic 
group in cationic guar was calculated in equation (2): 

c = C PVSK x VP VSK (2) 

CaG V, 


CaG 


where Ccao is molar concentration of the cationic group in cationic guar; VcaG is the 
volume of cationic guar which is 1 OmL, CpvsK and Vp vsK are respective molar 
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concentration of PVSK and volume of PVSK, namely lmmol/L and 2.6mL. So CcaG was 
calculated to be 0.26mmol/L. Degree of substitution of the cationic group in cationic guar 
was calculated in equation (3): 

DS =___C_c_aa___ (3) 
M caG 

where McaG is mass concentration of cationic guar which is 0.5g/L, Mws is the molecular 
weight of one sugar unit, which is 162 g/mol, Mwg is the molecular weight of 
glycidyltrimethylammonium chloride, which is 151.5 g/mol. So the degree of substitution 
of the cationic group in cationic guar was calculated to be 0. 09. 

Synthesis of Hydrophobically Modified Guar 

Hydrophobically modified guar was synthesized by reacting carboxymethyl guar 
(CMG) with primary alkyl amines or aromatic amines such as benzyl amine in the 
presence ofEDC. As shown in Scheme 2.3 and Scheme 2.4, EDC first reacts with the 
carboxymethyl group and creates an intermediate that can then react with primary amine 
to form an amide bond, releasing an isourea by-product simultaneously. 

Products of synthesis were characterized by NMR. Figure 2.8 shows an NMR 
spectrum of hydrophobically modified guar derived from the reaction of CMG with 
hexylamine. In this spectrum, peak No.1 at about 0.8 ppm represents protons of the 
methyl group in an alkyl chain of hexylamine. Peak No. 2 at about 1.2 ppm represents 
protons of methylene groups in an alkyl chain of hexylamine. Peak No. 3 at about 2.8 
ppm represents protons of methylene groups attached to amine group. Comparison of 
those peaks representing protons of alkyl chains with those peaks representing protons of 
a sugar unit give a degree of substitution of 0.12. 

In addition to NMR, conductometric titration was conducted to determine whether 
all carboxylic groups in CMG react with primary amines to form amide bonds. 
Figure 2.9 shows conductometric titration results for hydrophobically modified guar 
derived from hexylamine. We can see that very little NaOH (O.lmol/L, the volume 
between the two inflection points close to zero) was consumed to neutralize the 
carboxylic group in CMG. We conclude that nearly all carboxylic groups were converted 
to amide. 

The properties of modified guars were generalized in Table 2.1. 
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2.4 Conclusions 

1. 	 Carboxymethyl guar with degree of substitution (DS) of 0.39 and 0.13 was 
successfully synthesized by reacting guar with chloroacetic acid. The DS was 
characterized by conductometric titration. 

2. 	 Cationic guar with a DS of 0.09 was synthesized by reacting guar with 

glycidyltrimethyl ammonium chloride. The DS of cationic groups was 

characterized by NMR and polyelectrolyte titration. 


3. 	 Hydrophobically modified guars with DS of0.13 were synthesized by reacting 
carboxymethyl guar with primary amines in the presence ofEDC. The 
characterization of hydrophobically modified guar was conducted using NMR. 
Conductometric titration was employed to determine the residue of carboxy 
groups in hydrophobically modified guar. This showed that there was nearly no 
carboxy residue in hydrophobically modified guar. 
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2.5 Tables 

Table 2.1 Properties of modified guar. 

Modified guar Functional group 
Degree of 

substitution 
_CDS} 

Starting 
material 

Water 
solubility 

Carboxymethyl guar 
(CMG) 

-CH
2
COOH 0.39 

Native 
guar(MW 

3MDa) 
good 

Cationic guar 
l: -

~~-N~O 
I I 

Q-1 % 
0.09 

Native 
guar(MW 

3MDa) 
good 

Hydrophobically 

HMO
6 

0 H 
II I 

- CH2-C-N-CH2-R' 

R'=(C H2 ) 4 C H3 

0.13 
Native 

guar(MW 
3MDa) 

<O.lg/L 

<O.lg/L 

modified guar 
(HMO) HMO

benzyl 

0 H 
II I 

-CH2-C - N-CH2-R' 

R'=O 

0.13 
Native 
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2.6 Schemes 

Na OH 
R-O-CH2COOH+ HCI 

10°c 

Scheme 2.1 Synthesis of carboxymethyl guar. 
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Scheme 2.2 Synthesis of cationic guar. 
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Scheme 2.3 Synthesis of hydrophobically modified guar. 
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Scheme 2.4 	 Reaction of carboxylic acid with primary amines in the presence of 
EDC (Adapted from Hermanson, G. T., 2008, also see reference 14). 
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2.7 Figures 

n 

Figure 2.1 The structure of carboxymethyl guar (CMG). 
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Figure 2.2 The structure of cationic guar. 
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Figure 2.3 The structure of hydrophobically modified guar (HMG). 
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Infra-red spectra of guar and carboxymethyl guar (CMG). 
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Figure 2.5 Conductometric and potentiometric titration to determine degree of 
substitution of carboxymethyl guar (DS 0.39). 
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Figure 2.6 Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) characterization of degree of 
substitution of cationic guar (DS 0.09). 
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Figure 2. 7 	 Polyelectrolyte titration characterization of degree of substitution of 
cationic guar (DS 0.09). 
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Figure 2.8 	 Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) characterization of degree of 
substitution of hydrophobically modified guar (N-hexylamide 
substitution) (DS 0.12) synthesized from carboxymethyl guar (DS 
0.13). 
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Figure 2.9 	 Characterization of carboxyl residue on hydrophobically modified 
guar (N-hexylamide substitution) (DS 0.13) by conductometric and 
potentiometric titration. 
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Chapter 3 Characterization and modeling of HPG-borate, a 
labile polyelectrolyte, by polyelectrolyte titration and 
interaction of HPG-borate with oppositely charged 
polyelectrolyte 

Abstract 

Hydroxypropyl guar (HPG), a nonionic water soluble polymer, becomes an 
anionic polyelectrolyte in the presence of borate or boronate ions which bind to HPG. 
However, the charge groups on the RPG-borate are labile which complicates the 
interpretation of polyelectrolyte titration behavior. Specifically, polyelectrolyte complex 
formation between RPG-borate and cationic poly( diallyldimethyl ammonium chloride), 
PDADMAC, stimulates further borate binding to HPG. We propose that labile 
polyelectrolytes such as RPG-borate are new class of polylelectrolytes that fall outside 
conventional "strong" or "weak" polyelectrolyte behavior. 
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3.1 Introduction 

Polyelectrolyte titrations, originally called the colloid titration 1, are widely used to 
measure the concentration of charged groups bound to polymer chains and solid surfaces 
in water. This technique is based on the quantitative, irreversible complex formation 
between oppositely charged polyelectrolytes2

. Originally, polyelectrolyte titration 
endpoints were detected with an indicator dye. However, the streaming current detector 
(SCD) is widely used for endpoint detection. The SCD consists of a loosely fitting 
fluorocarbon coated piston that reciprocates in a cylinder with a closed end (see Figure 
3.1). Electrodes measure the streaming current induced by the flow ofliquid over the 
cylinder walls. It is assumed that polyelectrolyte complex species in solution are identical 
to those adsorbed on the SCD cylinder wall so that the SCD signal gives a measure of the 
electrostatic potential of the polyelectrolyte complex species in solution. For example, the 
curve labeled PVSK, potassium poly(vinyl sulfate), in Figure 3.2 shows the evolution of 
SCD signal with addition of PD AD MAC, poly( diallyldimethyl ammonium chloride), to a 
PVSK solution. This is the behavior of classic, well-behaved polyelectrolytes; there are 

6similar examples in the literature3
- . Because of the dramatic change in signal near the 

equivalence point, most practitioners simply assign an endpoint corresponding to a SCD 
signal of 0 m V and do not report the entire titration curve. 

In this chapter we present and interpret the colloid titration curves of deviant 
systems we call "labile polyelectrolytes"; the curve labeled RPG-borate in Figure 3.2 is 
an example. The RPG-borate curve in Figure 3.2 refers to titration of a mixture of 
hydroxypropyl guar (HPG) and sodium borate. HPG is a water-soluble, nonionic polymer 
that binds borate ions giving the structure of HPG shown in Figure 3.3. The 
hydroxypropyl groups are added to guar to inhibit intermolecular interactions and thus 
improve water solubility7

• The distribution of hydroxypropyl groups is approximately 
random8

. A single borate ion can condense onto two HPG segments to give a cross-link, 
increasing viscosity and giving gels9

. Audebert emphasized that, in addition to cross
linking, borate addition converts nonionic guar (or HPG) into an anionic polyelectrolyte10

. 

The goal of this chapter is to explain the shape of the RPG-borate curve, including 
identifying the location and meaning of the endpoint. From an analytical chemistry 
perspective, the unusual behavior of RPG-borate titration is important because we will 
show that the endpoint does not correspond to zero SCD signal and that the endpoint is 
not a measure of the initial charge content of RPG-borate. From a polyelectrolyte 
physical chemistry perspective, this work is also significant because it suggests a new 
class of polyelectrolytes - "labile polyelectrolytes", which display more complicated 
behaviors. The properties of RPG-borate are now described in context with classic 
"strong" and "weak" polyelectrolytes. 

It is common practice to divide polyelectrolytes into "strong" and "weak". Strong 
polyelectrolytes bear charge groups such as sulfate, sulfonate and quaternary ammonium 
whose degrees of ionization are not sensitive to pH and ionic strength. By contrast, with 
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weak polyelectrolytes such as polyvinylamine11 and poly( acrylic acid), the degree of 
ionization is very sensitive to pH and ionic strength. It is generally accepted that borate 
B(OHk, and not B(OH)3, binds to HPG because alkaline pH is required to observe 
viscosity increases and other measures of borate binding. This pH sensitivity suggests 
RPG-borate is another "weak polyelectrolyte", however, such a conclusion is misleading. 
Borate-guar binding constants in the literature are 11 L/mol10 and 100 L/mol12 

. By 
contrast, the free energy associated with the protonation of poly( acrylic acid) is about 5 
times greater than the borate binding energy13 

. 

In this chapter we explain the unusual polyelectrolyte titration behavior of HPG
borate, and related systems, as a manifestation of the low borate binding constant to HPG. 
Future work will show that this labile polyelectrolyte characteristic also impacts 
interactions with cationic surfactants. 

3.2 Experimental 

Hydroxypropyl guar (HPG) with 0.36 hydroxypropyl groups per sugar ring and 
molecular weight of 1.0x106 Da was a gift from Alcon Laboratories, Fort Worth Texas. 
Poly(diallyldimethylammonium chloride), (PDADMAC) solutions (lmeq/L) with 
molecular weight of 10,700 Da and potassium polyvinyl sulfate (PVSK) (lmeq/L) with 
molecular weight of 19,100 Da were purchased from BTG Americas Inc. Poly( acrylic 
acid) with molecular weight of 1.0x 106 Da was purchased from Polysciences Inc. 
Methylboronic acid was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Sodium borate (borax), sodium 
hydroxide and hydrochloric acid were purchased from Anachemia. Sodium chloride was 
purchased from Caledon Laboratories Inc. All experiments were performed with MilliQ 
water from a Millipore system. 

Polyelectrolyte titrations were performed using a Mi.itek PCD T3 titrator fitted 
with Miitek PCD 03 streaming current detector (SCD). The heart of the detector is a 
reciprocating piston fitted in a fluoropolymer cylinder (see Figure 3.1). In a typical 
experiment, 42 mL 0.01%HPG and 2.1 mL ofO.l M borax solutions were mixed and the 
pH was adjusted with sodium hydroxide or hydrochloric acid solution. Ionic strengths of 
the solutions were adjusted with sodium chloride. A 10 mL sample was loaded into the 
cell, and was allowed to equilibrate for 30 min before starting the titration. The mixture 
was titrated with 1 meq/L PDADMAC. The apparatus automatically added 0.02-0.2 mL 
increments of PDADMAC when the drift rate was below 8 mV in 10 seconds, and SCD 
signal was recorded. All experiments were performed at room temperature. 

The pH change during addition of PD AD MAC to RPG-borate solutions was 
measured with a Thermo pH electrode connected to a Beckman <1>390 pH/Temp/mV/ISE 
Meter. In a typical experiment, 42 mL of 0.01 % HPG and 0.01-0.05 mL O.lM sodium 
borate were added to a 100 mL beaker. PDADMAC (lmeq/L) was manually titrated to 
HPG and borax solutions under stirring and pH was recorded after each addition. 
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3.3 Modeling Polyelectrolyte Titrations 

The goal of this section is to present a model that simulates the range of titration 
curves shown in Figure 3.2. Because SCD detectors are commercial devices, we do not 
know the detailed nature of the SCD signal. Following Walker' s approach we assume that 
the SCD signal is proportional to the zeta potential (s) of the SCD wall14. Furthermore, 
we assume that the proportionality factor a is a constant for a titration. 

SCD signal = ac; (1) 

Initially in a titration, the SCD cell contains a dilute solution of anionic 
polyelectrolyte that adsorbs onto the SCD fluorocarbon wall, influencing the zeta 
potential, c;, and the net surface charge density, f5df· For the case of strong polyelectrolyte 
pairs, such as PVSK titrated with PDADMAC, we assumed that the net charge density 
changed linearly with the volume of added PDADMAC, VT - see equation (2), where /3 
is a constant: 

Our previous publication focused only on the strong polyelectrolyte titration case 
and we showed that classical diffuse double layer theory could be used to simulate the 
evolution of the SCD signal during a colloid titration2

. According to standard diffuse 
double layer theory, the corresponding net charge density, ad, on SCD cell wall is given 
by equation (3), where NA is Avogadro' s number, kb is the Boltzmann constant, Tis 
temperatur~, £ is the combined dielectric constant and c is the sodium chloride molarity. 
Equations (2) and (3) can simulate the shapes of polyelectrolyte titrations with strong 
polyelectrolytes, including the effects of sodium chloride addition2

. 

(3) 

A more complex model is required to explain the titration curves when 
PDADMAC is added to HPG-borate mixtures. Borate binding to HPG is expressed as the 
following equilibrium where [Be-] is the concentration of free borate ions near the HPG, 
[P] is the concentration of unoccupied borate binding sites on HPG, and [BP-] is the 
concentration of bound borate ions. For dilute mixtures of HPG and borate in the absence 
of other chemicals, [Be-] approximately equals average borate concentration in solution. 
The binding of borate to HPG has been described by equation ( 4) and the binding 
constants reported in the literature are 11 L/mol10 and 100L/mol12

. 

(4) 
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The most important assumption in our model accounts for the depletion of free 
borate ions near a negatively charged interface and the corresponding enrichment of 
borate ions near a positive surface. This was accomplished through equation (5) which 
shows that when the local electrical potential of the HPG chain, S, is negative, the 
effective concentration of borate ions [Be-] will be less than the average concentration in 
solution, [BT The term yis an adjustable parameter which was normally set as 3 - the 
sensitivity of model results to ywill be presented. We acknowledge similarities between 
equation ( 5) and the work of Leibler et al. who modeled the electrostatic retardation of 
borate binding by existing charges on the guar chain 15

. 

(5) 

There are three contributions to net charge density on the SCD wall: (J0 the charge 
on clean cell wall; (JHPG the contribution of the borate groups bound to HPG; and, (JDAD 

the charge associated with added cationic titrant (see equation ( 6) ). For a strong 
polyelectrolyte, the contributions of clean cell charge density and the adsorbed anionic 
polymer are constant; thus (JdI in equation (2) was treated as a constant. By contrast, in 
HPG-borate titrations, (JHPG may increase during the titration due to increased borate 
binding. 

Equation ( 6) illustrates the three contributions to the net surface charge density of 
the surfaces of the SCD cell, The SCD reading for a clean cell is negative so (J0 , the initial 
cell charge density, was assumed to be constant and negative. 

The contribution of the adsorbed HPG to charge density, (JHPG, is given by 
equation (7) where rHPG (mg/m2

) is the coverage of adsorbed HPG, EWHPG is the 
equivalent weight of HPG fully saturated with bound borate, [Pr] is the total 
concentration of borate binding sites in the cell and Fis the Faraday constant. We assume 
that rHPG is constant, meaning that HPG does not desorb or adsorb during the titration. 
The term [BP-]l[Pr] is the fraction of occupied borate binding sites on HPG- thus we 
assume that the extent of borate binding in solution is the same of the HPG adsorbed on 
the cell wall. This is a serious approximation since ((see equation (5)) near a borate 
binding site on HPG in solution will differ from snear the charged SCD cell surface. 
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In the course of a titration, the cationic titrant (PDADMAC) binds to the HPG 
adsorbed on the SCD cell wall. It is unlikely that the amount of adsorbed HPG is constant 
during the titration. In the extreme as HPG-borate/PDADMAC approach neutrality, 
deposition of large complexes may occur. However, we are modeling the streaming 
potential which is sensitive to the composition at the shear plane. Thus, we are really 
assuming that HPG concentration at the shear plane is constant which is not too restrictive. 

We assumed that all of the added PDADMAC is associated with RPG-borate so 
that the coverage of adsorbed PDADMAC, rDAD, is given by equation (8) and the 
corresponding contribution to cell surface charge density is give by equation (9), where 
EWDAD is the equivalent weight of PDADMAC (161 Da), and CDAnlCHPG is the ratio of 
the total mass concentrations of PDADMAC to HPG in the cell. Note that during a 
titration, CDAD increases from an initial value of 0 whereas CHPG is constant. 

C DAD 
r DAD =--rHPG (8) 

CHPG 

(9) 

The boric acid equilibrium is required to account for the influence of pH. Boric 
acid is a Lewis acid, forming the borate ion by reaction with hydroxyl. The borate 
formation constant (see equation (10) where [Br] is the total boron molarity), K 0 = 6.3 x 
104 L/mol which corresponds to a pKa of9.2. 

(10) 

We employed borax (Na2B40r10H20) that adds two sodium ions for every four 
boron atoms. Thus, the following charge balance holds. 

Equations (3)-(11) were solved numerically to give S-as a function of the amount 
of added PDADMAC (CDAD) using MathCAD 14. An example calculation is provided in 
the appendix A. Most of the parameters have known values. The unknown parameters 
were the amount of adsorbed HPG, rHPG, the electrostatic multiplier,y, and a, the 
proportionality constant relating SCD signal to zeta potential. 
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3.4 Results 

3.4.1 Polyelectrolyte Type 

Figure 3.2 shows polyelectrolyte titration curves for three types of anionic 
polyelectrolytes titrated with PD AD MAC. The x-axis shows the volumes of PD AD MAC 
added divided by the volume corresponding to 0 SCD signal. Potassium poly(vinyl 
sulfate), PVSK, is a strong polyelectrolyte which gives classic behavior. The SCD signal 
maintained a constant negative value to very near the endpoint. 

The curve labeled PAA denotes the titration of poly( acrylic acid) at neutral pH 
where the degree of ionization is ~0.65 16 . The shape of PAA titration is similar to PVSK 
and it has been long known that the polyelectrolyte titration gives good estimates of the 

17degree of ionization of weak polylelectrolytes16
' . For example, Phipps showed that 

potentiometric titration and polyelectrolyte titration gave the degree of ionization of 
polyethyleneimine as a function of pH 6. Thus, PAA and other standard weak 
polyelectrolytes do not undergo a significant change in the degree of ionization during the 
polyelectrolyte titration. 

Finally, the non-ideal HPG-borate titration curve in Figure 3.2 is the focus of this 
chapter. The structure of HPG-borate is shown in Figure 3.3. This curve, and other 
examples to follow, shows unusual features. Initially there is a rapid decrease in SCD 
signal followed by long near constant section. Our explanation of the shape is that 
initially the HPG chain was not saturated with bound borate; however, the presence of 
cationic PDADMAC during the titration facilitates further borate binding. This 
hypothesis is built into our model described in the previous section. 

Figure 3.4 compares the HPG-borate experimental curve with two simulated 
curves. The experimental SCD signals were divided by 4 to give values more typical of 
zeta potential measurements. In other words, q in equation (1) was assumed to be equal to 
4. The x-axis for the experimental curve is the same as in Figure 3.2, whereas for 
simulated curves the x-axis is the equivalents of added PDADMAC divided by the total 
number of equivalents of borate binding sites on HPG. 

The two simulated titrations differ in the borate binding constant, K1 in equation 
( 4). The K1= 100 L/mol curve shows the same features as the HPG-borate data. This is 
Jasinski's value for the binding constant12

• By contrast the simulated curve for the high 
binding constant closely resembles the PAA and PVSK curves in Figure 3 .2. In this case 
the HPG is initially saturated with bound borate. The caption in Figure 3 .4 gives the other 
model parameters. Of these, only rand rHPG were arbitrary - the sensitivity of the 
simulated curves to these arbitrary parameters will be shown at the end of this section. 
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Finally, we defined the endpoints of the simulated curves as the inflection points 
where the second derivative equals zero- see the Discussion section for justification. Thus 
the endpoints for the simulated curves in Figure 3 .4 correspond to the total amount of 
added titrant, being about 1.2 times the concentration of borate binding sites. The extra 
20% reflects the initial charge on the cell wall ((J0 in the model). We will show in the 
following sections that the computed endpoints shift to the expected value of 1 when the 
concentration of adsorbed HPG erHPG) is increased. 

3.4.2 Borate Concentration and pH 

Borate serves two roles -when bound to HPG, borate is a source of charge and 
borate is a pH buffer. Figure 3.5 shows a series of titrations where the initial 
concentration of borax was varied. Note that we give the total concentration of boron 
species, which include boric acid, free borate ion and borate bound to HPG. For high 
boron concentrations, the titrations were not sensitive to boron concentration whereas 
with lower borate concentrations influence the titrations. With very low borate in the cell, 
there is not enough to saturate the HPG chain and to keep the pH constant. 

Figure 3.6 shows simulated titrations with varying borate concentrations. In this 
figure we express the total boron concentration, [Br], as a ratio to the total concentration 
of borate binding sites on HPG, [PT]. Comparing the By= 10 Pr and By= 100 Pr curves 
showed that the endpoint was constant, whereas the higher borate concentration gave a 
small vertical shift toward more negative potentials. By contrast, when there was 
insufficient borate to saturate the HPG, the curves changed shape. The trends in 
Figure 3.6 show the main features of the experimental curves in Figure 3.5. 

One might predict that at high total borate concentration, that the initial bound 
borate concentration should be high and that the shape of the polyelectrolyte titration 
should approach those of PAA or PVSK. However, the negative surface potential near the 
clean cell lowers the amount of bound borate. The model accounts for this effect with 
equation (5). Consider, for example, the By= 100 Prcurve in Figure 3.6. The fraction of 
occupied borate binding sites on HPG is 6 x l0-7~0 before any PDADMAC is added. 
However, if we turn off the electrostatic influence on borate binding by setting F 0 in 
equation (5), the occupied fraction of borate binding sites is 0.43. 

Borate binding lowers the pH because the bound ion can no longer participate as a 
buffer. Indeed, pH change measurement is one of the methods used estimate borate 
binding constants18

. It was not possible to measure pH during a SCD titration; however, 
in independent experiments we monitored pH as a function of the quantity of PDADMAC 
added to HPG-borate mixtures. The results are summarized in Figure 3. 7. The initial 
solutions were prepared with borax so that the initial pH approximately equaled the pKa 
of 9 .2. The boron concentrations are expressed as a fraction of the total concentration of 
borate binding sites on HPG. There was no pH change when very high boron 
concentrations were used (data not shown). The highest borate concentration in Figure 3.7 
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was 240% higher than the concentration of binding sites, so there was little pH change 
during the titration. By contrast, when the total boron concentrations were less than the 
concentration of binding sites, there was a substantial pH drop during the titration because 
PDADMAC addition induced most of the borate to bind to the HPG. 

Our model was also capable of simulating the pH lowering during a titration. 
Figure 3.8 shows simulations at four initial boron concentrations. The model predicts the 
general features of the data in Figure 3.7. However, the detailed shapes of the pH 
evolution curves were sensitive to the assumed yvalue - this will be shown in a later 
section. 

3.4.3 Borate Type 

One of the complications of the HPG borate system is that a borate ion can bind 
twice to HPG giving a cross-link. We were concerned that the unusual SCD titration 
curves were some artifact of cross-linking. Several titrations were conducted in which 
boric acid was replaced by methylboronic acid. The alkyl boronate can only bind once, 
thus adding a charge to HPG without cross-linking. The two types of boric acids are 
compared in Figure 3.9. The most important conclusion is that the shapes of both curves 
are the same, showing that cross-link formation is not an important issue. A secondary 
point is that slightly more PDADMAC was required for the methylboronic solution. This 
suggests that with RPG-borate there were some cross-links because the HPG bound less 
borate than methylborate. 

3.4.4 Key Model Parameters 

The major assumption in our model is that positive potential induced by 
PDADMAC increases the local borate concentration near the HPG which gives more 
binding. This assumption is implemented through equation ( 5) that contains the adjustable 
parameter y. Figure 3.10 shows the influence of yon the simulated titration curves. For r 
values of 3 and greater the curves are not sensitive to yand look similar to experimental 
curves. By contrast, the simulated curves for r= 1 and r 0.5 were elongated showing 
little structure. 

We also assumed that the amount of HPG adsorbed on the SCD detector wall, 
rHPG, was constant throughout the titration. Figure 3.11 shows the influence of amount of 
adsorbed HPG on the simulated titrations. For very high rHPG values (10 and 200 mg/m2

), 

the titration curves were independent of rHPG and the endpoints corresponded to 
dimensionless PDADMAC concentration equal to 1. This means the apparent endpoint 
was a measure of the total concentration of binding sites on HPG. However, the titration 
curves for the lower rHPG values of 1 and 2 mg/m2 were shifted to right along the 
dimensionless PDADMAC axis. The shift in the endpoint to higher dimensionless 
PDADMAC concentrations reflects the larger contribution of initial charge density (clean 
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cell before HPG is added, ()0 in equation (6)) to the consumption of cationic polymer. We 
propose that this sensitivity to clean cell charge density is exaggerated in the model 
because as HPG and PDADMAC adsorb, the shear plane will move out from the SCD 
wall, lowering the influence of ()0 • 

3.5 Discussion 

Originally we performed polyelectrolyte titrations on HPG-borate mixtures to 
measure the quantity of borate ions attached to HPG. Although the titrations were 
reproducible, their shapes were unusual and the endpoints corresponding to zero SCD 
signal seemed incorrect. The work herein was aimed at clarifying the criterion for 
choosing endpoints and to identify the meaning of the endpoint. 

Examination of the experimental HPG-borate titration curves reveals that the 
PDADMAC volume corresponding to the endpoint is not distinct and does not correspond 
to zero SCD signal. A better endpoint criterion is titrant volume where the second 
derivative of the curve is zero, although this was also indistinct in many cases with HPG
borate. 

With the simulated titration curves, the zeta potential corresponding to the 
endpoint could be positive or negative. If the binding constant, K 1 was high, the endpoint 
occurred when the SCD surface was still negatively charged whereas low K1 values 
required a positively charged surface to saturate the HPG chain with bound borate. 

The modeling suggests that the endpoint in our polyelectrolyte titrations gives a 
measure of the maximum number of borate binding sites on HPG. There is no consensus 
in the literature as to the identity of the binding sites on HPG ([Pr] in the model). The 
three structural units on HPG (Figure 3 .2) are galactose, bare mannose and mannose units 
supporting a galactose. The presence of the hydroxypropyl groups is another complication. 
The endpoints in our titrations correspond closely to the number of galactose units 
causing us to believe that most of the guar binding sites are on the galactose units. 

Our interest in HPG-borate behavior arises from its efficacy as a component of 
artificial tears 19

• Previously, we showed that HPG-borate forms complexes with lysozyme, 
a cationic protein present in tear fluid20

. The present work suggests that the HPG
borate/PDADMAC interaction is cooperative in that complexation may stimulate 
additional borate binding to HPG. 

Finally, we propose that the polyelectrolyte titration of HPG-borate and HPG
methylborate illustrates polyelectrolyte behaviors that fall outside the conventional 
landscape of strong and weak polyelectrolytes. Specifically, the labile nature of the 
boronate binding causes the anionic charge density ofHPG-borate to respond to small 
changes in local environment. Work in our group shows that HPG-borate behaves like a 
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conventional polyelectrolyte in that it can induce bridging flocculation. On the other hand, 
we will also show that unlike conventional strong and weak anionic polyelectrolytes, 
RPG-borate does not complex with cationic surfactants. Therefore a picture is developing 
that is consistent with the interactions of labile RPG-borate with macromolecules and 
surfaces being more complicated than with conventional polyelectrolytes. 

3.6 Conclusions 

1. 	 The polyelectrolyte titration does not measure the initial charge content of labile 
polyelectrolytes such as RPG-borate because the presence of cationic titrant 
facilitates further borate binding to HPG. 

2. 	 The polyelectrolyte titration can give a measure of the total concentration of 
borate binding sites on HPG. 

3. 	 Endpoints for the RPG-borate polyelectrolyte titrations are not distinct and do not 
correspond to zero streaming current potential. 

4. 	 HPG binds slightly more methylboronic acid than borate ion because some of the 
borate ions occupy two sites on HPG, whereas methylborate can bind only to one 
site. 

5. 	 The shapes of the polyelectrolyte titration curves and the pH changes during a 
titration were simulated by a model that accounts for electrostatic enhancement of 
borate binding to HPG in the presence of cationic PDADMAC. 
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3.7 Figures 
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Figure 3.1 Schematic illustration of a streaming current detector. 
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Figure 3.2 	 Comparison of polyelectrolyte titration curves for PVSK, a strong 
polyelectrolyte, PAA, a weak polyelectrolyte, and HPG-borate, a labile 
polyelectrolyte. 
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Figure 3.3 The structure of HPG-borate. 
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Figure 3.4 	 Comparing model and experimental polyelectrolyte titrations. The 
model parameters are: y = 3, a 0 = -0.06 C/m2

, [NaCl] = 10 mM, [PT] = 
0.15 mM, [BT] =19 mM, rHPG = 2 mg/m2 and a= 4. 
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Figure 3.5 	 Influence of borate concentration on the titration of HPG-borate with 
PDADMAC. 
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Figure 3.6 Simulating the influence of borate concentration. K1 = 100 L/mol, 
remaining parameters given in caption of Figure 3.4. 
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Figure 3. 7 Evolution of pH during the titration of HPG-borate with PDADMAC. 
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Figure 3.8 Simulating the influence of borate concentration on the evolution of 
pH during the titration of HPG-borate with PDADMAC. K1 = 100 
L/mol, remaining parameters given in caption of Figure 3.4. 
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Figure 3.9 	 PDADMAC addition to HPG-methylborate and to RPG-borate. The 
methylborate can only add once whereas borate can bind twice to give 
a cross-link. 
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Figure 3.10 	 Influence ofy on the shape of the simulated polyelectrolyte titrations. 
K1 = 100 L/mol, remaining parameters given in caption of Figure 3.4. 
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Figure 3.11 	 Influence of the assumed amount of adsorbed HPG on the shape of the 
simulated titrations. Ki= 100 L/mol, remaining parameters given in 
caption of Figure 3.4. 
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Chapter 4 Interaction of HPG-Borate with Cationic Surfactant 
Dodecyltrimethyl Ammonium Bromide (DT AB) 

Abstract 

The influence ofhydroxypropyl guar (HPG), with and without boric acid, on 
dodecyltrimethyl ammonium bromide (DTAB) micellization was characterized by surface 
tension measurements, isothermal titration calorimetry, and small angle neutron scattering. 
Although HPG is a nonionic water-soluble polymer, borate ions form weak bonds with 
HPG, transforming it into an anionic polyelectrolyte, RPG-borate. Surprisingly, the three 
independent measurements showed that RPG-borate does not promote DT AB 
micellization or phase separation normally seen when mixing oppositely charged 
polyelectrolytes and surfactants. However, the neutron scattering results suggested that 
RPG-borate binds to and flocculates existing DT AB micelles. The unusual behavior of 
RPG-borate with DTAB was underscored by showing that carboxymethyl guar (CMG) 
formed precipitates with DT AB. 
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4.1 Introduction 

Polyelectrolytes strongly interact with oppositely charged water-soluble 
surfactants, giving phase separation or polymer bound micelles. In this chapter, we 
describe an anionic polyelectrolyte that does not interact with the cationic surfactant 
DTAB (dodecyltrimethyl ammonium bromide) at concentrations below the cmc (critical 
micelle concentration). The anionic polyelectrolyte is formed in situ by mixing boric acid 
with hydroxyproryl guar (HPG) and forms a new class ofpolyelectrolytes we call labile 
polyelectrolytes. ' 2 

Guar is a water soluble, linear natural carbohydrate with a polymannose backbone 
bearing pendant galactose rings roughly on every other mannose unit. Because ajueous 
guar has a tendency to phase separate with time, many applications employ HPG where 
randomly distributed4 hydroxypropyl groups improves long-term solubility. Our interests 
in HPG arise from it being an effective component of artificial tear solutions.5

-
8 

Specifically, we are interested in understanding how HPG, in the presence of boric acid, 
interacts with proteins,9 polymers and surfaces with a view to understanding its efficacy 
in ophthalmic applications. 

Under alkaline conditions, boric acid is present as borate ions that can condense 
onto polymer chains with cis diol groups. The generic reaction of boric acid with cis diols 
is shown in Figure 4.1 whereas Figure 4.2 shows the structure of the HPG chain with a 
bound borate anion. The ability of boric acid to cross-link HPG into pH-sensitive gels has 
led to the use of HPG-borate in tertiary oil recovery. Thus, there have been many 
publications describing the rheological properties of HPG-borate and guar-borate as 
functions of pH and boron concentration.1°-20 Prud'homme's work16 is particularly 
comprehensive. 

Twenty years ago, Pezron and co-workers published a series ofpapers describing 
the behavior of polymers and gels formed by mixing boric acid with guar, HPG, or 
poly( vinyl alcohol). 17

' 
20

-
24 They were the first to emphasize that the condensation of 

borate ions onto HPG or guar converts the nonionic carbohydrates into anionic 
polyelectrolytes.22 They stated that "Two major differences distinguish this system from a 
classical polyelectrolyte. First, the number of charges on the chain is imposed by the 
chemical equilibria. Second, free ions always present in the solution partially screen out 
electrostatic interactions even in the absence of passive salt."23 

However, with binding constants of only 100 L/mol or less, the binding energies 
are low, suggesting that the bound borate ions are labile.25 For example, Pezron argued 
that nearest-neighbor electrostatic repulsion caused a decrease in the apparent borate 
binding with increasing borate ion concentration in solution.23 This electrostatic inhibition 
of borate binding was used to explain and model the complicated intrinsic viscosity of 
labile polyelectrolytes when plotted as a function of ionic strength.20 
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Given the labile nature of the bound borate ions, to what extent does RPG-borate 
behave as a polyelectrolyte? In our first publication in this series, 1 we reported that HPG
borate forms polyelectrolyte complexes with poly(diallyldimethylammonium bromide) 
(PDADMAC) much like other common anionic polyelectrolytes. However, there was one 
unusual feature in this work. The presence of PD AD MAC near HPG chains promoted 
additional borate binding to the carbohydrate until the borate binding sites on HPG were 
saturated. By contrast, complex formation between PDADMAC and typical weak 
polyelectrolytes, such as poly(methacrylic acid), does not promote complete dissociation 
of the polyacid. 

Subsequently, we reported that RPG-borate induced bridging flocculation of 
cationic polystyrene latex which is also typical anionic polyelectrolyte behavior.2 In this 
work, we showed that the pheny 1 boronate adduct of HPG also was a good flocculant. 
Mono functional organic boronates offer the advantage of having only one carbohydrate 
reactive site, so two-step reactions leading to cross-linking (Figure 4.1) are not possible. 
We also employed monoborates in the present work to convert HPG to anionic 
polyelectrolyte without any possibility of cross-linking. 

In summary, RPG-borate displays two important features of polyelectrolyte 
behavior - polyelectrolyte complex formation with oppositely charged polymers and 
flocculation of oppositely charged colloidal particles. In this work, we explore a further 
feature of polyelectrolyte behaviors - strong interactions with oppositely charged 
surfactants. We will show that in this case RPG-borate does not behave like a typical 
anionic polyelectrolyte. Thus, it is pertinent to briefly review the literature describing the 
interactions of polyelectrolytes with oppositely charged surfactants. 

The early work is summarized in Goddard's classic reviews of surfactant 
interactions with nonionic26 and charged27 water-soluble polymers; these have been 

35followed by a number of more recent reviews of polymer-surfactant interactions.28


There have been many studies of cationic surfactant interactions with anionic polymers, 
with much of the early focus on interactions below the cmc. Titration of a surfactant into 
aqueous anionic polyelectrolyte results in a lowering of surface tension and phase 
separation at surfactant concentrations far below the normal cmc. Further increasing the 
surfactant concentration can result in resolubilization of the mixture. 

Below the cmc, surfactant monomers can interact with polyelectrolyte by 
electrostatic and by hydrophobic interactions, if the polyelectrolyte has hydrophobic 
domains. The surfactant-polyelectrolyte binding isotherms have been measured and 
modeled.36 

-
38 Binding often occurs far below the normal cmc and is cooperative. The 

structure of polymer bound surfactants has been probed by small angle neutron scattering 
35 39 47and neutron reflectivity at the air-water interface.32

• • 

There have been a few studies of the role polyelectrolyte charge density on 

binding below the cmc. Generally, the higher the charge density, the lower is the critical 
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47aggregation concentration ( cac ).29' -54 However, there is no clear case where lowering 
the charge density below a specific value prevents surfactant binding. For example, Wang 
and Tam used isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC) to probe the interactions between 
poly( acrylic acid) (PAA) and DTAB and they showed that binding was due to 
hydrophobic interactions when the degree of ionization of the PAA was less than 0.3, 
whereas binding was driven by electrostatic interactions for more highly charged 
polymers.52 However, for hydrophobically driven polymer-surfactant binding, the 
presence of charges on the polymer can inhibit binding. 50 

Dubin' s group has systematically studied the interaction of polyelectrolytes with 
oppositely charged micelles, far above the cmc.28' 37' 48' 53' 55' 56 Polyelectrolyte binding to a 
micelle depends on three electrostatic parameters, ( cr, the micelle charge density; s, the 
linear charge density on the polymer; and K, the Debye-Huckel parameter), and 
polyelectrolyte stiffness - surfactant binding decreases with increasing persistence length. 
They employed a model to show that the critical micelle charge density for 
polyelectrolyte binding was related to the other electrostatic parameters by crc:::::: Kbs-

1 

where b = 0.5-3.37 An important point made in this work was that charges on weak 
polyelectrolytes such as PAA should rearrange in response to positively charged patches 
on proteins or micelles. 37 

There are no reports in the literature on the interactions of surfactants with guar or 
HPG in the presence of borate species. However, there have been a few studies involving 
surfactant interactions with guar and its derivatives. Of most relevance is the work of 
Kastner and Zana who showed that quaternary ammonium surfactants do not bind to guar

57unless it has been modified with hydrophobic subsitutents. There is some evidence that 
58nonionic surfactants based on polyethylene glycol can hydrogen bond to guar.

However, it seems that guar and HPG have little tendency to interact with ionic 
surfactants because the carbohydrate is very hydrophilic. Of course the situation changes 
once charge groups are introduced. For example, cationically modified guar strongly 
interacts with SDS and related anionic surfactants. 59 

4.2 Experimental 

4.2.1 Materials 

Guar and hydroxypropyl guar (HPG) with 0.36 hydroxypropyl groups per sugar 
ring, both with molecular weights of,....,106 Da, were gifts from Alcon Laboratories (Fort 
Worth, TX). Dodecyltrimethyl ammonium bromide (DT AB) and chloroacetic acid were 
purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Dodecyltrimethylammonium-d34 bromide was purchased 
from CDN Isotopes. D20 was purchased from Cambridge Isotope Laboratories. Sodium 
borate, sodium hydroxide and hydrochloric acid were purchased from Anachemia. 
Sodium chloride was purchased from Caledon Laboratories Inc. Methylboronic acid 
(97%) was purchased from Aldrich. All solutions were made in MilliQ water or D20. All 
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surfactants and salts were used without further purification except DT AB which was 
recrystallized three times using 50v%v ethanol and 50v%v acetone as the solvent. 

Sodium borate (also know as borax, Na2B407· 1OH20) dissolves in dilute aqueous 
solution to give boric acid and borate ions. The actual distribution of boron species 
depends upon the pH and the other solution components. To minimize potential confusion, 
herein we express the total boron species concentrations as the molarity of boron atoms. 

4.2.2 Methods 

Preparation of Carboxymethyl Guar 

Carboxymethyl guar (structure as shown in Figure 4.3) was prepared by reaction 
guar with chloroacetic acid. 60 In a typical experiment, 1Og of guar was dispersed in 100 
mL of 2-propanol in a three-necked glass flask type of reactor fitted with a mechanical 
stirrer. Sodium hydroxide (5.6 g) was added with stirring at room temperature, followed 
by chloroacetic acid. The mixture was stirred for four hours at 70°C. After cooling, the 
dispersed products were collected on a Whatman No.1 medium fast paper filter and 
washed with 300mLof2-propanol. Then, the products were dissolved with water and the 
solution was centrifuged and decanted to isolate the solids. The pH of the solution was 
adjusted to 7.0 using hydrochloric acid. Finally, the solution was precipitated with 2
propanol. The precipitation products were collected, freeze-dried and then ground into 
powder. 

The content of carboxymethyl groups was determined by conductometric titration 
- the procedure has been described elsewhere.61 Two CMG samples were employed in 
this work. They had a degree of substitution (DS) of 0.15 and 0.39 where the DS is 
defined as the number of carboxyls per sugar ring. 

Surface Tension Measurements 

Surface tensions were measured by a Kruss DSAlO pendant drop apparatus. The 
shape of the pendant drop was analyzed by DSA 1.80.0.2 shape analysis software. 
Pendant drops were formed by a Kruss stainless steel needle with outer diameter of about 
1.5mm, connected with a lmL Perfektum® glass syringe from Popper & Sons Inc. MilliQ 
water with surface tension of 72.8 mN/m was used to calibrate the effective needle 
diameter. All measurements were made in an closed cell at 22°C controlled by a 
NE SLAB water bath. The results are the average of three measurements, and the 
maximum range of the replicates was lmN/m. 

Isothermal Titration Calorimetry (ITC) 

A Microcal VP-ITC microcalorimeter was used to measure the heat release or 
absorption resulting from the dilution of 200 mM DTAB solutions. Typically 274 µL of 
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DTAB was loaded into the syringe and 1.431 mL ofHPG and sodium borate (50 mM 
total boron with pH adjusted to 9 .2) were loaded into the titration cell. The titration was 
controlled with VPViewer 2000 ITC software. The release or absorption heat per 
injection was calculated by integrating the raw data of injection heat versus time using 
Microcal ITC Data Analysis software (Origin 7.0). The reference cell was filled with 
MilliQ water. Both the titrant and sample were degassed before titration, using Microcal 
Thermovac sample degassing equipment. 

Small-Angle Neutron Scattering (SANS) Experiments 

Small-angle neutron scattering (SANS) experiments were performed on the D22 
instrument at the Institut Laue Langevin (ILL) (Grenoble, France). The scattering vector 
Q ranged from 0.006 to 0.4A-1

, with sample-to-detector distance of2, 5.6 and 8m at a 
neutron wavelength of 6 A. The HPG contrast matching solvent was calculated to be 
20vol% D20 and 80vol% H20. The background was corrected by an ILL standard 
procedure with measurements of empty beam, empty cell, H20 and boron carbide. 
Quartz cells (Hellma) were used with path lengths of 2mm used for samples in D20 and 
Imm for samples in 20vol% D20 and 80vol% H20. All SANS experiments were 
performed at room temperature. Results were fitted using Insanity Version J21 (T. 
Cosgrove, Bristol University). 

4.3 Results 

Surface Tension 

Surface tension versus surfactant concentration plots are sensitive indicators of 
polymer surfactant interactions.27 The onset of polymer-surfactant interactions at the 
critical aggregation concentration ( cac) shifts to surface tension curves to the left 
corresponding to much lower surfactant concentration. Figure 4.4 shows measurements of 
surface tensions of DTAB alone and HPG and HPG-borate as functions of DTAB 
concentration. In dilute electrolyte, DTAB has a cmc of 15 mM.62 Low concentrations of 
HPG with DTAB gave a slightly lower surface tension than DTAB alone; however, HPG 
did not promote DTAB micellization. 

HPG-borate slightly shifted the DTAB micellization to lower concentrations. The 
pH for the HPG-borate experiments was 9.2, which is the effective pKa ofboronic acid. 
Assuming that the borate binding constant to HPG is 100 L/mol, 25 these conditions 
correspond to approximately 0.18 bound borate ions per HPG sugar ring in equilibrium 
with 9.6 mM B(OHk and 10 mM B(OH)3 in solution. 

The fourth curve in Figure 4.4 shows the DTAB surface tension in the presence of 
methylboronic acid and pH 10.7. This monofunctional borate adds to HPG as B(OHk, 
converting the nonionic carbohydrate into an anionic polyelectrolyte. However, 
methylboronic acid is monofunctional, inducing no HPG cross-linking. Note that the pH 
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was adjusted to a higher value corresponding to the pKa of methylboronic acid. The 
HPG-methylboronate results were identical to the RPG-borate values both giving a 
minimum surface tension which occurred at about 0.5 times the cmc. 

The results in Figure 4.4 suggest that neither HPG alone nor HPG with borate 
influenced DTAB micellization. Kastner and Zana had already shown HPG gives only a 
"weak interaction" with DTAB.57 However, we expected strong interactions between 
RPG-borate and DTAB. For example, Figure 4.5 shows the influence of carboxymethyl 
guar (CMG, see Figure 4.3 for structure), with and without borate, on DTAB surface 
tension. In the CMG experiments, we observed the formation of turbid solutions at~ 0.5 
the normal cmc ofDTAB. At DTAB concentrates above 2 cmc, the solution became clear 
again. Finally, the presence of borate had little additional influence on the CMG-DTAB 
mixtures. 

Isothermal Titration Calorimetry 

A comparison of Figure 4.4 with Figure 4.5 suggests that RPG-borate does not 
behave as a typical anionic polyelectrolyte in that it does not strongly interact with DTAB. 
Isothermal titration calorimetry was employed to further probe RPG-borate interactions 
with DTAB. In these experiments, a concentrated DTAB solution was titrated into buffer 
and the heat effect associated with micelle dissolution was measured. These are sensitive 
measurements that can give the cmc and information about the thermodynamics of 
micellization.36' 63' 64 In addition, ITC can show the interactions of micelles with 
polymers.65 For example, we used ITC to characterize the interaction of nonionic micelles 
with hydrophobically modified polyvinylamine.66 

Figure 4.6 shows the heat effects for the isothermal addition of concentrated 
DTAB into various solutions. The titration into water shows classical behavior - there is a 
near constant heat effect until the DTAB concentration in the cell approaches the cmc. 
Micelles added above the cmc do not dissolve, and the residual heat effect is associated 
with dilution. 

The presence of HPG and/or borate clearly contributes to the observed total heat 
effects. The additional components give a new peak at ~ 4 mM DTAB. However, 
because borate alone or RPG-borate also displays the peak, it is not specifically due to 
RPG-borate interaction with DTAB. Furthermore, for all of the curves in Figure 4.6, a 
clear endpoint near the normal cmc of DTAB is observed, suggesting that RPG-borate 
does not significantly perturb the DTAB micellar dissolution. For the RPG-borate 
experiment, the calculated DS (degree of substitution which is the number of substituents 
per sugar ring) of the bound borate ion is 0 .26 borate ion per sugar ring and the 
concentrations of B(OH)4 and B(OH)3 are 24.95 mM and 25 mM respectively. 
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Small-Angle Neutron Scattering 

Small-angle neutron scatterin~ (SANS) has proven to be a powerful technique for 
characterizing surfactant behavior.67

-
9 Micellar sizes fall within a convenient range of 

neutron distance scales, and the use of deuterated surfactants allows contrast matching 
experiments, maximizing the sensitivity to the species of interest. 

We employed SANS to probe the influence ofHPG-borate and CMG-borate on 
DTAB micellization. Figure 4.7 shows the scattering intensity versus Q plots for 
deuterated DTAB in water, above and below the cmc. The experimental data are plotted 
as error bars, which were small except at low Q. Above the cmc, there was a strong peak 
centered at scattering vector Q at about 0.043A-1 whereas below the cmc there was little 
scattering. We fitted the scatteringforofile for the 2 cmc data with the Hayter and Penfold 
"hard sphere soft potential" model. o-72 In this approach, the scattering intensity is given 
by the following function of the scattering vector, Q: 

l(Q) = N P VP 2 
lip 2P(Q)S(Q) (1) 

where Np is the number of particles per unit volume in the sample, Vp is the volume of a 
particle, 11/ is the contrast of the scattering length density between particle and solvent, 
P(Q) is form factor, and S(Q) is structure factor. We used the following form factor for 
spheres where Rs is the radius of the sphere. 

P(Q) = [3{sin(QR8 )-QR8 cos(QR8 ))] ' (Z) 
(QRs ) 

A log normal distribution was used to describe the size polydispersity. To 
calculate the structure factor S(Q), which denotes interparticle interactions in equation (1), 
we used the rescaled mean spherical approximation model (RMSA) with a soft 
potential.72 

The fitting parameters in Table 4.1 yielded the solid curves in Figure 4.7, 
Figure 4.8 and Figure 4.9. The micelle radius from fitting the SANS data was 1.78 nm 
which is in good agreement with published values. 73 

We estimated that the scattering length density of our HPG was 1.02x1014 m-2 and 
the corresponding contrast matching mixture was 20% (v/v) D20 and 80% H20. 
Figure 4.8 shows the scattering intensity versus Q plot for DTAB above and below the 
cmc in dilute HPG under contrast matching conditions. It is clear that HPG alone does not 
promote micelle formation even slightly below the normal cmc. Comparing 
Figure 4. 7 with Figure 4.8 shows the micelle peak at the same Q value suggesting HPG 
displays no interactions with DT AB micelles. 
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The twice cmc data in Figure 4.8 were also fitted with the hard sphere soft 
potential model. The only changed fitting parameter was the volume fraction which was 
changed to 2.90 xlff3

, a little higher than the value in Figure 4.7 as shown in Table 4.1, 
reflecting the change in solvent.74 

DTAB + HPG + borate were also measured above and below the cmc and the 
results are shown in Figure 4.9. Again the lower DTAB concentration showed no 
evidence of micelle formation, giving yet more evidence for the conclusion that HPG
borate does not promote micellization. The higher DTAB concentration did give micelles 
with a maximum similar to that for DTAB alone. However, there is an upturn in the curve 
at low Q that is indicative of larger scattering species. We propose that anionic HPG
borate will induce some aggregation of the cationic DTAB micelles, similar to what we 
have recently reported for HPG-borate induced bridging flocculation of a cationic 
polystyrene latex.2 

Finally, to illustrate the difference between HPG-borate and conventional anionic 
polyelectrolytes, we attempted to measure DTAB scattering in the presence of 
carboxymethyl guar. However, even below the cmc, macroscopic phase separation 
prevented reliable measurements and suggest strong interactions with the carboxylated 
guar in this case. 

4.4 Discussion 

Surface tension, ITC and neutron scattering results suggest that HPG-borate or 
HPG-methylboronate anionic polymers do not facilitate DTAB micellization. By contrast, 
carboxymethyl guar displays strong interactions with DTAB, resulting in macroscopic 
phase separation. One possible explanation may involve the charge distribution along the 
carbohydrate chain. 

There are two published estimates of the borate binding constant to HPG - 11 
L/moi22 and 100 Limo!. Using the larger binding constant, we estimated the amount of 
bound borate on HPG in our experiments. For conditions corresponding to the neutron 
scattering studies in Figure 4.9, we estimate the concentration of bound borate ions to be 
0.38 mM, which corresponds to a degree of borate substitution of 0.18. This corresponds 
to an average spacing between charge groups of about 1.9 nm. 

We observed macroscopic phase separation when we mixed DTAB with both 
lower charge density CMG with a DS of0.15 and a higher charge density of0.39. Thus, 
the overall charge density ofHPG-borate should be sufficient to promote interactions 
with DT AB below the cmc, indicating that the low overall charge density of the HPG
borate is not the explanation. 

Another possible explanation involves the distribution of charges. Perhaps to 
initiate surfactant association with a soluble polymer, there must be a few areas of high 
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local negative charge density with charge spacing comparable to micelle head spacing. 
Furthermore we propose that these high charge domains nucleate polymer-surfactant 
complex formation. Once started, the cooperative characteristic of surfactant interaction 
will drive complex formation. In the case of carboxymethyl guar, areas of local high 
charge densities of carboxylate groups could either arise from the nature of the 
carboxymethylation process or the random approach of two chain segments. 75 By contrast, 
the labile nature of the bound borate groups is characterized by fast exchange with the 
RPG12 

, which means that bound borate groups will always maximize their spacing along 
the RPG chain to minimize borate-borate electrostatic repulsion. In other words, with 
RPG-borate we expect no high charge density sites on the RPG chain that might be 
required to nucleate DT AB association. 

Yet another explanation of the absence of RPG-borate/DT AB interactions below 
the cmc might be due to the short lifetime of bound borate groups. If the borate ions are 
exchanging rapidly between the bound and unbound state, then DT AB groups near the 
RPG segments might, on average, experience only the negligible attraction associated 
with an unoccupied borate binding site on RPG. Clearly, our explanations are speculative 
at this time and much more work needs to be done on the fundamental nature of these 
labile polyelectrolytes. 

RPG-borate reverts to more typical polyelectrolyte behavior when the DTAB 
micelles already exist. The upturn at low Qin the SANS results in Figure 4.9 is direct 
evidence of micellar complexation within RPG-borate. 

4.5 Conclusions 

Two conclusions result from this work: 

1. 	 RPG-borate or RPG-methylboronate does not promote DT AB micellization below 
the cmc of DIAB. In other words, there is no cac. We do not know why- one 
proposed explanation is that the labile nature of the RPG-bound borate groups 
precludes the formation of high charge density domains along the RPG chain that 
are necessary to nucleate DT AB micellization. 

2. 	 RPG-borate does bind to and aggregate existing DT AB micelles. 
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4.6 Tables 

Table 4.1 Parameter values used to fit the neutron scattering data. 

Parameter Figure 4.7 Figure 4.8 Figure 4.9 

tJ.p2;A-2 7.60 x 10-6 6.58 xl0-6 6.58 xI0-6 

Volume fraction 2.66 x 10-3 2.90x10-3 3.0ox10-3 

Hard sphere radius/ A 17.8 17.8 17.8 

Polydispersity* * 0.13 0.13 0.13 

Total surface charge 10.2 10.2 10.2 

Debye screen length/A 32.4 32.4 32.4 

Scaler* 1.0 0.79 0.9 

Background 0.991 0.78 0.7 

* Factor to scale S(Q) ** Fixed during interactions 
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4.7 Figures 

Figure 4.1 Cross-linking of water-soluble polymers containing cis-diol groups 
with the borate ion. 
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Figure 4.2 The condensation of borate with HPG to form HPG-borate. 
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n 

Figure 4.3 Structure of carboxymethyl guar (CMG). 
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Figure 4.4 	 Surface tension as a function of DTAB concentration. The HPG 
concentrations were 0.05% (w/w) and the total boron concentrations 
in the borax (open circles) and methylboronate (red triangles) 
experiments were 0.02M. 
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Figure 4.5 	 Influence of 0.05% carboxymethyl guar (CMG) on the DTAB surface 
tension. The degree of carboxymethyl substitution was 0.39. The total 
boron concentration for the borax experiments was 0.02M. 
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Figure 4.6 	 Isothermal calorimetric titration with concentrated (0.2 M) DTAB. 
The pH of the borate solutions was 9.2. 
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Figure 4.7 	 Small-angle neutron scattering results for D-DTAB in H20. 
Surfactant concentrations are expressed as functions of the cmc (15 
mM). The solid red line was fitted using parameters in Table 4.1. 
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Figure 4.8 Influence of HPG (0.05% w/w) on the scattering behavior D-DTAB 
above and below the cmc in 20 D20: 80 H20 (vol%). 
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Figure 4.9 	 D-DTAB and HPG (0.05%) in 20% D20 80% H20 (which is contrast 
matched to guar) with added borax (10 mM, pH 9.2). 
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Chapter 5 HPG-Borate and Modified Guar Interactions with 
Lysozyme 

Abstract 

The interactions ofHPG-borate and modified guar with lysozyme were studied 
using turbidity measurement, electrophoretic mobility, dynamic light scattering, 
isothermal titration calorimetry and surface plasmon resonance. Although borate ion 
condensation on HPG converted HPG into a negatively charged polyelectrolyte, HPG
borate behaved differently from typical polyelectrolytes. HPG-borate does not interact 
with oppositely charged lysozyme at both pH 7.4 and pH 9 .2, corresponding respectively 
to low charge density and high charge density on HPG polymer chains. The presence of 
salt screens the electrostatic attraction between HPG-borate and lysozyme. By contrast, 
carboxymethyl guar forms insoluble complexes with lysozyme at low polymer 
concentrations, or colloids at high polymer concentrations and low salt concentrations. 
Salt concentration has a great effect on the electrostatic interaction of oppositely charged 
HPG-borate or CMG, with lysozyme. Hydrophobically modified guar forms complexes 
with lysozyme, as detected by isothermal titration calorimetry, implying hydrophobic 
interaction between them. 
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5.1 Introduction 

HPG-borate may or may not behave as a typical polyelectrolyte as has been 
described in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4. For example, HPG-borate behaves like a typical 
polyelectrolyte in forming complexes with oppositely charged poly( diallyldimethyl) 
ammonium chloride (PDADMAC) 1 and flocculating cationic polystyrene latex.2 By 
contrast, it deviates from typical polyelectrolyte behavior by inducing no micellization of 
cationic surfactant dodecyltrimethyl ammonium bromide (DTAB) below the critical 
micelle concentration ( cmc) of the surfactant. 3 Further, in polyelectrolyte titration, 
neutralization ofHPG-borate by PDADMAC induced further binding of borate onto HPG 
polymer chains. 1 Fructose competitive binding, or lowering of the pH, results in 
detachment of the borate from the HPG polymer chains.2 Because borate can attach to, 
and detach from, HPG polymer chains upon environment stimulation, we classify HPG
borate a labile polyelectrolyte, different from conventionally defined (strong and weak) 
polyelectrolytes. 

However, labile polyelectrolyte HPG-borate interactions with one of the most 
important tear film components- proteins, have rarely been studied. Proteins exist mainly 
in the aqueous phase of the tear film.4

' 
5 Among these proteins, lysozyme is one of the 

most abundant 6 and important, and is positively charged at physiological conditions. 7 

Therefore, lysozyme is a good model protein in studying HPG-borate interaction with 
proteins. Does HPG-borate behave as a polyelectrolyte to form complexes with lysozyme 
or not? 

Lysozyme is abundant in chicken egg white. Chicken egg white lysozyme is 
similar in structure to human lysozyme8 and is one of the most studied proteins.9 Chicken 
egg white lysozyme is a globular protein with a size of 3nmx3nmx4.5nm and apparent 
Stokes radius of 2nm. 10

' 
11 Its primary structure consists of 129 amino acid residues and 

four disulfide bonds8
' 

12
' 

13 with molecular weight of about 14600 Dalton with a well 
determined sequence. 14 Blake et al7 first reported the secondary structure of lysozyme, 
which can be divided into two parts: an a domain at one side with a core of hydrophobic 
side groups, and a ~ domain at the other side (see Figure 5 .1).9 The isoelectric point of 
lysozyme is about 11.15 At neutral pH it has seventeen positive charges and nine negative 
charges yielding a total of eight positive net charges. 16 At the lysozyme surface, there are 
about 6.8 positive net charges at pH 7.417

' 
18 and 6 positive net charges at pH 9 .19 Because 

most of the hydrophobic side groups are buried inside the a domain, only 11% of the 
hydrophobic side groups are exposed to the surface20

, residing mainly at the~ domain; 
21 22there are hydrophobic side groups such as in residue 62 of Tryptophan. 12

' ' 

Polymer and protein interaction has long been an interesting subject due to its 
application to the food industry, especially the dairy industry.23

-
29 Polymers may serve to 

stabilize proteins or precipitate proteins via formation of com£lexes with proteins. 
However, complexes of polymer and protein can be soluble.2 -34 Although few techniques 
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have been used to investigate precipitation, soluble complexes can be studied by 
techniques such as turbidity measurement, electrophoretic mobility, dynamic light 
scattering and static light scattering.35 In addition, isothermal titration calorimetry, surface 
plasmon resonance, quartz crystal microbalance and fluorescence have also been used to 
probe complex formation. 30 Theoretical methods were developed to study the mechanism 

36involving interaction forces and complex structures.32
• -

42 Electrostatic interactions and 
hydrophobic effects are the major contributions to the interaction of polymer and protein, 

30 43especially for polyelectrolyte and oppositely charged protein.28
• • -

45 The strength of 
complex formation was affected by the linear charge density of the polyelectrolyte and 
the global charge density of the protein that depends on chain flexibility and salt 

34 44concentration.30
• • 

Petit et al. 11 studied the interaction of lysozyme with copolymers of 
hydrophobically modified poly( sodium acrylate) and poly( sodium acrylate) at pH 9, and 
concluded that hydrophobic effects contributed to polymer-lysozyme binding while 
electrostatic interaction did not. Although their experimental results confirmed their 
conclusion, they ignored salt effects on electrostatic interactions. The strength of the 
electrostatic interaction between lysozyme and the polymer was screened by salts, so that 
it seemed that there was no electrostatic interaction between them. Therefore, the 
hydrophobic effects appeared to dominate in their interaction. Interactions between 
sulfated chitosan and lysozyme showed that they formed complexes due to electrostatic 
attraction.46 Complexes were formed at low salt concentration, and were seen to be 
dissociated at high salt concentration, indicating that salt concentration strongly affects 
the electrostatic interaction between polymer and lysozyme. Lysozyme interaction with 
poly(acrylic acid) microgel should depend on pH, and the salt concentration, indicated 
that electrostatic forces are also significant in their interactions. 15 Interaction between 
potassium poly(vinyl alcohol) sulfate (PVSK) and lysozyme was also studied; they were 
shown to form complexes with PVSK through electrostatic interaction in salt - free 
systems by the use of light scattering techniques.47

• 
48 It was proposed that neutralization 

of PVSK with lysozyme led to aggregation of the complexes, forming uniformly larger 
aggregates. In the neutral polymer poly(N-isopropylacrylamide) interaction with 
lysozyme, it was suggested that hydrophobic interaction dominates.45 Studies have shown 
that tryptophan residues on lysozyme contributed to hydrophobic interaction with 
hydrophobic groups on polymers.49 

Previous dynamic light scattering work from our laboratory showed that there was 
a slight and slow interaction between HPG-borate and lysozyme under conditions close to 
the human tear fluid. so But a more detailed study of HPG-borate and lysozyme 
interactions is needed to clarify the mechanism of their interactions. The goal of this work 
is to define the conditions under which HPG-borate/lysozyme complexes form. 
Complexation was monitored with various techniques such as turbidity measurement, 
electrophoretic mobility, dynamic light scattering (DLS), isothermal titration calorimetry 
(ITC) and surface plasmon resonance (SPR). For comparison, carboxymethyl guar (CMG) 
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and hydrophobically modified guar (HMG) were also used to probe electrostatic 
interaction and hydrophobic interaction with lysozyme. 

5.2 Experimental 

5.2.1 Materials 

Lysozyme from chicken egg white was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and used 
without further purification. Hydroxypropyl guar (HPG) with 0.36 hydroxypropyl groups 
per sugar ring and molecular weight of 1.75 x106 Da was provided by Alcon Laboratories, 
Fort Worth, Texas. Carboxymethyl guar with degree of substitution (DS) 0.39 (0.39 
carboxymethyl groups per sugar ring) and hydrophobically modified guar with DS 0.13 
were synthesized as described in Chapter 1. 

Sodium borate (Na2B407•lOH20) was purchased from Anachemia. Boric acid was 
purchased from Caledon Laboratories Ltd. N-(3-Dimethy laminopropy 1 )-N ' 
ethylcarbodiimide hydrochloride (EDC), 4-(2-hydroxyethyl)-1-piperazineethanesulfonic 
acid (HEPES), N-Hydroxysuccinimide (NHS), 2-(N-morpholino )ethanesulfonic acid 
(MES hydrate), hexyl amine, ethanolamine sodium hydroxide, NaOH, HCl and NaCl 
were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Standard titrant solution of potassium polyvinyl 
sulfate (PVSK) ( 1 x 10-3eq/L) with molecular weight of 19, 100 Da was purchased from 
BTG Americas Inc. All samples were prepared in MilliQ water. 

5.2.2 Methods 

Preparation of Mixtures of HPG or Modified Guar with Lysozyme 

HPG or modified guar and lysozyme mixtures were prepared in HEPES buffer or 
borate buffer. The salt concentration and pH were adjusted using NaCl, NaOH and HCl. 
The mixtures stood for 24 hours before measurements. 

Turbidity Measurement 

Absorbance of mixtures was measured using DU 800 Beckman Coulter UV 
Spectrophotometer at room temperature. The wavelength was fixed at 500 nm. High 
absorbance value represents high turbidity. 

Electrophoretic Mobility 

Electrophoretic mobility of mixtures was measured using Brookhaven Zetaplus 
Zeta Potential Analyzer operating in phase analysis light scattering mode with BIC Pals 
Zeta Potential Analyzer software (version 2.5). A total of 10 runs (15 cycles per run) were 
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performed at room temperature, and the mean and standard deviation of these runs were 
shown. 

Dynamic Light Scattering 

Particle sizes of samples were measured using a Brookhaven Dynamic Light 
Scattering Instrument with a BI-9000A T autocorrelator, 3 5 mW laser with wavelength of 
632.8nm at a scattering angle of 90°. Sample data were acquired using BIC dynamic light 
scattering software 9kdlsw32 (version 3.34). A cumulative statistical method was used to 
analyze the data. The sample cell temperature was controlled at 25°C with a NESLAB 
water bath. 

Isothermal Titration Calorimetry (ITC) 

A Microcal VP-ITC microcalorimeter was used to measure the heat released or 
absorbed as a result of the interaction of RPG-borate or modified guar with lysozyme. 
Typically 297 µL of titrant was loaded into the syringe and 1.431 mL of the sample was 
loaded into the titration cell. The reference cell was filled with MilliQ water. Both titrant 
and sample solutions were degassed before titration, using Microcal Thermovac sample 
degassing equipment. The titration was controlled with VPViewer 2000 ITC software. 
The release or absorption heat per injection (10 µL of titrant was injected for each 
injection) was calculated by integrating the raw data of injection heat over time using 
Microcal ITC Data Analysis software (Origin 7.0). Titrants and samples were prepared in 
the same buffers. Blank tests of titrant injected into buffers were also conducted. All 
results were obtained after subtraction of blank test results. 

Surface Plasmon Resonance (SPR) Experiment 

A Biacore Inc. 3000 surface plasmon resonance instrument was used to detect 
RPG-borate or CMG binding to lysozyme. A gold chip purchased from Biacore Inc. with 
gold thickness of 50 nm, coated with 100 nm of carboxymethyl dextran monolayer, was 
employed to immobilize the lysozyme and detect the binding of RPG-borate or CMG 
with lysozyme. 

The lysozyme on the chip was immobilized by the reaction of amine groups in the 
lysozyme with carboxyl groups in carboxymethyl dextran, in the presence of EDC/NHS. 
The order of immobilization was: first a mixture of 100 µL ofEDC (0.39 mol/L) with 100 
µL NHS (0.1 mol/L) was injected over the chip at a flow rate of 10 µL/min to activate the 
carboxyl groups. Then O.lg/L oflysozyme in O.Olmol/L acetate buffer at pH 5.0 was 
injected over the chip at a flow rate of 10 µL/min until a response of over 7,000 was 
achieved. Then 1 mol/L ethanolamine was injected over the chip to block any remaining 
activated carboxyl groups on carboxymethyl dextran. Finally, regeneration buffer 
(lmol/L NaCl in O.OOlmol/L HCL) was injected over the chip to remove any non
covalently bound molecules. 
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HPG samples were prepared in 0.01 mol/L HEPES buffer and 0.15 mol/L NaCl at 
pH 7.4 and in 0.05 mol/L boric acid and 0.15 mol/L NaCl at pH 7.4, 8.0 and 9.0. CMG 
samples were prepared in 0.01 mol/L HEPES buffer and 0.15 mol/L NaCl at pH 7.4. For 
each run, 250 µl of the sample was injected over the chip at a flow rate of 5µ1/min.This 
ensured an adsorption equilibrium time of up to 50 minutes. Then, the same buffer was 
injected over the chip to remove the free polymers. The response of the chip upon 
adsorption and desorption ofpolymer was recorded using a Biacore 3000 software. After 
the runs, the chip was washed with lmol/L NaCl in O.OOlmol/L HCl to clean the binding 
polymers for the next injection. For each experiment, two runs were repeated. 

5.3 Results 

Three forms of guar, HPG-borate, carboxymethyl guar (CMG) and 
hydrophobically modified guar (HMG) were compared in terms of interaction with 
lysozyme. The polymer structures were shown in Chapter 2. We anticipated that CMG 
and HPG-borate would display electrostatic interaction with cationic lysozyme, whereas 
HMG would show hydrophobic interaction with lysozyme. 

5.3.1 CMG Interaction with Lysozyme 

5.3.1.1 CMG Interaction with Lysozyme at Low Ionic Strength 

Complex formation between oppositely charged polyelectrolyte and protein is 
30 33 38usually accompanied by phase separation.29

' ' ' ' 
44 Therefore, turbidity can be a 

sensitive measure of complex formation. We measured the turbidity of mixtures of 
lysozyme and CMG with concentrations ranging from 0.003 lg/L to 0.5g/L, at pH 7.4 in 
NaCl concentration as low as O.Olmol/L. We observed clear solutions at CMG 
concentrations below 0.03 lg/L, precipitates with CMG concentrations between 0.03 lg/L 
and 0.125g/L, and colloids at CMG concentrations above 0.125g/L. As shown in 
Figure 5.2, absorbance of supematants of the mixtures changed from 0.04 to 0.01 and 
then to above 0.1. This conformed to what we observed visually. 

Because lysozyme is positively charged, CMG adsorption on lysozyme may 
convert lysozyme surface charge from positive to negative. This can be detected by 
electrophoretic mobility. As shown in Figure 5.3, at CMG concentrations as low as 
0.003 lg/L, the electrophoretic mobility was 0.6x 10-8m2N s, a value close to the mobility 
of pure lysozyme. With increasing CMG concentration, the mobility was converted to 
negative value, remaining at approximately -2xl0-8m2Ns. 

We could not get useful information by dynamic light scattering for CMG 
concentrations as low as 0.003 lg/L because of the poor fits to the autocorrelation 
functions. Also, in CMG concentrations that formed precipitates, no good correlation 
functions were obtained. But for those colloids at CMG concentrations higher than 
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0.125g/L, DLS gave a good to the autocorrelation functions and narrow particle size 
distributions, as shown in Figure 5.4. Particle sizes of those colloids were above 200 nm, 
as shown in Table 5.1. From the experiments of CMG interaction with lysozyme at low 
salt concentration, we can see that at CMG concentrations between 0.03 lg/Land 
0.125g/L, CMG formed insoluble complexes with lysozyme by electrostatic attraction. At 
CMG concentrations higher than 0.125g/L, colloids with a uniform particle size were 
formed. 

5.3.1.2 Salt Effect on CMG Interaction with Lysozyme 

Salt concentration is an important factor influencing polyelectrolyte and protein 
interaction. No insoluble complexes or colloids formed when mixing CMG and lysozyme 
in HEPES buffer of pH 7.4 at a NaCl concentration as high as O.lOmol/L. Therefore, 
CMG and lysozyme mixtures in NaCl concentrations ranging from 0 mol/L to 0.1 mol/L 
were prepared and measured as well. As we can see from Figure 5.5, the absorbance of 
the mixtures of CMG and lysozyme at a CMG concentration of 0.1 g/L decreased from 
about 0.5 to below 0.05 as the NaCl concentrations increased from 0 to 0.1 mol/L (note 
that samples were measured before precipitation). But the curve is not monotonous. There 
is a maximum affinity between the CMG and lysozyme in 0.01 mol/L ofNaCl 
concentration . .This is because of the anisotropy of the electrostatic domains in the protein. 
When the Debye length is larger than half the lysozyme diameter, salt screens the 
electrostatic repulsions more than the attractions. 51 The electrophoretic mobility 
decreased from above -2 xl0-8m2Ns to about -1 x10-8m2Ns with the increase of NaCl 
concentration, as shown in Figure 5.6. By visual observation, flocculates and colloids 
disappeared gradually with increasing NaCl concentration. 

Although we did not observe the formation of insoluble complexes or colloids 
upon mixing CMG and lysozyme in high salt concentration of solutions, soluble 

31 33complexes can be shown to form.29
- • • 

34 Formation of soluble complexes can be 
detected using ITC, which can measure the heat generated from complex formation. A 
typical result is that at low molar ratio of ligand to sample, heat is detected, decreasing 
gradually to about zero as more ligands are injected. Because we expected electrostatic 
interaction of CMG and HPG-borate with lysozyme, the charge ratio was used instead of 
the molar ratio. Charge ratios of CMG or HPG-borate to lysozyme were calculated. 

From the ITC experiments shown in Figure 5.7, we can see that at high NaCl 
concentration (O.lmol/L), no heat was released or absorbed by titrating 0.5g/L CMG to 
0.3g/L lysozyme (see appendix B.1 for charge density on lysozyme). But in the absence 
ofNaCl, the interaction of CMG with lysozyme was accompanied by released heat. CMG 
interaction with lysozyme is an exothermic process. A one-site model (refer to 
appendix B.2) was applied to the titration curve of CMG to lysozyme (refer to 
appendix B.3 for charge ratio calculation), from which it was found that CMG binding 
with lysozyme released 1372±18 cal/mol heat, indicating a very weak electrostatic 
interaction. The entropy gain for this interaction was 28.4 cal/mol K (refer to 
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appendix B.4 for an example calculation). 

To further study whether CMG and lysozyme form soluble complexes at high salt 
concentrations, surface plasmon resonance (SPR) was employed. This is a sensitive 
technique for detecting binding of proteins with polysaccharides. Rather than detecting 
the interaction in solution, SPR detects the CMG and lysozyme interaction at the 
solid/liquid interface, with lysozyme immobilized at the solid surface as described above. 
By monitoring the surface plasmon response, the interaction of CMG with lysozyme was 
investigated. As shown in Figure 5.8, injection of CMG over the chip in HEPES buffer 
and borate buffer, at pH 7.4 and NaCl concentration 0.15mol/L, induced a surface plasma 
response as low as about 50 and 140 respectively. After 50 minutes equilibration, buffers 
were injected and the CMG adsorbed on the chip was nearly all washed away 
immediately52

. These results indicate that lysozyme cannot interact with CMG through 
electrostatic attraction at high NaCl concentration. 

5.3.2 Hydrophobically Modified Guar Interaction with Lysozyme 

To investigate hydrophobic interaction between HPG and lysozyme, 
hydrophobically modified guar interaction with lysozyme was studied. Lysozyme has 
amino acid residues containing hydrophobic groups exposed to the globular lysozyme 
surface.53 Therefore, hydrophobic groups on the lysozyme surface may interact with 
hydroxypropy 1 group in HPG. 

Because lysozyme has low mobility and the hydrophobically modified guar was 
not charged, electrophoretic mobility could not generate any useful information. Further, 
the interaction between lysozyme and hydrophobically modified guar is so weak that 
turbidity measurement and DLS cannot detect complex formation. 

However, ITC can give information on complex formation via hydrophobic 
interaction. As can be seen from Figure 5.9, injecting lysozyme into HMG releases heat. 
By applying the one-site model to the titration curve, we deduce that the interaction of 
HMG and lysozyme is an exothermic process, generating 828.9±60 cal/mol apparent heat, 
indicating a weak hydrophobic interaction. The entropy gain for the interaction was 
18.2 cal/mol K. 

5.3.3 HPG-Borate Interaction with Lysozyme 

5.3.3.1 Determination of Charge Content on HPG Polymer Chain 

In electrostatic interactions between oppositely charged polyelectrolyte and 
protein, both protein charge density and polyelectrolyte charge density are important 
factors in the interaction.44 Therefore estimation of charge content on HPG at varying pH, 
HPG concentrations and total boron concentrations is necessary. Here we use total boron 
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concentration because boric acid may dissociate into borate ion in solution, with borate 
concentration depending on pH, whereas total boron concentration does not change with 
pH. It is commonly accepted that borate can bind with cis-diols such as those on HPG, 
whereas boric acid cannot. Borate and HPG binding can be represented as in equation (1): 

K = [BP] (1)
1 [BOH][P] 

where K1 is the binding constant of borate with HPG, 1 OOL/mol according to Jasinski' s 
binding constant54 (because we believe that only one binding site on galactose in HPG 
molecule binds with borate); [BP] is the concentration of borate bound on the HPG 
polymer chain; [BOH] is the concentration of free borate; and [P] is the concentration of 
free borate binding sites on HPG. Here we calculated [BOH] according to the boron 
balance equation (2) and boric acid/borate equilibrium equation (3): 

BT = [B] + [BOH] (2) 

K = [BOH] (3) 
0 

[B][OH] 

where Br is the total boron concentration; [B] is the concentration of boric acid; Ko is 
dissociation constant of boric acid which can be calculated from the pKa of boric acid 
(9.2) as shown in equation (4): 

Ko = 1014-pKa ( 4) 

[OH] is the free hydroxyl ion concentration which can be calculated from the pH as 
shown in equation ( 5): 

[OHJ = 1opH-
14 (5) 

and [P] can be calculated by polymer balance shown as follows: 

PT = [BP] +[P] (6) 

where Pr is the total concentration of HPG binding sites. 

Combining equation (1)-(6), [BP], which is borate concentration bound on HPG 
polymer chain can be determined as long as we know the pH, HPG concentration and the 
total boron concentration. 
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By calculation, the charge density on the HPG polymer chain with a total boron 
concentration of 0.04 mol/L at pH 7.4 is about 0.09 meq/g, corresponding to DS 0.017 
(borate substitution per HPG sugar ring), while at pH 9.2 it is about 1.02 meq/g, 
corresponding to DS 0.19. We can see that although at pH 7.4 the charge content of 
borate (0.017) on HPG is much lower than that of CMG (0.39), at pH 9.2 they are 
comparable (0.19 for HPG vs 0.39 for CMG). We therefore conducted the same 
experiments at both pH 7.4 and pH 9 .2, to compare the interactions of labile 
polyelectrolyte, RPG-borate, to weak polyelectrolyte CMG. 

It should be noticed that here we used borate/RPG binding constant 100 L/mol 
based on the assumption: (1) borate only binds with galactose; (2) ideal solution behavior; 
(3) ignore the cross-linking reaction of HPG with borate. Example calculation refers to 
appendix B. 5. 

5.3.3.2 Experimental Results of RPG-Borate Interaction with Lysozyme 

HPG and lysozyme mixtures in the presence of borate at both pH 7.4 and 9 .2, and 
NaCl concentration of both O.lOmol/L and O.Olmol/L, were prepared. In appearance, no 
turbidity change was observed with the increase of HPG concentration from 0.003g/L to 
0.5g/L. By measuring absorbance of the mixtures at 500 nm wavelength as shown in 
Figure 5.10, we showed that absorbance of mixtures was below 0.005 at an HPG 
concentration of 0.003 g/L, and only a little higher (below 0.05) at an HPG concentration 
of 0.5g/L. Turbidity was very low, with really clear solutions, for HPG concentrations 
from 0.003g/L to 0.5g/L. Turbidity measurements indicated no formation of insoluble 
HPG-borate/lysozyme complexes. 

Electrophoretic mobility shows little change with HPG concentration, increasing 
from 0.003g/L to 0.5g/L for both pH values and both NaCl concentrations in the HEPES 
and borate buffers, as shown in Figure 5.11. No complex formation can be detected by 
electrophoretic mobility. 

ITC was also employed to detect RPG-borate and lysozyme interactions. As 
shown in Figure 5.12, even at a low charge ratio ofHPG-borate to lysozyme, the apparent 
heat (released or absorbed) is below 0.3 kcal/mol for each injection (each point 
representing one injection) as low as that of the dilution of HPG solution. No apparent 
heat exchange due to RPG-borate and lysozyme interaction was detected. 

SPR was also employed to detect the interaction of RPG-borate and lysozyme in 
0.15 mol/L NaCl solutions. From Figure 5.13, we can see that in the absence of borate, 
HPG was adsorbed onto the chip with a plasma response of only about 50. After 5 
minutes adsorption, the chip was rinsed with the same buffer and nearly all the HPG was 
immediately rinsed off the chip, indicating very low HPG adsorption52

. In the presence of 
boric acid at pH 7.4, HPG was adsorbed onto the chip with a plasma response of as low as 
10. After 50 minutes adsorption, the chip was rinsed with the same buffer and almost all 
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the HPG was immediately rinsed off the chip. Although the borate presence increased the 
initial HPG adsorption to above 200 and 400 at pH 8.0 and 9.0 respectively, after 50 
minutes adsorption, the same buffer was used to rinse the chip and nearly all the HPG 
was immediately rinsed off the chip. These SPR results show that RPG-borate does not 
bind with lysozyme in high salt concentration solutions. 

5.4 Discussion 

Negatively charged polyelectrolytes bind with oppositely charged proteins to form 
complexes, either soluble or insoluble, by electrostatic attraction. The insolubility of a 
complex can be due either to the insolubility of the primary complexes or to their further 

33 34aggregation.30 
, ' ' 

44 CMG and lysozyme form insoluble complexes in low CMG 
concentrations, and form colloids in high CMG concentrations, via electrostatic attraction 
at low salt concentrations. The fact that this attraction was screened by salt addition 
further confirms the electrostatic attraction between them. In contrast, RPG-borate does 
not interact with lysozyme, as was demonstrated by the experiments above. RPG-borate 
and lysozyme mixtures appear not to form insoluble complexes, as seen in the turbidity 
measurements. ITC experiments detected no heat released or absorbed when RPG-borate 
was used to titrate lysozyme, implying that no soluble complexes had formed between 
them. SPR experiments confirmed that RPG-borate does not bind with lysozyme at high 
salt concentrations. ITC and SPR experiments indicate that neither enthalpy nor entropy 
contributes to the interaction of RPG-borate and lysozyme. 

We will now list some factors affecting the HPG-borate/lysozyme interactions. 

Firstly, both polyelectrolyte linear charge density and Erotein global charge 
33 34density affect polyelectrolyte and protein interactions.30

' ' ' 
4 By comparing CMG and 

RPG-borate, although the charge content (borate ions) of the HPG polymer chain at pH 
7.4 is low, at pH 9.2 it is comparable to that of CMG. As for the protein charje density, 
lysozyme has 6 net positive surface charges at pH 9.2 19 and 6.8 at pH 7.4. 17

' 
1 Hence, 

lysozyme has similar surface charge at pH 9.2 and pH 7.4. With regard to polyelectrolyte 
linear charge density and lysozyme global charge density, RPG-borate and CMG should 
behave similarly when they interact with lysozyme. Hence, the non-binding of HPG
borate with lysozyme is neither a function of the polyelectrolyte linear charge density nor 
the lysozyme global charge density. 

Secondly, polymer chain flexibility is an important factor in 
polyelectrolyte/protein interactions.44 Because both CMG and HPG are both derived from 
guar, their chain flexibility should be similar. Hence, chain flexibility cannot be the 
reason why RPG-borate does not bind with lysozyme. 

Finally, salt concentration is an important factor in the electrostatic interaction 
between guar and lysozyme.51 From experimental results, we can see that salt 
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concentration strongly affects the interaction between CMG and lysozyme. But it seems 
from our work that interaction between RPG-borate and lysozyme does not occur at any 
salt concentration. Theoretically, there is a critical salt concentration that controls the 
adsorption behavior of polyelectrolyte on spheres. When the salt concentration of the 
solution is below the critical salt concentration, polyelectrolytes can adsorb on spheres. 
However, above this critical salt concentration, polyelectrolytes cannot adsorb on 
spheres.55

-
57 In the interactions of RPG-borate and CMG with lysozyme, we can assume 

that the lysozyme molecule is a sphere. According to Muthukumar' s model as shown in 
equation (7), 58

-
60 critical salt concentration is related to both polyelectrolyte and sphere 

charge density: 

(7) 

where e0 is the elementary charge; kb is Boltzmann constant; Tis absolute temperature 
(298 K); e is water permittivity; a is the DS of borate per HPG sugar ring; a is the radius 
of the lysozyme molecule (2nm); b is the Kuhn length of HPG polymer chain, which is 
twice its persistence length for semi-flexible polymers. Because the persistence length of 
HPG is a little larger than that of guar (lOnm),61 we assume it to be 12 nm; be.ff is the 

62effective step length, which can be calculated by equation (8)58
' : 

where CX) is the characteristic ratio of HPG (13),62 1 is the length of the monomer unit of0 

HPG (0.54 nm).62 

In equation (7), Cf0 is the charge density of the lrozyme sphere surface. Because 
18lysozyme has 6 net positive surface charges at pH 9.i and 6.8 at pH 7.417

' , we assume 
an average net positive surface charge of 6.4 from pH 7.4 to 9.2. Hence, the lysozyme 
surface charge density can be calculated as in equation (9): 

CY = 6.4eo (9) 
0 4na2 

Also in equation (7), K is the inverse of the Debye length. The calculation of K is given by 
equation (10): 

K= (10) 


where Nav is Avogadro constant, c is salt concentration. 
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From equation (7), we can calculate the critical salt concentrations of the HPG
borate/lysozyme interaction as a function of the DS of borate per sugar ring (for a detailed 
calculation, refer to appendix B.6), plotted as data points for HPG-borate in 
Figure 5.14 (a). Because HPG-borate has a DS 0.017 (0.017 borate per HPG sugar ring) 
at pH 7.4, and 0.19 at 9.2, these give the data points in the critical salt concentration curve 
of Figure 5.14(a). The other four data points in Figure 5.14(a) are experimental salt 
concentrations in HPG-borate/lysozyme solutions with initial salt concentrations of 0.01 
and O.lmol/L at pH 7.4 and 9.2, respectively. The salt concentrations are due to the initial 
salt concentrations, plus the NaOH and sodium borate added to increase the pH. From 
Figure 5.14(a), we can see that salt concentrations in experimental conditions for HPG
borate/lysozyme interactions are all higher than the critical salt concentration data points 
at both pH 7.4 and 9.2. We conclude that the HPG-borate/lysozyme electrostatic 
interaction is screened by salt. 

In addition, the critical salt concentrations for the CMG/lysozyme interaction are 
constant because the average carboxymethyl groups per sugar ring are constant (0.39). In 
Figure 5.14(b), here concentrations for CMG also plotted. But as shown in 
Figure 5.14(b), as long as salt concentrations are lower than about 0.02mol/L, CMG can 
interact with lysozyme through electrostatic interaction. Therefore the CMG/lysozyme 
interaction can be detected at a solution salt concentration of O.Olmol/L, but not at a 
solution salt concentration of O.lmol/L. 

5.5 Conclusions 

1. 	 HPG-borate does not form soluble or insoluble complexes with lysozyme at 
lysozyme concentrations from O.lg/L to 0.5g/L. Neither entropy nor enthalpy 
contributes to complex formation. 

2. 	 CMG can form insoluble complexes or colloids with lysozyme via electrostatic 
attraction at low salt concentrations. Beyond the critical salt concentration, 
electrostatic attractions between CMG and lysozyme interactions were screened. 

3. 	 Hydrophobic interaction was detected using hydrophobically modified guar and 
lysozyme by ITC. 

4. 	 The reason for non-binding between oppositely charged HPG-borate and 
lysozyme is that the critical salt concentration for HPG-borate adsorption onto 
lysozyme is always below the ambient salt concentrations of the borate buffer. 
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5.6 Tables 


Table 5.1 DLS measurement of hydrodynamic diameter of CMG and lysozyme 
(0.3g/L) at pH 7.4, O.Olmol/L NaCl in 0.05mol/L HEPES buffer. 

CMG cone./ L
251.6±15.50.5 
231.6±13.90.25 
209.1±7.90.125 
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5.7 Figures 

Figure 5.1 	 Structure of hen egg white lysozyme (Adapted from Rothwarf 1996, 
see reference 12). The right white part and left black part represents a 
domain and J3 domain respectively. The hydrophobic tryptophan side 
chains are shown. The double balls represent disulfide bonds. 
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Figure 5.2 	 Turbidity measurement of CMG and lysozyme as a function of CMG 
concentration. 
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Figure 5.3 Electrophoretic mobility measurement of CMG and lysozyme as a 
function of CMG concentration. 
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Figure 5.4 	 Particle Size Distribution and Correlation Function (Inlet) of Dynamic 
Light Scattering of 0.125 g/L CMG with 0.3 g/L Lysozyme at pH 7.4, 
NaCl Concentration of O.Olmol/L in 0.05mol/L HEPES Buffer, poly 
0.113, intensity 235.7 kcps, average particle size 216.8 nm. 
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Figure 5.5 Salt effect on turbidity of CMG and lysozyme. 
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Figure 5.7 ITC measurement of CMG interaction with lysozyme. 
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Figure 5.8 SPR measurement of CMG interaction with lysozyme. 
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Figure 5.9 	 ITC measurement of hydrophobically modified guar interaction with 
lysozyme. 
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Figure 5.10 	 Turbidity measurement of HPG with lysozyme in the presence of 
borate as a function of HPG concentration. 
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Figure 5.11 Electrophoretic mobility of HPG with lysozyme in the presence of 
borate as a function of HPG concentration. 
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Figure 5.12 	 ITC measurement of RPG-borate interaction with lysozyme. 
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Figure 5.13 	 SPR measurement of HPG interaction with lysozyme in the presence 
of HEPES buffer and borate buffer. 
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Chapter 6 HPG-Borate and Modified Guar Interactions with 
Phosphatidic Acid Liposomes 

Abstract 

The interactions of HPG-borate, guar-borate, partially hydrolyzed guar-borate and 
modified guar (respectively) with negatively charged phosphatidic acid (PA) liposomes 
were investigated using turbidity measurement, electrophoretic mobility and dynamic 
light scattering. HPG-borate, guar-borate and partially hydrolyzed guar-borate did not 
adsorb onto PA liposomes, but induced flocculation of PA liposomes through a depletion 
mechanism. Depletion flocculation was observed at polymer concentrations close to the 
critical overlap concentration, c*, which depends on polymer molecular weight. 
Hydrophobically modified guar (HMG) did not adsorb onto PA liposomes because of the 
low hydrophobicity of short hydrophobic groups in HMG. HMG can also flocculate PA 
liposomes via a depletion mechanism. By contrast, cationic guar adsorbs onto PA 
liposomes through electrostatic attraction, and flocculates PA liposomes via a bridging 
flocculation mechanism. 
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6.1 Introduction 

In previous chapters, we have described the interaction of RPG-borate and 
modified guar with tear film components or with model components such as the 
oppositely charged polyelectrolyte, poly( diallydimethyl) ammonium chloride 
(PDADMAC), 1 the cationic surfactant, dodecyldimethyl ammonium bromide (DTAB)2

, 

and positively charged protein-lysozyme at physiological conditions. The interaction of 
RPG-borate with a model hydrophobic surface, a polystyrene (PS) latex, was also 
examined.3 But the interaction of RPG-borate with one of the most important components, 
lipid, has so far not been investigated. In this chapter, we will study this interaction. 

The external layer of the tear film is mainly composed of lipid. It consists mainly 
of meibomian lipids which excrete from the meibomian glands.4 It is generally agreed 
that the lipid layer thickness is less than 100 nm. 5' 

6 The lipid layer is present at the 
air/water interface as a continuous sheet, to prevent water evaporation. With regard to 
chemical composition, the lipid layer consists mainly of non-polar lipids (wax ester, 
cholesterol and cholesterol ester), polar lipids (phospholipids and glycolipids)4 and a 
small fraction of fatty acids, alcohols, glycerides, neutral fats 7 and hydrocarbons8

. It has 
been suggested that in the tear film, at first polar lipids spread onto the aqueous surface, 
followed by non-polar lipids, which interact with the non-polar tails of polar lipids.9 

Although polar lipids make up only less than 20% of the lipid composition, the polar head 
of such a lipid gives it the potential to interact with other components, such as proteins in 
aqueous phase. To simplify the study of RPG/lipid interaction, one of the phospholipids, 
phosphatidic acid (PA) (with structure shown in Figure 6.1 ) was selected as a model lipid 
to study the interaction of lipids with RPG-borate. 

The interactions oflipids with polymer such as proteins were studied by Millar' s 
group using the Langmuir trough method, in which the lipids were srread onto an 
aqueous surface and proteins were injected into the aqueous phase. 1 

-
13 The interactions 

between lipids and proteins were investigated by observing the surface pressure change as 
a function of surface area and using fluorescence microscopy. The uptake of polymers 
from the aqueous phase to the lipid layer can be detected using the Langmuir trough. 

In 1965, Bangham first discovered liposome, a lipid vesicle that can be dispersed 
in the aqueous phase. 14 Using sonication or extrusion techniques, unilamellar liposome 
with narrow size distribution can be prepared as shown in Figure 6.2. We can thus 
investigate the interaction of RPG-borate with lipid in the form of liposome, with the 
methods usually employed in studying polyelectrolyte/colloid interactions, such as 
turbidity measurement, electrophoretic mobility and dynamic light scattering. 

The possible interactions of RPG with liposome are analogous to the interactions 
of RPG with colloidal particles. The adsorption of polymer at surfaces of spherical 
particles may lead to two results. One is to flocculate spherical particles via a bridging 
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flocculation mechanism at low polymer concentration, and induce aggregation of 
spherical particles at high polymer concentration. Another is to stabilize spherical 
particles by the steric effect of adsorbed polymers at high polymer concentration. 15

' 
16 The 

non-adsorbing polymer could also induce flocculation of spherical particles by a 
depletion mechanism, as first reported by Asakura and Oosawa. 17 The aggregation of egg 
lecithin liposomes, induced by polysaccharide such as pullulan and dextran, was reported 
by Sunamoto et al. 18 It was suggested that these polysaccharides could adsorb onto a 
liposome surface, and induce the aggregation of liposomes by a bridging mechanism. 
However, Kawasaki et al. 19 suggested that pullulan and dextran do not adsorb onto a 
lecithin liposome surface, and induce the aggregation of liposomes by a depletion 
mechanism. By contrast, charged polymers such as sodium alginate and carboxymethyl 
cellulose, or surface active polymers such as poly(vinyl alcohol) adsorbed onto liposome 
surfaces due to electrostatic or hydrophobic interaction, could stabilize liposomes at high 
polymer concentrations. 

However, HPG-borate interactions with lipid liposome have rarely been studied. 
In our previous study, at physiological conditions (pH 7.4, NaCl O.lmol/L) neither HPG 
nor the polyelectrolyte HPG-borate adsorbed onto cationic 1,2-dioleoyl-3
trimethylammonium-propane (DOT AP) liposome, and the electrostatic attraction between 
HPG-borate and cationic DOT AP was screened by salt.20 The non-adsorbing polymer or 
polyelectrolyte induced the aggregation of liposomes due to the depletion potential 
generated by the decrease of osmotic pressure between liposomes, because of the HPG 
concentration increase. It is reasonable to predict that HPG and HPG-borate also do not 
adsorb onto PA liposomes, because HPG-borate and PA are both negatively charged and 
electrostatic repulsion prevents this adsorption. As with its interaction with DOT AP 
liposomes, HPG does not adsorb onto PA liposomes either. Therefore, depletion 
flocculation of PA liposomes is expected, induced by the addition of HPG. We also 
investigated the adsorbing cationic guar interaction with PA liposomes, and the 
hydrophobically modified guar (HMG) interaction with PA liposomes. 

6.2 Experimental 

6.2.1 Materials 

L-a-phosphatidic acid from chicken egg was purchased from Avanti Polar Lipids 
Inc. Hydroxypropyl guar (HPG) with DS (degree of substitution) 0.36 (0.36 
hydroxypropyl groups per sugar ring), and molecular weight 1.75xl06 Da, purified native 
guar with molecular weight 3x106 Da and partially hydrolyzed guar (PHG) with 
molecular weight 15,000 Da were provided by Alcon Laboratories, Fort Worth, Texas. 
Sodium borate (borax) was purchased from Anachemia. Boric acid was purchased from 
Caledon Laboratories Ltd. Sodium chloride and HEPES ( 4-(2-hydroxyethyl)-1
piperazineethanesulfonic acid) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Cationic guar with 
DS 0.09 (0.09 cationic groups per sugar ring) and hydrophobic modified guar with DS 
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0.13 (0.13 hydrophobic group per sugar ring) were synthesized as described in Chapter 2. 
The structure of cationic guar is shown in Figure 2.2 of Chapter 2. The structure of HMG 
is shown in Figure 2.3 of Chapter 2 and a HMG with 6 carbons in the hydrophobic groups 
(n=4 in R) was used in this study. All samples were prepared in MilliQ water. 

6.2.2 Methods 

Phosphatidic Acid Liposome Preparation 

First, 100-200 mg of phosphatidic acid lipid was dissolved for one hour in 10 mL 
solvent of chloroform and methanol ( 1: 1 mixture). The solvent was then evaporated in a 
one-neck round-bottom flask using a rotary vacuum evaporator at 42°C, and the lipid 
formed a thin film on the flask wall. The lipid film was then purged by nitrogen gas for 
half an hour. Finally, the lipid film was dispersed in MilliQ water at 47°C for one hour 
and sonicated for several hours, until a clear solution of phosphatidic acid liposome was 
formed. 21 

Preparation of Mixtures of Polymer with Liposome 

Mixtures of guar polymers and liposomes were prepared in a HEPES or borate 
buffer. The ionic strength and pH were adjusted using sodium chloride, sodium hydroxide 
and hydrochloric acid. The mixtures were left for 24 hours before measurements. 

Turbidity Measurement 

Absorbance (turbidity) of the mixtures was measured using a DU 800 Beckman 
Coulter UV Spectrophotometer at room temperature. The wavelength was fixed at 500 
nm. 

Electrophoretic Mobility 

Electrophoretic mobility of the mixtures was measured using a Brookhaven 
Zetaplus Zeta Potential Analyzer operating in phase analysis light scattering mode with 
BIC Pals Zeta Potential Analyzer software (version 2.5). A total of 10 runs (15 cycles per 
run) were performed at room temperature and the mean and standard deviation of these 
runs was read off. 

Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS) 

Particle sizes of samples were measured using a Brookhaven Dynamic Light 
Scattering Instrument with a BI-9000AT autocorrelator and 35 mW laser of 632.8nm 
wavelength at a scattering angle of 90°. Sample data were acquired using BIC dynamic 
light scattering software 9kdlsw32 (version 3.34). The cumulative statistical method was 
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used to analyze the data. The sample temperature was controlled at 25± 1 °C using a 
NESLAB water bath. 

6.3 Results 

The head group (phosphate) in phosphatidic acid (PA) has dissociation constant of 
pKa1=3 and pKa2=7.2 The charge density of PA liposomes increases with the increasing 
of pH. In our experimental conditions, the charge density of PA liposomes increases 
slightly from pH 7.4 to pH 9.2 according to zeta potentials of PA liposomes (about 30-40 
mV). 

To clarify whether electrostatic and hydrophobic interactions dominate in guar/PA 
liposomes interactions, cationic guar and HMG were used. Guar/ liposome interactions 
can be demonstrated using turbidity measurements if insoluble complexes are formed. 
Electrophoretic mobility detects changes in liposome surface charges, and so can be used 
to monitor the adsorption of guar on liposomes. Particle size changes, measured by DLS, 
can demonstrate complex formation between guar and PA liposomes. 

6.3.1 Cationic Guar Interaction with PA Liposomes 

In the study of interactions between cationic guar and phosphatidic acid liposomes, 
cationic guar with DS 0.09 was used. The molecular weight of cationic guar is similar to 
that of guar (about 3x106 Dalton). The molecular weight of guar that synthesized in an 
identical manner to that of cationic guar was measured using gel permeation 
chromatography (GPC), and found to be same as native guar used to synthesize cationic 
guar (results not shown here). The structure of cationic guar was shown in Chapter 2. 

From Figure 6.3 and Figure 6.4, the turbidity, mobility and particle size were 
measured for a wide range of cationic guar concentrations from about 2x10-4 g/L to above 
3 g/L, with a PA concentration of I x10-3 mol/L in 0.05 mol/L HEPES buffer at pH 7.4 
and a sodium chloride concentration ofO.lmol/L. At a low cationic guar concentration 
(up to O.Olg/L), turbidity, mobility and particle size did not change with the variation of 
this concentration. The turbidity remained at around 0.02, which is as low as the turbidity 
of water. The mobility remained at about -3xl0-8m2Ns, and the particle sizes were 
consistent with that of PA liposome: about 95 nm. Starting from a cationic guar 
concentration of O.Olg/L, precipitation was observed, and the turbidity of the supernatant 
were not very different from that in low cationic guar concentration, due to the low 
turbidity of the PA liposome solution. Although electrophoretic mobility remained about 
-3xl0-8m2Ns, particle size increased from around 100 nm to 130 nm, indicating cationic 
guar adsorption on the PA liposome. As the cationic guar concentration further increased 
to above 0.1 g/L, precipitation continued to be observed, and the turbidity increased to 
about 0.6, indicative of large size colloid formation. The mobility decreased to about zero, 
indicating the neutralization of negatively charged PA liposome by cationic guar 
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adsorption. At the same time, the particle sizes sharply increased to about 1 µm, 
suggesting PA liposome flocculation induced by cationic guar adsorption onto PA 
liposome through electrostatic attraction, i.e. bridging flocculation mechanism. 

6.3.2 Hydrophobically Modified Guar (HMG) Interaction with PA 
Liposome 

To clarify the hydrophobic interaction between guar and PA liposome, the same 
experiments with cationic guar were repeated for HMG. HMG has a saturation point of 
O.lg/L. Therefore, only HMG with concentrations below O.lg/L was studied. 

In contrast to cationic guar, no precipitation was observed for HMG over a wide 
range of concentrations. At HMG concentrations below O.lg/L, the turbidity ofHMG/PA 
liposome mixtures remained at below 0.02, and the mobility remained about 
-3 xl0-8m2Ns, as shown in Figure 6.5. At the same time, the particle sizes remained at 
about 100 nm, as shown in Figure 6.6. This indicates an absence of adsorption of HMG 
onto PA liposomes. However, at HMG concentrations close to O. lg/L, the turbidity of 
HMG/P A liposome mixtures slightly increased to above 0.02. The particle sizes increased 
to as large as about 150 nm, suggesting the aggregation of PA liposomes. The mobility 
remained about -3 xl0-8m2Ns, indicating no adsorption ofHMG onto PA liposomes at 
these HMG concentrations. It is suggested that PA liposomes can also possibly be 
flocculated by HMG through a depletion mechanism. 

6.3.3 HPG-Borate Interaction with PA Liposome 

For the HPG - borate and PA liposome mixtures, we fixed the PA concentration at 
1x10-3mol/L, and the sodium chloride concentration at 0 .1 mol/L. The HPG IPA liposome 
mixtures were prepared in HEPES buffer without borate at pH 7.4, in boric acid at pH 7.4, 
and in borax buffer at pH 9 .2, in a wide range of HPG concentration. From our 
calculation, at pH 7.4, the degree of ionization ofHPG with borate ions is 0.017 (0.017 
borate ion per sugar ring) while at pH 9.2 it is 0.19. The linear charge density of HPG 
borate at pH 9.2 is nearly ten times that at pH 7.4. 

Turbidity, mobility, and DLS experiments were also done for the above samples. 
The results are shown in Figure 6.7, Figure 6.8 and Figure 6.9. From these figures, we can 
see that at HPG concentrations below 0.55 g/L, the turbidity remained at about 0.01 for 
varying buffers and pH. The mobility remained constant: about -3 x1 o-8m2N s in boric 
acid at pH 7.4; about -2.5 xl0-8m2Ns in sodium borate buffer at pH 9.2; and about 
-l.5xl0-8m2Ns in HEPES buffer at pH 7.4. The particle sizes remained at 80-100 nm. At 
HPG concentrations above 0.55g/L, although no precipitation was observed, the turbidity 
sharply increased to 0.03-0.04 for varying buffers and pH. The mobility decreased to 
about -l.5xl0-8m2Ns in boric acid at pH 7.4, about -l x l0-8 m2Ns in sodium borate 
buffer at pH 9.2, and about -0.8 xl0-8 m2Ns in HEPES buffer at pH 7.4, due to the 
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viscosity increase with the increase of HPG concentration (example calculation of the 
HPG viscosity effect on the mobility of HPG/P A liposome is shown in Appendix C.1 ). 
The particle sizes increased sharply up to 1 µm. This indicates that aggregation of PA 
liposomes occurred due to the increase of HPG concentration whereas HPG does not 
adsorb onto PA liposomes. It is reasonable to attribute the aggregation of PA liposomes to 
depletion forces, because the HPG concentration which induced the aggregation of PA 
liposomes is close to the critical overlap concentration of HPG, namely 0.8g/L, calculated 
as the inverse of intrinsic viscosity of HPG which was measured using Ubbelohde 
viscometer. 

6.3.4 Guar and Partially Hydrolyzed Guar Interaction with PA 
Liposome 

To further investigate the aggregation behavior of PA liposome, native guar with 
molecular weight of 3x106 Da and partially hydrolyzed guar with molecular weight 
15,000 Da were employed, and the DLS results were compared with those of HPG and 
PA liposomes. As shown in Figure 6.10 and 6.11, in both a HEPES buffer and a boric 
acid solution at pH 7.4 and O.lmol/L sodium chloride, the particle sizes in lmmol/L PA 
lipid started to increase at a native guar concentration of 0.3 g/L, HPG concentration of 
above 0.5 g/L and PHG concentration of above 3 g/L. However, in a borax buffer at pH 
9.2 and O. lM sodium chloride, the onset concentrations of guar, for an increase in PA 
liposome particle size, were 0.15 g/L for native guar, close to 0.3 g/L for HPG, and above 
1.5 g/L for PHG respectively, as shown in Figure 6.12. The mobility also slightly 
decreased above the onset guar and PHG concentration for PA liposomes to aggregate as 
shown in Figure 6.13 and Figure 6.14. This is due to the viscosity increase not the 
adsorption of guar and PHG onto PA liposomes. Once more, the particle size increase is 
due to the aggregation of PA liposomes by depletion force induced by guar polymer 
addition. 

6.4 Discussion 

Cationic guar adsorbed onto PA liposomes and induced the aggregation of PA 
liposomes (see Figure 6.3). Thus, electrostatic attraction dominates the behavior of 
cationic guar/P A liposome mixtures, and cationic guar flocculates PA liposomes via a 
bridging flocculation mechanism. 

Hydrophobic interaction plays an important role in hydrophobic polymer 
interaction with liposomes. Hydrophobic groups (anchors) on polymer chains can 
penetrate into the bilayer of liposomes and associate with the hydrophobic parts of lipid 
molecules.23 The association of hydrophobic anchors on polymers with hydrophobic tails 
on lipids can induce adsorption of polymers on liposomes, thus inducing either 
aggregation or stabilization of liposomes.24

-
27 Also the penetration of hydrophobic 

anchors on polymers into a bilayer of liposomes can induce fusion or fission of 
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liposomes.28 
• 
29 The strength of the hydrophobic association depends on the 

hydrophobicity of the hydrophobic groups on polymer chains: the more hydrophobic the 
hydrophobic group, the stronger the hydrophobic interaction.30 In our experiments, HMO 
did not adsorb onto PA liposome. This is probably due to the low hydrophobicity of short 
hexyl chains on guar molecules. However, HMO is able to aggregate PA liposomes 
through depletion flocculation mechanism. 

Although HPO-borate, the negatively charged polyelectrolyte, did not adsorb onto 
identically charged PA liposome because of electrostatic repulsion between them, HPO
borate still induced the aggregation of PA liposome. Similarly, native guar-borate and 
PHO-borate also induced the aggregation of PA liposome. From Figure 6.11, it is seen 
that the onset concentration for PA liposome aggregation depends on the molecular 
weight of the guars: the higher the molecular weight, the lower the onset concentration 
for PA liposome aggregation. We also found the onset concentration for guar aggregation 
to be close to critical overlap concentration c*. We propose that the aggregation of PA 
liposome here is due to depletion flocculation induced at high guar (HPO, PHO, native 
guar and HMO) concentration. In addition, it should be noticed that the onset 
concentrations of guars for PA liposome aggregation slightly decreased in the presence of 
borax buffer. The increase of the HPO-borate linear charge density, for a pH increase 
from 7.4 to 9.2 induced an increase in electrostatic repulsion between HPO-borate and PA 
liposomes, facilitating the aggregation of liposomes. 

Theoretically, the stability of PA liposome in the aqueous phase is controlled by 
the total potential energy between liposome vesicles. In the guar-borate/PA liposome 
system, the total potential energy can be estimated as the sum of that given by DLVO 
theory31

' 
32 and the depletion energy17 as described by the following equation: 

v; =~l + ~dW + v dep (1) 

where Vi is the total potential energy; Ve1 is potential energy arising from the electrostatic 
repulsion between PA liposomes; Vvdwis the potential energy from the van der Waals 
force which is the attractive force between liposomes; and Vdep is the depletion potential 
energy induced by non-adsorbing polymers such as guars in our system. 

The electrostatic repulsion potential energy with constant surface potential can be 
calculated by the following equation. 33 

~1 = 2tr&alj/
0 

2 ln(l +exp(-Kh)) (2) 

where£ is aqueous permittivity, a is the radius of PA liposome ( 40 nm), I/fa is surface 
potential of PA liposome (3 8 m V as measured zeta potential), h is the separation distance 
between PA liposomes, and K is the inverse of the De bye length, which can be calculated 
by: 
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where e0 is elementary charge, NA is the Avogadro constant, CNaCI is the sodium chloride 
concentration (0.1 mol/L), k6 is the Boltzmann constant, and Tis absolute temperature. 

The van der Waals attractive potential energy can be described as34
: 

2 2 2 
V = -A [ 4a + 4a + 2 ln( h + 4ah ) ] (4) 

vdW 12 h2 + 4ah h2 + 4ah + 4a2 h2 + 4ah + 4a2 

where A is the Hamaker constant of PA liposome in the aqueous phase (7x 10-21 J, the 
same value as reported for the Hamaker constant of phosphatidylcholines).35 

For the depletion potential energy, we used the equation given by Fleer et al.36
: 

2 TI h 2 hV =--Jr (.1--) (3a+ 2.1 +-) (5)
dep 3 2 2 

where /1 is the depletion layer thickness, and II is the osmotic pressure between PA 
liposomes. The osmotic pressure we used is a virial expansion, valid for dilute solutions 
(Seebergh and Berg34

). 

where R is the gas constant, pis the guar density (about lg/cm\ ¢is the guar volume 
fraction, Mis the guar molecular weight (1.75x106 Da for HPG), and B2 is the second 
virial coefficient (0.0003 cm3 mol/g2 for HPG)37

. 

The depletion layer thickness in equation (5) was calculated by the equation 
proposed by Seebergh and Berg34

, which was derived from Vincent et al38
: 

where 110 is the depletion layer thickness without addition of guar (l .4rg according to 
Fleer et al36

), rg is the radius of gyration of guar (128 nm for HPG with molecular weight 
1.75x106 Da)3 

, vis the molecular volume of the free guar chain which can be calculated 
by Mlp. 

An example calculation of the normalized potentials, divided by the thermal 
energy k6T, as a function of the separation distance of PA liposomes, is shown in 
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Figure 6.15 (see Appendix C.2 for detail calculation). It can be seen that there is a 
secondary minimum for the sum of potentials at PA liposomes separation distances about 
4-6 nm. The secondary potential minimum for HPG volume fraction of 0.05% is about 
-3kbT. This is a weak attractive potential energy for depletion flocculation.40

' 
41 The 

experimental results, that flocculation cannot be observed visually but can be measured 
(see Figure 6.7 and Figure 6.9), show that HPG induced flocculation is caused by weak 
depletion forces. For strong depletion flocculation, a secondary minimum of -7kbT is 
widely accepted.41

' 
42 The secondary minimum of the sum of potentials as a function of 

HPG concentration is shown in Figure 6.16. It can be seen that the secondary minimum is 
smaller than -kbT at HPG concentration below 0 .1 g/L whereas larger than -3kbT at HPG 
concentration above 0.5g/L. Therefore, 0.5g/L is the onset concentration for HPG to 
aggregate PA liposomes. Similarly, for native guar (molecular weight 3x106 Da, radius of 
gyration 177 nm) and PHG (molecular weight 15000 Da, radius of gyration 7.4 nm), 0.4 
g/L and 3 g/L (respectively) were needed to achieve a secondary minimum potential of 
above -3kbT, therefore are the onset concentration of native guar and PHG (respectively) 
for the aggregation of PA liposomes. In calculating the potentials of native guar/P A 
liposome and PHG/P A liposome, all the parameters are the same as those in calculating 
HPG/P A liposome except the molecular weight and radius of gyration. The estimation of 
radius of gyration of HPG, native guar and PHG is shown in Appendix C.3. The onset 
concentration of guar to aggregate PA liposomes depends on guar molecular weight as 
shown in Figure 6.17. The higher the molecular weight, the lower the onset guar 
concentration needed to aggregate PA liposomes. We conclude that the aggregation of PA 
liposomes is due to the depletion forces of guar molecules. 

As for the polyelectrolyte (guar-borate) effect on the aggregation of PA liposome, 
another term Vpt should be added to the total potential energy equation. This is the 
potential energy resulting from guar-borate/liposome repulsion which also promotes the 
aggregation of liposomes.43 Therefore, the onset concentration of guar to aggregate PA 
liposomes in borax buffer is decreased compared with those in HEPES buffer and boric 
acid solution. 

6.5 Conclusions 

1. 	 The negatively charged polyelectrolyte, HPG-borate, does not adsorb on PA 
liposomes, but induces the aggregation of PA liposomes by depletion forces. 

2. 	 The onset guar concentration for PA liposomes aggregation depends on the 
molecular weight of the guar. The higher the molecular weight, the lower the 
onset guar concentration needed to aggregate PA liposomes. 

3. 	 Cationic guar is adsorbed onto PA liposome through electrostatic attraction, and 
induces the aggregation of PA liposomes through bridging flocculation 
mechanism. 
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4. 	 HMG does not adsorb onto PA liposomes by hydrophobic interaction. This is 
probably due to the low hydrophobicity of hydrophobic groups on HMG. 
Therefore, hydrophobic groups on HMG have less ability to penetrate into the 
liposome bilayer. However, HMG can also possibly induce flocculation of PA 
liposomes through a depletion mechanism. 
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6.6 Figures 

0 
Figure 6.1 Phosphatidic acid sodium salt. 
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Hydrophobic tail 

'Hydrophilic head 

Figure 6.2 	 Schematic representation of a cross-section of a unilamellar liposome 
structure. 
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Figure 6.3 	 Turbidity and mobility measurement of PA liposomes interaction with 
cationic guar in HEPES buffer (The degree of substitution (DS) of 
cationic guar is 0.09 (0.09 cationic group per sugar unit) and 
molecular weight of cationic guar is about 3x106 Da.). 
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Figure 6.4 	 DLS measurement of PA liposomes sizes in the presence of cationic 
guar in HEPES buffer (The degree of substitution (DS) of cationic 
guar is 0.09 (0.09 cationic group per sugar unit) and molecular weight 
of cationic guar is about 3x106 Da.). 
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Figure 6.5 	 Turbidity and mobility measurement of PA liposomes interaction with 
hydrophobically modified guar in HEPES buffer (The degree of 
substitution (DS) of HMG is 0.13 (0.13 hydrophobic group per sugar 
unit) and molecular weight of HMG is about 3x106 Da.). 
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Figure 6.6 	 DLS measurement of PA liposomes sizes in the presence of 
hydrophobically modified guar in HEPES buffer (The degree of 
substitution (DS) of HMG is 0.13 (0.13 hydrophobic group per sugar 
unit) and molecular weight of HMG is about 3x106 Da.). 
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Figure 6.7 	 Turbidity measurement of HPG interaction with PA liposome in 
HEPES buffer and borate buffer. 
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Figure 6.8 	 Mobility measurement of PA liposomes in the presence of HPG in 
HEPES buffer and borate buffer. 
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Figure 6.9 	 DLS measurement of PA liposomes sizes in the presence of HPG in 
HEPES buffer and borate buffer. 
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Figure 6.10 DLS measurement of PA liposomes sizes in the presence of guar with 
different molecular weights in HEPES buffer at pH 7 .4. 
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Figure 6.11 	 D LS measurement of PA liposomes sizes in the presence of guar with 
different molecular weights in boric acid at pH 7 .4. 
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Figure 6.12 	 DLS measurement of PA liposomes particle sizes in the presence of 
guar with different molecular weights in borax buffer at pH 9.2. 
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Figure 6.13 	 Mobility measurement of PA liposomes in the presence of native guar 
in HEPES buffer and borate buffer. 
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Figure 6.14 Mobility measurement of PA liposomes in the presence of PHG in 
HEPES buffer and borate buffer. 
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Figure 6.15 	 Potential energy as a function of PA liposomes separation distance. 
The calculation of above potentials is based on the conditions: HPG 
volume fraction 0.05%, radius of gyration of HPG 128 nm, HPG 
molecular weight 1750000 Da, HPG second virial coefficient 0.00003 
cm3 mol/g2; radius of PA liposome 40 nm, surface potential of PA 
liposome 38 mV, Hamaker constant of PA liposome 7xl0-21 J; NaCl 
concentration 0.1 mol/L. 
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Figure 6.16 	 Secondary minimums of the sum of the potentials between PA 
liposomes as a function of HPG concentration. 
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Figure 6.17 	 Molecular weight dependence of onset concentration for guar to 
aggregate PA liposomes. 
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Chapter 7 Concluding Remarks 

In this work, I have investigated the properties of RPG-borate by polyelectrolyte 
titration and behaviors of RPG-borate in solutions as a polyelectrolyte, such as interaction 
with oppositely charged surfactant. The interaction of RPG-borate with proteins mostly 
existing in aqueous phase of tear film has been investigated using model protein, 
lysozyme. The effect of RPG-borate on lipid layer stability has been evaluated using 
phosphatidic acid (PA) liposome as a model. The research objectives set in Chapter 1 
have been fulfilled. 

7.1 Key Findings and Contributions 

The key findings and major contributions of this research are: 

The research findings in this thesis suggest that HPG-borate/lysozyme do not form 
complexes through electrostatic attraction in physiological conditions. RPG-borate 
behaves like a neutral polymer not a polyelectrolyte in physiological conditions. High 
concentration of salt screens the electrostatic interaction between RPG-borate and 
lysozyme. Considering that lysozyme is the protein that can most possibly interact with 
RPG-borate through electrostatic attraction because they are oppositely charged in 
physiological conditions, other proteins probably do not interact with RPG-borate as well 
in physiological conditions. 

For the first time, RPG-borate is proposed of being able to flocculate phosphatidic 
acid (PA) liposomes by depletion mechanism in tear film at high HPG concentrations. 
High concentrations of guar and neutral guar derivatives can also induce the aggregation 
of PA liposomes due to depletion forces. Therefore, RPG-borate, guar and neutral guar 
derivatives have the potential to inhibit the emulsification of PA lipid so as to stabilize the 
lipid layer. 

Our findings suggest that dilute HPG in the presence of borate does not interact 
with oppositely charged surfactant with the concentration below critical micelle 
concentration ( cmc) of the surfactant. But it does induce some aggregation of micelles 
through bridging mechanism. These findings suggest that the concentrations of 
surfactants should be carefully controlled to be below cmc in artificial tear formulations if 
cationic surfactants are going to be used. 

Behaving as a polyelectrolyte, RPG-borate does form insoluble complexes with 
oppositely charged polyelectrolyte, such as PDADMAC, by electrostatic attraction. This 
suggests that we should be careful when importing any new artificial tear components 
because RPG-borate may interact with some cationic additives, such as polyquad 
(polyquaternium preservative). 
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Borate can cross-link HPG so as to form gels especially in high concentrations of 
HPG solutions. We suggest from our findings that monoborate such as phenyl borate and 
methyl borate can be applied as a substitute to borate to avoid the cross-linking of HPG. 

Our findings suggest that some behaviors of HPG-borate are different from 
conventionally defined strong and weak polyelectrolyte. For example, the complexes 
formation between HPG-borate and PDADMAC facilitates the further binding of borate 
to HPG polymer chain and HPG-borate flocculates oppositely charged polystyrene latex 
particle reversibly1

. Therefore, for the first time we name HPG-borate a labile 
polyelectrolyte. 

A model is developed to predict the polyelectrolyte titration curve of the labile 
polyelectrolytes such as HPG-borate. Polyelectrolyte titration results also show that the 
borate binding sites on HPG are possibly only on galactoses. 

In general, electrostatic interaction is not the major mechanism in the interaction 
of HPG-borate with tear film components. High concentration of salt screens the 
electrostatic interaction in physiological conditions. In addition, low charge density of 
HPG-borate weakens the strength of electrostatic interaction at low pH (7.4) in 
physiological conditions. The major interaction mechanism in tear film as we suggest is 
depletion mechanism. Tear film components such as PA liposome tend to be flocculated 
by HPG-borate, HPG, guar and its neutral derivatives at high concentrations by depletion 
mechanism. 

7.2 Future Work 

The future work we suggest: 

Design experiments to find evidence that HPG-borate induce flocculation of 
liposome formed from lipid layer components by depletion mechanism. 

All the experiments were done assuming that the interaction of HPG-borate and 
model tear film components reached equilibrium. In the future, the kinetics of HPG
borate interaction with these model tear film components will be helpful to assess HPG
borate application as an artificial tear component. 
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Appendices 

Appendix A: Modeling of polyelectrolyte titration of 
RPG/borate with PDADMAC 

Objective: This calculation is to model polyelectrolyte titration of HPG/borate 
with PDADMAC 

Assumptions: 

1. The SCD output is proportional to the streaming current which in tum 
proportional to streaming potential. (Walker et al. 1996). 

SCD=a~ 

2. The titrant is uniformly distributed on the detector walls and in solution so that 
the titrant corresponding to isoelectric point of the adsorbed layer represent the 
isoelectric point of the polyelectrolyte complex species in solution. 

3. Every added PDADMAC chain binds to a HPG chain and PDADMAC binds 
to HPG in solution and on surface in the same amount. 

4. The addition of PDADMAC which form polyelectrolyte complex with borate 
bound HPG facilitates the binding of borate on HPG binding sites. 

Symbols 

B - uncharged B(OH)3; P - concentration of HPG binding sites; BP 

concentration of HPG bound borate; BOH - borate anion, BT - total boron 

concentration, OH - hydroxy ion concentration, H - hydrogen ion concentration 
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The equation set 

PT= P +BP polymer balance 

BT = B + BOH + BP boron balance 

Ko = 
BOH borate buffer 
B·OH 

BP 
K 1= -

BOHs·P 	 borate binding constant 

BOHs is borate anion concentration at the 
surface which is lower because of 
electrostatic repulsion. Thus a charged 
surface inhibits binding 

From the Boltzmann equation 

{ eo·'l)J·1J The is equivalent to equation 6 in 
BOHs = BOHex --	= >-.. BOH 

kb·T 	 Leibler, L.; Pezron, E.; Pincus, P.A. 
Polymer 1988, 29, (6), 1105-1109. 

Term y is an adjustable correction 
term 

BT 
2 = OH+ BOH + BP - H 	 Charge balance - ignoring PD AD MAC, 

the only source of cations is the intial 
borax addition and protons. 

Kw = OHH Dissociation of water 
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equation 4 from Pelton, R.; 
Cabane, B.; Cui, Y.; 
Ketelson, H. Anal. Chem. 
2007, 79, 8114-8117. 

collecting constants w= --
e:0·e:rkb·T 

crct =crctJ + OB.PG+ CJDAD 

is the total surface charge density 
is the original value in the cell 

OB.PG is the contribution due to HPG-borate 
croAD is the contribution due to PDADMAC 

Defining the surface polymer layer 

IlIPG BP 
CJfIPG= -· ·F 

EWmax. Br 

is the amount of adsorbed HPG - a 
parameter and is assumed to be 
constant 

is the equivalent weight of fully
EWmax 

charged HPG. 

CDAD 
rDAD =	--·IJ.ipo is the mass concentration of added 

CHPG 
PDADMAC in the cell 

cHPo is the mass concentration of HPG 
in the cell 
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Assume: 

1. Every added PDADMAC chain binds to a HPG 

2. Adsorbed and solution polymers are the same 

IDAD·F CDAD IHPG·F 
CTDAD =-- =--·-

EWDAD CHPG EWDAD 

rHPG BP CDAD IH:Po·FO'd=O'ctl ---·-·F+ --·--
EWmax PT CHPG EWDAD 

Recasting equations for Numerical solution 

BP is the fraction of occupied borate binding sites 
PT 

BP BP 
K 1=- Rearranging BOH= -

A·BOH-P A·K1 ·P 

Substituting polymer balance gives BOH- BP 
- A·KdPT- BP) 

Substituting in A. gives 

Subsituting 

BP { asin{-~·O'ct·~))-l 
BOH = [ ( )l ·ex eo·1 ·2· 

K1· PT - BP '..J eo 
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BOH 
Ko =- Rearranging BOH =Ko·OH- B 

B·OH 

Substitute from boron balance 

Ko·OH·(BP - Br ) 
BOH =KQ·OH(BT - BOH - BP) solve, BOH -t 

KQ· OH + I 

- BT+ BP 
BOH =- Ko·OH --

1 + Ko·OH 

Substituting Kw into charge balance to eliminate proton ion 

BT 	 Kw- =OH+ BOH + BP - 
2 	 OH 

Constants 

Er := 78 	 Relative permittivity 

T:= 298K Temperature 
mot 

NaCl:= 0.01 
L 	 Background electrolyte 

Corresponding kappa 

Equivalent molecular weight of 
EWDAD := 161.5 Da 	 PDADMAC 

p :=gm 
mL 	 Density of solutions 
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Borate binding constant 

pKa := 9.2 

Ko := 1o14-pKa ___!:__ 

mot 


4 L 
Ko= 6.3096 x 10 ·

mo! Boric acid association constant 

SCD and HPG Properties 

c 
CJ"d l := -0.06 2 Initial charge on the cell 


m 


IHPa:= 2 mg 
2 Amount adsorbed HPG 

m 

EWma,\'. := 650Da Minimum equilvalent molecular weight of 
RPG/borate 

w:= --
E:o·E:rkb·T Collection of constants 

10 - 1 
w = 5.6385 x 10 C ·m 
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Input variables for calculation - these can be varied 

O.Ol%p
PT:= -

EWmax 	 HPG concentration expressed 

as molarity of borate binding 

sites
- 4 mo! 

PT= 1.5385 x 10 "T 

PTEWmax Function gives corresonding ( ) = --CHPG PT :

p mass fraction ofHPG 


BT := 0019 L 
mo! 	 Total boron concentration 

L 
K1 :=100.0 

mol 	 Borate/HPG binding constant 

OHi := 10-( 14- pKa) mol 	 Initial hydroxyl ion concentration from borax 
L 

- 5 mo! 
OHi= 1.5849 x 10 "T 

Dad := 0.000 1 -
mole 	 Molar concentration of quaternary groups 

L 
from PDADMAC 

Dad·EWDAD 
Cnact(Dad) := ---- Corresponding mass fraction of 

p 
PDADMAC in cell 

An adjustable parameter used in Boltzmann 
equation 

{ eo·'l)J·1) BOH5 =BOH-ex -- =>-.·BOH 
kb·T 
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Solving simutaneous equations using Mathcad solver 

Initial guesses 

BOH := 0.5·BT Free borate OH := OH1 

BP := 0.05 ·PT Bound borate '¢ := -lOOmV 

Solve block 

Given 

-BT+ BP 
BOH = -Ko·OH--

1 + Ko·OH 

-1 
BP I I'HPG BP Dad w 

BOH = ·ex 1·2·asin - · crct1 - --·-·F + ·I'HPG·F ·-{ { ( ) ][K1 · Pr- BPU 2 EWmax PT PrEWmax K.(NaCI) 

BT Kw 
- =OH+ BOH+ BP- 

2 OH 

f(Br,Pr,K1 ,NaCl,Dad , I'HPG,'"'f ,CTdl) := Find(BOH, BP,OH) 

Example calculation 

3 BOH 
9.4153 x 10 ] 

r(BT. PT ,KJ, NaCl.Dad, I);pQ,1 ·"di)~ 6.9054 x 10~ 5 · m:' BP 
[ 

l.5682 x 10 
5 

OH 
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:d(l~~HPG . r(BT , PT, K 1 , NaCl, Dad , lHPG.~,"di), .F) .. 

EWmax PT 
CDad(Dad) I'HPG·F 

2·lq,-T 1 
[ 
+ CHPG( PT) . EWDAD 

'l)J(BT,PT,KJ , NaCl , Dad , l){pQ,1,0'dl) := -- ·asin 
eo 2 ~NaCl) 

w 

'l)J(BT , PT ,Kl ,NaCl,Dad,I'HPQ,1,0'dl) = -l.2418·mV 

f(sT , PT,Kl ,NaCl , Dad , I).n>Q,1, 0'dlh J 
pH(BT , PT ,Kt,NaCl ,Dad , l){pQ,1,0'dl ) := 14+ log ·- ------ ---

mole 
( 

L 

Simulating Polyelectrolyte Titrations 

Dadd := O·PT ,0.05 ·PT·· 3·PT Range of PDAD MAC concentrations during a titration 

Binding ofboric acid to HPG lowers pH 

Change in pH 
9.2 

9.198 

9.196
pH( BT,PT,Kt,NaCl ,Dadd , 5·IJ.n>G,1,<rdJ ) 


pH(BT,PT ,KJ ,NaCl,Dadd , 5·IJ.n>G , ~ ,O'dl) 


9.194 

9.192 

2 3 

Dadd 

PT 
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In this case only a small fraction of the borate is bound to HPG 


Fraction of Boron bound to HPG 

0.01 

r(BT, PT , K1 ,NaCl , Dadd ,5-I).IPG, "f , O"dt) 1 

BT 

1.5 

Dadd 


PT 


The effect of initial charge density on the cell 

200..-------.------T"------r----..... 

'l/J(BT , PT , 1 ·KJ , NaCl , Dadd , I)..n>Q ,3 ,20-d1) 

mV 

'l/J(BT , PT , l· Kt , NaCl ,Dadd , rHPG . 3,0"dl) 

mV 

'l/J(BT ,PT , 1-Kt , NaCl , Dadd ,I)..n>Q, 3,0.50"dt) 

mV 

SCD 

mV-4 

SCD 

mV· lO 

-200 
0 0.5 1.5 2 

vol·Dadconc vol ·Dadconc 

Dadd Dadd Dadd Cellvol Cellvol 
-- , - - -

' PT PT PT PT PT 
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Components of surface charge density 

<Tdl 

- IH.PG «BT,PT , Kt ,NaCl , Dadd, l ·rHPG , '"'f, <rd1)1 
--· ·F 
EWmax PT 

CDad(Dadd) fHPQ-F 

CHPG(PT) . EWDAD 

0.5 

-0.5 0 2 3 

Dadd 

PT 

The Titration Endpoint 

Fraction of Occupied HPG binding sites 

,.---, 
«BT , PT,Kt ,NaCl, Dadd , l ·IH_pQ , '"'f ,<Tdl) l 

PT 

«sT,PT, Kt ,NaCl, Dadd , 10.fHPG, '"'f ,CTdl)i 

PT 

«BT.PT , KJ , NaCl ,Dadd, lO·IH_pQ , l , crd1)i 0.5 

PT 

«BT ,Pr ' lOOO·K1 , NaCl , Dadd , lO·IH.PG , '"'f ,CTdl) l 

PT I 
I 

I 
I 

I 
I 

2 3 

Dadd 


PT 


All titrations saturate the HPG. However, endpoint stoichiometry is only achieved if 
there is sufficient adsorbed HPG. Endpoint is not sensitive toy or Ki, whereas shape 

of titration curves is. 
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The corresponding titration curves, shown below, indicate that although the 
endpoints are stiochiometric iff is big enough, the shapes vary - When K1 is 

large, the behavior is the same as a strong polyelectrolyte. 

Corresponding titration curves 
200 

mV-t!>(BT,PT,KJ , INaCl,Dadd , IO·fHpQ, "'f, <TdJ) 


mV I
• •• ,, It!>(BT ,PT , IOOO·KJ , INaCl ,Dadd , IO·fHpQ , l , crdi) 


mV -JOO
-- -- ,"'
t!>(BT ,PT , KJ , lNaCl ,Dadd , IO·IHPG , "'f ,<Tdl) 


mV 
 -
-3000 

0.5 1.5 

Dadd 

PT 

Ionic strength influences inti al potential shape at the end 

Influence of salt cone 
200 

'¢(BT ,PT ,KJ ,NaCl , Dadd , IO·fHpQ,"'f ,<TdJ) 


mV
-t!>(BT,PT,Kl , IONaCl , Dadd, lO·fHpQ,"'f,crdi) 

mV 


t!>(BT ,PT,KI ,O. !NaCl ,Dadd , IO·fHpQ, "'f ,<TdJ) 


mV 


-2000 
0.5 1.5 

Dadd 

PT 
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200.------..------..--------. 

100 •
I 

-3
Pr= 0.1538mol·m 

-3
Br= l9mol ·m 

L 
K1=100·

mol 
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The binding constant dictates the potential corresponding to the flat part of the curve 

Influence of binding constant 
200.------.-----~--------. 

100·h't'(Br,PT.K1 ·0.0l ,NaCl , Dadd , lO·IH:PG,"f ,CTdl) 

- mV 

'l)J(Br ,Pr ,K] · l ,NaCl ,Dadd , lO·rHPG,"f , CTdI) 

mV- ~ 

, ..........'ljJ(Br ,Pr, IOOK1 ,NaCl,Dadd, IO·rHPG,"f , CTdi) 

mV 
-100 

-2000 
0.5 1.5 

Dadd 

Pr 

'l)J(Br ,Pr,Kt, NaCl,Dadd ,O. l ·IHPG, "'f, CTdt) 

mV-'ljJ(Br,Pr,K1 ,NaCl,Dadd ,0.5 ·I){pG,"f,CTdl ) 

mV 

·ljJ(Br ,Pr .Kt ' NaCl,Dadd , l ·IHPG:'f , CTdi) 

mV 

'l)J(Br,Pr,K1, NaCl,Dadd,5·IHPG, 1.crdi) 

mV 
~ -100 

'l)J(Br ,Pr ,Kt ,NaCl,Dadd, IOO·fHpG, 1,crd1) 

- mV 

-200'------'------''------~ 

0 2 3 -3 
NaCl= IOmol ·m 

Dadd 

Pr 

1=3 
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Influence of gamma -large K 
300 

tJi(Br ,Pr , lOO·K1 ' NaCl,Dadd,rHPG,3,o-d1) 200 

mV 
- 100 

tJi(Br,Pr, lOO·K1 ,NaCl,Dadd,I){pQ, l , O-dl) 

mV 

tjJ(Br ' Pr ' 100· K1 'NaCl' Dadd' IHPG. 0.001 , 0-dlJ ~100 


mV 


-300 
0 2 3 


Dadd 


PT 


Influence of gamma -small K CHPG(Pr) = 1 x 10-4 

-3
BT= 19mol·m ·tji(Br ,Pr' Kt ,NaCl, Dadd, I){pQ, 6, 0-di) 

- mV 
-3

Pr= 0.1538mol ·m tJi(Br ,Pr, K1, NaCl,Dadd, IHPG, 3, o-d1) 


mV 

L 

KJ = 100· tJi(Br ,Pr' K1'NaCl,Dadd,I){pQ,1, 0-dl) mol 
mV 


tJi(Br ,Pr,K1 ,NaCl, Dadd,I){pQ , 0.5 ,O-dl) 
 IHPG = 2· mg -	 2mV m 

-2000 	 30.5 	 1.5 2 NaCl= lOmol ·m-

Dadd 

Pr 

1=3 
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Fitting experimental data 

200.------.1-----r--1-----. 

- 3
BT= 19mol ·m 

5 ...,'ljl(BT,PT , 10 ·Kt ,NaCl,Dadd , IJipQ,3 , rrct1) 1001
-3 

-

mV 

e1 
PT= 0.1538mol·m 

'ljl(BT , PT , l ·K1 , NaCl ,Dadd , lHPG,3 , rrdt) ...,ot-
L 

K1=100·-
mol••• mV 

SCD 
...,mV-4 - lOOI-


IHPG= 2· mg 

2 

m 
L .l-200 
0 2 -3

NaCl= lOmol ·m 
vol· Dadconc 

Dadd Dadd Cellvol 
- - , - 

PT PT PT 1=3 

Influence of Boron Content 

'ljl(PT 10, PT, K1, NaCl,Dadd,IJipQ, 1, CTdl) -3 

- BT = 19mol ·m 
mV •"" ·'' I 


100 

' I'ljl{PT 100,PT, K1 ,NaCl, Dadd, lHPG, 1. rrct1) -3
PT= 0.1538mol·m 

mV ·' ,. --"" 
••• 0 •• ••••••• .. 

'ljl(Pr l ,PT,Kt , NaCl,Dadd,IHPG.1,CTdl) L 
K1=100·

mV mol 

'ljl(Pr-O.l,PT,Kl, NaCl,Dadd,Iill>G , 1 , rrd1)- 100 


mV 
 IHPa= 2· mg 
2 

m -· 
-200~----------------' 

0 0.5 1.5 
-3

NaCl= lOmol ·m Dadd 

PT 
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Simulating pH Change During Titration 

dad:= 0 ,0.05 .. 2 

9 . s.-----..----~----.----.., 

pH(Bn9 ,PTph, K1 , NaCl ,dad·Bn9, IHPG, 1,rrdt)-pH(Bn4, Ptph ,Kt, NaCl ,dad·Bn4, IHPG, 1, CJdt)8.5-pH(BTJ, PTph, Kt, NaCl, dad·Bn , lHPG, 1, CJdi) 

- 8 
pH(Brns,PTph,KJ, NaCl,dad· Bros . lHPG, 1 ,CJdt)- 7.5 

0.5 1.5 2 

dad·Bn9 dad·Bn4 dad·BTJ dad·Bros 

Ptph ' Ptph ' Ptph ' Ptph 

10 

pH(BTos,PTph, t ·K1 ,NaCl,dad· Bro5 ,5I){pQ,2,CJdJ) -pH(Bros ,PTph. l ·Ki,NaCl,dad·BTQ5,5I){pQ, 1,CJdI) 

pH(Brns , Ptph,0.0l ·KJ , NaCl , dad·Bro5 ,5IlfpQ,2,CJdt) 

pH(Bros ,Ptph. l ·K1 ,NaCl,dad· Bros , IOI){pQ,2,CJdI) -
8 

7 

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 

dad· Bros 

Ptph 

Gamma has biggest effect on shape. 

Weakening the binding constant also has an influence. 
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Appendix B 

Appendix B.1: Determination of Charge Density on Lysozyme by 
Polyelectrolyte Titration 

The detailed procedure of polyelectrolyte titration was described in Chapter 3. In 
determining the charge density on lysozyme, we used 1x10-3 eq/L of PVSK as standard 
titrant, and the ionic strength in PVSK solution was adjusted to O.Olmol/L using solid 
NaCL Sample solutions with 0.3g/L lysozyme in O.Olmol/L NaCl were prepared. The pH 
of solutions was adjusted using O.Olmol/L sodium borate buffer and 0.05mol/L HEPES 
buffer to 9.2 and 7.4 respectively. The zero signal of a streaming current detector was 
used to determine the endpoint of polyelectrolyte titration. The results showed that 2.18 
and 1.85 mL of PVSK were consumed to neutralize lOmL oflysozyme at pH 7.4 and 9.2 
respectively. The charge concentration oflysozyme was calculated using equation (1): 

c = C PVSK V PVSK (1) 

lyso V, 


lyso 


where Ctyso is the charge concentration of lysozyme, Cp vsKis the charge concentration of 
PVSK ( 1x10-3 eq/L ), Vp vsK is the volume of PVSK consumed at endpoint, Viyso is the 
volume oflysozyme solution loaded (10 mL). The calculated charge concentration of 
lysozyme at pH 7.4 and 9.2 were 2.18 x104 eq/L and 1.85 xl0-4 eq/L respectively. 
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Appendix B.2: One site binding model for isothermal titration 
calorimetry (ITC) 

From the MicroCal ITC tutorial guide, the binding constant for the ligand and 
macromolecules can be expressed as: 

K = e (1) 
(l-0)[X] 

where 0 is fraction of sites occupied by ligand X, and [X] is the free concentration of 
ligand. The total ligand concentration can be calculated by: 

Xt = [X] + n0Mt (2) 

where n is number of sites, Xf is the total ligand concentration, M1 is the total 
concentration of macromolecules. Combining equation (1) and (2) gives 

The total released heat at fractional saturation 0 is 

Q= n0M/~lffo (4) 

where LJH is the molar heat of ligand binding, and Vo is the volume of the titration cell. 
Solving equation (3) for 0 and then substituting into equation ( 4) gives 

Q= nM/1HV0 [l+~+-1__ (l+ Xt +-1-)2 - 4Xt] (S) 
2 nM, nKMt nM1 nKM1 nM1 

The Q of the ith injection, Q(i), can be calculated using above equation. But volume 
correction must be made for the injections of ligand liquid. The correct expression for 
heat released, LJQ(i), from the ith injection is 

fiQ(i) = Q(i)-Q(i-1) + d~ [ Q(i) +Q(i-l) ] (6)

Va 2 


The procedure of fitting using Origin, involves 

1. initial guesses for n, Kand LJH, 
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2. 	 calculation ofL1Q(i) for each injection and comparison of these values with the 
measured heat for the corresponding experimental injections, 

3. 	 improvement in the values of n, Kand LJH, 
4. 	 iteration of the above procedure until no further improvement is needed. 

The one site model finally gives n, Kand LJH for the specific experimental data. 
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Appendix B.3: Calculation of charge ratio of CMG or RPG-borate to 
lysozyme and molar ratio of HMG to lysozyme 

eq := mo! 

In isothermal titration calorimetry of CMG titrating lysozyme, lysozyme was in 

cell and CMG was in syringe at pH 7.4 and 25°C both in 0.05 mol L-1 HEPES buffer. 

vcen := t.43ImL Volume of cell 

v
8 

:= o.01mL Volume of each drop titrated from syringe to cell 

clyso := 2.18-10-
4 ~ 	 Charge concentration of0.3gL-1 lysozyme at pH 7.4, see 

Appendix B .1 

ns := o.39 Degree of substitution of carboxymethyl group in CMG 

MwcMG := (162 + DS·58) gm 162 is molecular weight of one sugar unit, 58 is 
mo! 

molecular weight of carboxymethyl group 

MwcMG = 0.185 -
kg 	 Molecular weight of CMG per sugar unit 

mol 

Mass concentration of CMG 
CMG:= 0.5 gm

L 

DS·CMG -3 eq
cCMG := -- = 1.056 x 10 · - CMG charge concentration 

MwcMG L 

Charge ratio of CMG to lysozyme 
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Accumulated volume of CMG solution titrated from syringe into cell 

V := 0.01mL , 0.02mL .. 0.29mL 
5 

0.034 

0.068 

0.102 

0.135 

0.169 

0.203 

0.237 

0.271 

0.305 

0.339 

0.372 

0.406 

0.44 

0.474 

0.508 rccMdvs) = 

0.542 

0.576 

0.609 

0.643 

0.677 

0.711 

0.745 

0.779 

0.813 

0.846 

0.88 

0.914 

0.948 

0.982 

Charge ratio of CMG to lysozyme for 
accumulated volume of CMG solution titrated 
from syringe into cell 
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In isothermal titration calorimetry of RPG-borate titrating lysozyme, lysozyme was in ce 

and RPG-borate was in syringe at pH 7.4 in 0.04 mol L-1 boric acid and 

pH 9.2 in 0.01 mol L-1 sodium borate buffer at 25°C. 

At pH 7.4 

- 4 eq 
clyso7.4 := 2. 18· 10 L 

At pH 9.2 

- 4 eq Lysozyme charge concentration at pH 7.4 and pH 
clyso9.2 := 1.85· 10 L 9 .2, see Appendix B.1 

HPG := 0.5 gm 	 HPG mass concentration 
L 

MwHPG := (162 + 0.36 ·58) 	gm
mol 

MwHPG = 182.88 ·
gm 	 Molecular weight ofHPG with degree of 
mol 

substitution ofhydroxypropyl groups of 0.36 

At pH 7.4 

DSb?.4 := 0.0 17 

At pH 9.2 	 Degree of substitution of borate per sugar unit on HPG at 
pH 7.4 and pH 9.2, see Appendix B.5 

DSb9.2 := 0.19 
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Charge concentration ofHPG-borate in syringe at pH 7.4 and pH 9.2 

At pH 7.4 

HPG·DSb7.4 _ 5 eq 
cHPG7.4:= =4.648 x 10 · -

MwHPG L 

At pH 9.2 

HPG·DSb9.2 - 4 eq 

CHPG9.2:= = 5.195 x 10 · -


MwHPG L 


Charge ratio ofHPG-borate to lysozyme at pH 7.4 and pH 9.2 

At pH 7.4 

At pH 9.2 

cHPG9.2.ys 

rcHPG9.2( Vs) := --


clyso9.2. V cell 


Charge ratio ofHPG-borate to lysozyme for accumulated volume of 
HPG-borate solution titrated from syringe into cell at pH 7.4 and pH 9.2 
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rcHPG7.4( Vs) = 

-3
1.49 x 	10 

-3
2.98 x 	10 

-3
4.47 x 	10 

-3
5.96 x 	10 

-3
7.449 x 10 

-3
8.939 x 10 

0.01 

0.012 

0.0 13 

0.015 

0.016 

0.018 

0.019 

0.021 
rcHPG9.2( Vs) = 

0.022 

0.024 

0.025 

0.027 

0.028 

0.03 

0.03 1 

0.033 

0.034 

0.036 

0.037 

0.039 

0.04 

0.042 

0.043 

0.02 

0.039 

0.059 

0.078 

0.098 

0.118 

0.137 

0.157 

0.177 

0. 196 

0.2 16 

0.235 

0.255 

0.275 

0.294 

0.314 

0.334 

0.353 

0.373 

0.392 

0.412 

0.432 

0.451 

0.471 

0.49 1 

0. 51 

0.53 

0.549 

0.569 
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In isothermal titration calorimetry oflysozyme titrating hydrophobically modified guar 

(HMG), HMG was in cell and lysozyme was in syringe at pH 7.4 in 0.05 mol L-1 

HEPES buffer at 25°C. 

Da := gm DSHMG := 0.13
mo! 

gm gm
MwHMG := ( 162 + 159· DSHMG ) - = 182.67 ·

mol mo! 

Molecular weight ofHMG sugar unit 

HMG := 0. 1 gm HMG mass concentration 
L 

HMG· DSHMG 
CHMG := HMG binding sites molar concentration 

MwHPG 

- 5 mo! 
CHMG = 7.108 x 10 .L 

Mwlyso := l 4600Da Molecular weight oflysozyme 

Lyso := 1 gm Mass concentration oflysozyme 
L 

Lyso

clysozyme := -


Mwlyso 


-5 mo! 
clysozyme = 6.849 x 10 ·L Molar concentration of lysozyme 

~Vs) := clysozyme· Vs Molar ratio oflysozyme to HMG 
cHMGvcell 
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Molar ratio oflysozyme to HMG for accumulated volume of 
lysozyme solution titrated from syringe into cell 

~vs) = 


-3
6.733 x 10 

0.013 

0.02 

0.027 

0.034 

0.04 

0.047 

0.054 

0.06 1 

0.067 

0.074 

0.081 

0.088 

0.094 

0.101 

0.108 

0.114 

0.121 

0.128 

0.135 

0.14 1 

0.148 

0.155 

0.162 

0. 168 

0. 175 

0.182 

0. 189 

0. 195 
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Appendix B.4: Example calculation of Gibbs free energy and 
entropy in ITC 

From one site binding model results for CMG titration to lysozyme 

in the absence of salt 


K1 := 1.61 ·10
7 Binding constant of CMG with lysozyme 

~H :=-1372~ Molar enthalpy released 
mo! 

from CMG binding with lysozyme 


R := 8.314 -
1

- Gas constant 

mol ·K 

T:= 298K Absolute temperature 

Calculation of Gibbs free energy and entropy 

~G = -9.82 x 103 -
1
- ·cal Molar Gibbs free energy 

mol 
from CMG/lysozyme binding 

~S:= ~H- ~G 
T 

Molar entropy from ~s = 28.348· ~ 
mol·K CMG/lysozyme binding 
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Appendix B.5: Example calculation of borate content on HPG 
polymer chain 

The objective of this model is to calculate borate binding to guar as a 
function of pH 

B - uncharged B(OH)3; P - cone. ofHPG binding sites; BP - cone ofHPG 

bound borate; BOH - borate anion 

The equation set 

BOH borate buffer Ko= -
B·OH 

BP 
KJ = BOH-P borate binding constant 

PT= P +BP polymer balance 

BT = B + BOH + BP boron balance 

rearranging equations for solver 

BP rearranging
KJ = BOH-P 

BPsubstituting polymer balance gives ---~BOH= 
K1 · PT - BP 

BOH 
Ko=  rearrangmg BOH = Ko· ORB 

B·OH 

-BT+ BPsubstitute from boron balance BOH = -Ko·OH--
1 + Ko·OH 

Ko·OH(BP- BT)
BOH =Ko· OH-( BT - BOH - BP) solve, BOH ~ 

Ko·OH+l 
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We assume we know total polymer and boron concentration as well as final pH 

Want to calculate concentration of HPG bound borate and related quantities 

Constants 

12TOL := 10

p :=gm 

mL 


pKa := 9.2 

Ko := 1014-pKa.___.!:'.__ 
mot 

4 L 
Ko= 6.3096 x 10 ·

mo! 

Chpg := 0.01 % 

EWHPG := 650Da 

tolerance for solver 

density of solutions 

boric acid association constant 

mass fraction ofHPG 

equivalent weight of HPG 

Input variables for Calculation 

mot 
BT := 40 

3 
m 

L 
K1 :=100 

mot 

total polymer cone. PT= 0.1 538 m 
- 3

·mo! 

total boron cone. 

hydroxyl ion cone. 

Borate/HPG binding constant 
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Solving two simultaneous equations using Mathcad solver 

Initial guesses 

BOH := 0.5BT free borate cone. BP := 0.05 ·PT bound borate cone. 

Given 

-BT+ BP 
BOH=-K()·OH--

1 + Ko·OH 

Solve block - two equations for two unknowns 
BP 

BOH= ---~ 
K1 ·(PT - BP) 

Helps to restrict solutions 

xxx(B1,P1 ,0H,K1) := Find(BOH,BP) 

mo! ) (15.4384) -3xxx 40 - ,P1 ,0H,K1 = m ·mo! 
( m3 0.0934 

The first term ofxxx is equilibrium cone. ofborate, BOH, and the 
second term is the cone of guar bound borate. 
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Variation of HPG-borate degree of substitution (DS) with HPG cone 

mole mol - ( 14-pH) 
pH := 9.2 Br :=0.04 L ohh(pH) := - ·10 

L 

\ Chpg·P 
( loghpg := 0 , 0.2 .. 6ptt ChpgJ := -

EWHPG 

0.3 

10xx,{Br ,ptt(ii·10 ghpg) , ohh(9.2) , K1) 1 

\~ ptt( mg · l ologhpg) . ~ 
-~ kg 182.88 
~ 0.2 \ 
~ xxx(Br,ptt( ~: · lOloghpg}ohh(7.4) ,K1} 
~ 

~ ptt( mg . l ologhpg) . 650 
~ kg 182.88 
i-. 
0 

.D 
r/J. xxx(BT ,ptt(mg · l010ghpgl,ohh(9) , K1)1 O.l 

0.2 kg )0 
ptt(mg · 1 ologhpg\ . ~ 


kg ) 182.88 


\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 

2 4 6 

loghpg 

HPG Cone. ppm 


4

l% =l x 10 ·ppm 

6
100% = 1 x 10 ·ppm 

From the figure we can see that in HPG concentration lower than 1% 
(loghpg=4), degree of substitution ofborate per sugar ring does not change 
with HPG concentration at a given pH. At pH 7.4, degree of substitution of 
borate per sugar ring is 0.017. At pH 9.2, it is 0.19 
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Effective salt concentration with the increase of pH gives increasing 
borate substitution on HPG 

lO·mg) -3 -3 
PT := ptt( kg BT = 40m ·mo! PT= 0.0154m ·mo! 

anion(pH, BT ,PT) := xxx(BT , PT , ohh(pH) ,K1)i + xxx(BT ,PT , ohh(pH) , K1)0 + ohh(pH) 

phh := 7 ' 7.1.. 11 

o.os.....------.---------.------. 

anion{phh, BT, PT) 


mo! 
 0.04 
L 

anio{phh , ¥ , PT) 0.03 

mo! 
-

L 
0.02 

anion(phh , BT , ~)
0.01 


mo! 0.01 


L 

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 

xxx(BT , PT, ohh(phh), K1) I 

PT 

Degree of Borate Substitution 

This plot shows how the salt concentration increases with the degree of borate 
substitution on HPG as we increase pH at constant total boron and HPG. 
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Appendix B.6: Calculation of critical salt concentrations on 
RPG/borate or CMG interaction with lysozyme 

The objective of this model is to calculate critical salt concentration for binding of 
HPG-borate or CMG with lysozyme using Muthukumar model. 

Constants 

e:r:= 78 Relative pennissivity 

T := 298K Absolute temperature 

a := 2nm Radius of lysozyme sphere 

( := 6.4 ·e0 Surf ace charge of lysozyme 

( 
ao := --2 

4· TI ·a 

= 0.0204m
-2

·C Surface charge density oflysozyme a0 

We are using two mannose uni ts as the repeat 
10 := 0.54nm 

unit, Cheng used one (Cheng et al. 
Biomacromolecules, 2002). 

Cw := 13 	 This is the charactistic ratio - Cheng says it is 
11 for guar, for charged HPG it should be a bit 
bigger. 

b := 24nm 	 Kuhn length ofHPG 

Effective step length ofHPG 
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Apply Muthukumar model, F von Goeler, Journal of 
chemical physics, 1994 

12·'IT·a0 ·q a is polyelectrolyte linear charge 
T = ·(l-exp(- 2K.a))

3 density, q is the charge per repeating 
E:·I'\, ·beffb·kb 

unit ofpolyelectrolyte chain 

K, := -
1 initial kappa 

IOnm 

Rerrange and apply root function 

Critical salt concentration as a function ofpH (degree of substitution for RPG-borate) 
for RPG-borate and CMG 

aa := 0.01,0.02 .. 0.3 degree of substitution of borate on HPG 

phh := 6.8, 6.9 .. 9.6 pH 

see calculation of anion(phh,Br,Pr) in appendix B.5-calculation oflinear 

charge density of RPG-borate (borate substitution per sugar ring) 
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.. •• • 
anion{phh , BT , PT) 


0.01+---- ••••••••······ mol 0.1 
= L.9 
~ )
i;.., anion{phh, BT , PT 
E O.l+----
8 mo! 

= L0 
u 

0.05 mo! 

~ L .g

;j Csc{K.c{0.39, 11,a, ao)) 


mo! 

L 

0
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 

xxx(BT , PT , ohh(phh) ,K 1)i xxx(BT , PT , ohh(phh) , K1) 1 
,aa,aa

650 650 
Pr 182.88 Pr 182.88 

Degree of ionization 

csc{K.c{0.39 , 11, a , o-0)) 
------ =0.0198 

mo! 
-


L 


The black curve is critical salt concentration for HPG-borate. The dotted pink 
curve is critical salt concentration for CMG. The red and blue curve are salt 
concentration as a function of pH with initial salt concentrations of O.Olmol/L and 
O.lmol/L respectively. 
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Appendix C 

Appendix C.1: Example calculation of HPG viscosity effect on PA 
liposome mobility 

er := 78 water permmissivity 

T := 298K Absolute temperature 

CNaC! := 0.1 Lmol NaCl concentration 

-1 
K = 1.043 l ·nm a := 40nm radius of PA lipo some 


K·a= 41.12 Ka> 1, Smoluchowski's model applies 


c:= 38mv PA liposome surface potential 


ri := 0.00091 Pa·s water viscosity at 25°C 


fl{ri) := i::o·E:r·C Smoluchowski's model for Ka>1 

Tl 


-8 2 -1 -1
fl{ri) = 2.88 x 10 ·m V s PA liposome mobility in water 

Assume PA liposome surface potential is constant, mobility is inverse proportional to 
solution viscosity 

1.05 · 10-
3

] 0.1) gm Chakrabarti 1991 
Tl~ P~s 

( for CHPG := ( o.5 T Rheologica Acta 1.92 · 10- 3 

8 J 22.5 x 10- - l - l 
fl{ri) = ·m V s

( 
l.37 x 10- 8 

At HPG concentration below O.lg/L, the solution viscosity are close to that of 

water. Therefore, the mobility does not change with the increase of HPG 

concentration. At HPG concentration above 0 .1 g/L, the solution viscosity 

sharply increases with the increase ofHPG concentration. Therefore, the 

mobility sharply decreases. 
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Appendix C.2: Modeling of depletion flocculation of PA 
liposomes induced by HPG 

The goal of this model is to calculate phosphatidic acid (PA) 
liposome stabilty in the presence ofHPG 

Constants 

T := 298K absolute temperature 

er := 78 water permissivity 

a:= 40nm radius ofPA liposome 

R := 8.314 joule gas constant 
Kmole 

NaCl := 0.1 mole sodium chloride concentration 
L 

h := run surface-surface distance 

p:=~
3 density of HPG 

crn 

rg := 128nm radius ofgyration ofHPG 

Da := gm define Dalton 
mole 

Mw := 11soooona HPG molecular weight 
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'¢ := 38mV Surface potential ofPA liposome 

A:= 0.7· 10 
-20

joule Hamaker constant of PA 

<!> := 0.0005 HPG volume fraction 

3 
B2 := 0.00003 cm ·mole second virial coefficient ofHPG 

2 
gm 

calculate kappa 

Theoretical expressions for different potentials (Note: all potentials are 
normalized by kbT) 

Electrostatic potential 

van der Waals interaction potential 

2 2 2 
Yvdw(h,A ,a) := --A ·( 4·a + 4·a + 2 1n( h + 4·a·h J~ · - 1 

12 2 2 2 2 2 kb·T 
h + 4·a·b h + 4·a·h + 4·a h + 4·a·h + 4·a 

Depletion potential using Fleer & Scheutjens & Vincent's approach (Colloids 
and Surfaces, 50 (1990) 24) 

,6,. := 40nm depletion layer thickness 

Original equation modifed by Seebergh and Berg (Langmuir, Vol. 10, No. 2, 1994) 
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-2 ( I ) ( h)2( h) lVdep(cl> , a, h) := - ·TI·R-T-p · cl>· - + B2·p ·cl> · ~t - - · 3·a+ 2 · ~t + - · 
3 Mw 2 2 kb·T 

Vdep(0.0005 , a , h) = - 2.8346 

Potentials as a function of liposomes separation 

h := O.Olnm , 0.05nm .. 20nm 

org(h) := 0 

YeJect(a, NaCl ,h , '¢) 

Yvdw(h , A , a) 

V dep(0.0005 , a, h) 

Yelect(a, NaCl , h , '¢)+Vvdw(h , A, a) 

Yelect( a, NaCl , h , '\(J )+V vdw(h , A , a)+ V dep(0.0005, a, h)-
org(h) -20 

-40 

0.01 0.1 IO 100 

h 

nm 

VeJect(a,NaCl,6nm ,'¢) + Yvdw(6nm , A,a) + Vdep(0.0005 ,a , 6nm) = - 3.0992 
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Appendix C.3: Estimation of the radius of gyration of HPG, 
native guar and PHG 

This calculation aims to estimate the radius of gyration of HPG, native guar and PHG 

a. Estimation of the radius of gyration of HPG 

2 
Rg 

2 = -R Rg is radius of gyration of guar, R is end to end distance of 
6 

guar. 


2 2 Cinf is characteristic ratio of guar, N is the number of 

R =Cinf-N·lo 

monomeric unit, 10 is the length of monomeric unit. 


Mw·0.63 Mw is the molecular weight ofguar molecule, Mm is 

N = -

Mm the molecular weight of one sugar unit of guar molecule, 
0.63 is the mole fraction ofmannose main chain sugar 
unit. 

For guar with molecular weight of 1.72 MDa: 

Mwguar := 1.72 ·10
6

Da Rgguar := 127nm Picout Biomacromolecules 2001 


Mmguar := 162Da lo := 0.54nm 


Cinfguar := 11 .87 
 Cheng Biomacromolecules 2002 

For HPG with molecular weight of 1.7 5 MD a: 

6
MwHPG := l.75· 10 Da 


MmHPG := 183Da 10 := 0.54nm 


CinfHPG := 13.02 


So 
RgHPG := 128nm 
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b. Estimation of the radius of gyration of native guar and PH G 

Rg = o:·Mw 
0.6 Tunier Food hydrocolloid 2000 

Rg := 133nm for 

Picout Biomacromolecules 2001 

Rg 
a: := --

Mw 0.6 

For native guar 

Rg:= o:·Mw0.6 

Radius of gyration ofnative guar is 177nm 
Rg = 177·nm 

ForPHG 

0.6
Rg :=o:·Mw 

Radius of gyration of PHG is 7.4nm 
Rg = 7.4-nm 
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